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Preface to Volume 11
Volume 11 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger includes documents referring to missions that
Mother Theresa founded in two distinct areas of Europe—
the Grand Duchy of Baden (in what is now the southwestern
part of Germany) and Gorizia, a small city in the Austrian
Empire (in what is now the northern part of Italy).
As part of the process leading toward the beatification of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger in 1985, 5,337 documents, which she either wrote or signed, were gathered and
copied by hand. These copies were notarized, numbered,
packed in a large trunk, and taken to Rome. On December
17, 1929, they were presented to the Sacred Congregation of
Rites for further examination. This material is referred to
here as the beatification collection.
Since it was beyond the scope of this work to locate original letters still extant in numerous archives, translations
were done from the notarized copies in the beatification collection. Some of the material in this collection was copied
from archival copies of the original documents and these
copies did not always include a signature. This does not
imply that the original document was unsigned.
A few documents in the beatification collection were either undated or misdated. Further study of these documents and their context helped determine probable dates,
which are indicated in brackets. Since the documents in this
volume are arranged chronologically, they do not always appear in numerical sequence. A numerical list of documents
can be found at the end of the book.
Words in the texts of the letters that appear in brackets
were added in order to help identify persons or places mentioned in the letters. Italics are used to indicate underlined
text found in the documents of the beatification collection.

x

Preface

Mother Theresa’s use of the name, Poor School Sisters
(Arme Schulschwestern), as well as the word order, has been
retained in this translation.
Place names found in this volume are those commonly
used in Mother Theresa’s time. If the same place is known
by a different name today, a footnote supplies this information.
Efforts have been made to identify the recipients of each
letter. Titles are used in the headings and salutations, but
the nineteenth-century practice of repeating titles throughout the text and closing of a letter has been dropped for the
most part in this translation. Formal closings have been
simplified and are usually given as “Respectfully yours.”
After the beatification collection was delivered to Rome
in 1929, additional documents were found that can be attributed to Mother Theresa or were commissioned by her.
Four of these documents are included in this volume and
identified with a number followed by a letter, e.g., 3817 a.
In this volume, documents that were not included in the
beatification collection are classified as (1) an autograph, (2)
a transcript, or (3) a typescript. An autograph is a manuscript in the author’s handwriting. A transcript is an early,
handwritten copy of an original document. A typescript is a
typewritten copy of a document.
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Introduction
“When God calls, we will cry out with Samuel, ‘Lord,
here I am!’”1 Mother Theresa wrote these words in response
to the first request for sisters to teach in a small school in
Baden, a grand duchy approximately 161 miles (260 km)
west of Munich, where the Catholic Church and the government were engaged in a fierce struggle over state interference in Church affairs.
Considered a compromise candidate by both sides, Herman von Vicari (1773-1868) was appointed Archbishop of
Freiburg im Breisgau in 1842 and became a key figure in
the conflict between the Church and the government.
Among other things, he insisted on the Church’s right to appoint personnel and to administer its property in accordance
with Canon Law. After issuing a circular to that effect,
Archbishop Vicari, who was 80 at the time, was placed
under house arrest on May 22, 1854. Public prayer throughout the archdiocese and an appeal to Rome resulted in his
release several days later on May 31. Tensions between the
Church and the government in Baden eased somewhat after
that, and eventually steps were taken toward a concordat
between the government and the Holy See.
Less than six months after Archbishop Vicari’s release,
Fr. August Karg wrote to Mother Theresa and asked if sisters could come to teach in his parish in Steisslingen. Aware
not only of the Church’s ongoing struggle, but also of the opportunity to “contribute her mite” through the education of
girls, Mother Theresa responded immediately precisely because the Catholic cause was so hard-pressed on every side.2
Three noble families generously provided schools for the

1 See Document 1856, p. 6.
2. See Document 1856, p. 6.
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girls in their respective areas, and eventually missions were
established in Steisslingen, Munzingen, and Hugstetten.
New school laws that were passed in 1868 and amended
in 1872, however, put an abrupt end to the sisters’ ministry
and presence in Baden. The sisters from Steisslingen and
Hugstetten were sent to other missions in Bavaria and those
from Munzingen to Hungary.
In this set of letters, we read of Mother Theresa’s consistent response to God’s call, whether it meant sending sisters to a place where they were never sure how long they
would be allowed to stay, or seeing missions abruptly closed
and sending the sisters to new lands with different languages and customs. Truly, for Mother Theresa and her sisters, “God’s cause was the only concern of their hearts.”3

3. See Document 895, which can be found in Volume 3 of Letters of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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1804: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen
J!M!

Munich
November 30, 1854

Very Reverend Pastor!1
In your kind letter of November 22, you called the Poor
School Sisters to open a mission in Baden. Steisslingen is to
be the cradle, and the dear children of your parish will be
the first to be entrusted to the guidance and care of the sisters.
Three teaching sisters are necessary to give elementary
and needlework instruction to 130 girls. A house sister is
needed to attend to household duties, but an extern could
also do that.
As far as the sisters’ living quarters are concerned, the
absolute necessities would be sufficient, and the rooms you
offered would probably be very adequate. Nevertheless, we
request a very simple pencil sketch showing the buildings
and how they are situated, so that we can comment on the
division of space. Will it be possible to have the school for
girls and the sister’s living quarters in one building which is
connected with the church?
Adequate furnishings include a few bedsteads, chairs,
tables, and a wardrobe. If you wish, we could also send
drawings showing what we use in our houses.
As support, we request 200 florin ($80) per teaching sister in the cities and 150 florin ($60) in smaller places. This
sum is paid in cash.
1. Fr. August Karg was the dean and pastor in Steisslingen in the
Grand Duchy of Baden (now in Baden-Württemberg, Germany).
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With regard to your final point—that we take charge of
the school for girls at Easter in 1855—we must ask that this
be postponed at least until the fall of 1855 because all available personnel have been assigned for the current school
year. Would you kindly let us know the month during which
winter classes begin in Baden, so that we can plan accordingly? It is possible that a few sisters would be available by
September 1855.
In the meantime, we will recommend the cause to God
who made the beginning and will continue to help us.
Finally, please accept the expression of our gratitude for
your gracious benevolence and our petition that you would
remember us in prayer.
We also ask that you give our regards to the noble baron2
and his family.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
1856: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
February 8, 1855
J!M!

Very Reverend Pastor!
You may be convinced that the Catholic cause in Baden is
very close to our hearts precisely because it is so hard-pressed
on every side. We will be happy to take up the struggle as far
as it is possible for us. Much would be gained through the
genuine Catholic education of young people, and a wide field
of labor would be opened there. As God wills! When God
calls, we will cry out with Samuel, “Lord, here I am.”3
If the plan that you, in your great zeal for souls, have
drawn up is to be realized, then it would also be very neces2. Baron Roderich von Stotzingen (1822-93) lived in the castle in
Steisslingen, which belonged to the Stotzingen family since 1780. He was
also a member of the Grand Ducal Assembly of Baden until his resignation in 1868.
3. See 1 Samuel 3:4.
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sary for the sisters to satisfy the secular world by their accomplishments and to live up to general expectations. With
130 children, three teaching sisters are definitely needed for
this to happen. They will have more than enough to do with
the many different tasks entailed in correcting the children’s
work and preparing both lessons and follow-up activities for
elementary and needlework classes. You will soon have the
opportunity to see this for yourself. Only thorough education will produce good fruits that are visible.
A minimum of 450 florin ($180) would be needed to support three teaching sisters and a lay person who is needed to
take care of the door and the household and to go out for the
sisters. Trusting in God’s blessing, we will manage with this
amount for the sake of the good cause.
Unless the boys’ classrooms are completely separated,
we cannot agree to have them taught by their own teacher
in the same building in which our sisters are teaching the
girls. Moreover, conducting only half-day classes would not
be conducive to our desired purpose. It would result in unavoidable disadvantages for both the boys and the girls, as
well as for teaching and character formation.
For these reasons, I venture to make a suggestion.
Would it not serve the desired purpose if you would find or
adapt space for classrooms, either in the building proposed
for the sisters’ living quarters, or in the adjoining shed that
belongs to the well-disposed noble family? This would eliminate all undesirable conditions for once and for all. If an
attic room could be arranged for the sisters, we would also
be happy to give up for an additional classroom the room
marked in red on the plan.
Then the institute, the first of its kind in Baden, would
be built in a manner appropriate for all of our purposes and
serve as a model in case there would be a desire to begin
similar institutes in other places. Although the building of
institutes that achieve what they should achieve will require
small additional expenditures, sensible people of every religious denomination will be convinced of their value from the
beginning. No one who sees the fruits of what has been sown
will regret the cost.
Please consider this suggestion and discuss the entire
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project with God and with the noble baron’s family, to whom
I wish to extend my regards.4 Please let me know your views
and suggestions about this so that we can make appropriate
decisions.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
1950: To Baron Roderich von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
Our Motherhouse in Munich
June 6, 1855
Noble Baron! Grand Ducal Assembly Member!
After Dr. [Bernard] Schels5 delivered your esteemed
communication regarding the building for the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters, I shared the sketch of the
plan with our architect, who gave me the enclosed memorandum in its original copy.
The whole structure would certainly be very serviceable.
By dividing the sleeping area into separate cells, each with
its own door, a small bedroom for an extern would be
gained and provision would be made for cases of illness.
This will cause a small additional expense, but I also want
to state that, if we are called to Steisslingen, the order is
willing to contribute 100 florin ($40).
We were deeply moved that the archbishop,6 who,
through no fault of his own, is in straitened circumstances,
still wants to contribute his mite. May God keep this elderly
spiritual leader as a pillar of the Church for a long time! We
pray daily for his precious life—especially now as the storm
begins.
4. The family of Baron von Stotzingen of Steisslingen
5. Dr. Bernard Schels was Mother Theresa’s representative in Rome
from August 1852 until January 1854. After the congregation was recognized by the Holy See in January 1854, Dr. Schels returned to Bavaria.
6. Herman von Vicari (1773-1868), Archbishop of Freiburg im
Breisgau (1842-68)

1854—1857
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It will give us deep joy to see the dean and acquaint him
with our schools.7 In order to save postage, Dr. Schels will
give the requested items to Fr. Karg when he arrives here.
Praying to the Most High for the realization of this noble
work that you have begun with God, I remain respectfully
yours,
Mar. Theresa of J.
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
P.S. The engineer was ill when he sketched the plan and
wrote his memorandum—thus the careless appearance of
both.
1959: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg im Breisgau
J!M!

Munich
June 26, 1855

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
You graciously sent a handwritten letter to the respectfully undersigned Poor School Sister through Fr. [August]
Karg, the dean and pastor in Steisslingen.
How overjoyed we were to see the precious handwriting
and, even more, to read its contents!8 I will gladly do every7. Fr. August Karg visited Munich in the summer of 1855 in order to
discuss the proposed foundation in Steisslingen.
8. On June 20, 1855, Archbishop Vicari wrote to Mother Theresa,
“Allow me to introduce the bearer of this letter, Fr. Karg, the dean in
Steisslingen and an excellent and zealous pastor. I recommend that, if
possible, you would grant his request. Fr. Karg and Baron von Stotzingen wish to introduce the Poor School Sisters into my diocese, whereby I
cherish the hope of seeing my desire of many years fulfilled. I have no
doubt that your institute will meet with success and appreciation here.
. . . Since all good things meet with opposition, difficulties will certainly
arise but, with the blessing of God, all prejudice will eventually vanish.
In your wisdom, you will know which sisters will promote the good cause
and, if they are natives of Baden, there should be no objection on the part
of the government. I ask that you would remember me in prayer and I
ask God to bless your exemplary religious institute.” See M. Liobgid
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn (Typescript, Milwaukee) 285-286.
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thing possible to begin this blessed work and have already
promised to contribute our widow’s mite9 so that the school
may come to life and, with God’s help, meet all the reasonable demands placed on an elementary school. It is the first
institute of its kind in Baden and may possibly become a
model school, which is surely your wish as well.
For a long time, we have been considering sending sisters who are natives of Baden because it will be easier for
them to adapt, and they will be tolerated there. With God’s
grace and your episcopal protection and help, we hope that
the cause will be realized in the best manner possible. We
are happy to be considered worthy to assist the little lambs
of your fold by leading them to Jesus the Good Shepherd.
We also hope to pay our respects to Your Excellency, in
person, very soon.
Recommending the entire cause to God and to your gracious benevolence and requesting your episcopal blessing, I
remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
P.S. In the meantime, would the priests of your diocese
send us many talented aspirants with a religious vocation so
that they could be educated and eventually sent back to your
archdiocese.
2044: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
October 11, 1855
J!M!
Very Reverend Pastor!
Before beginning a journey in the interests of our order,
our Reverend Mother [Mary Theresa] asked me to extend
her best regards, to express our gratitude for your letter of
9.

See Document 1950, p. 8.
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September 27, and to respond as follows:
It could be foreseen that the introduction of our institute
in Baden would be faced with obstacles of every kind. Nevertheless, in consideration of the fact that the reign of God
suffers violence everywhere,10 we may not let the conditions
prevailing in these times disturb us.11
In the meantime, let us promote the good cause by our
prayer before God. We will be very happy to take charge of
the school for girls in your parish as soon as God makes it
possible.
Thanks be to God, Josepha Bach has been in good health
and has adapted well to her new way of life. God grant that
soon we can give you the same good news regarding her
progress in her studies!
Recommending this aspirant and all of us to your devout
prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Josepha Hermanna [Sittler]
Prefect of Candidates
2111: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
February 15, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Pastor!
Praised be to God’s divine mercy that has blessed the
noble charitable undertaking and now allows it to develop
into a reality!
We share your view that so much depends on the first
sisters and the first impression made by the institute. Nevertheless, we did not hear anything further for a long time,
10. See Matthew 11:12.
11. Although Baron von Stotzingen had taken the necessary steps
and the government had promised that it would approve the school, no official statement had been issued. The baron did not want to wait any
longer and, hoping to hasten the process, asked if the sisters could come
as soon as possible. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 286.
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and now we are unable to make any personnel available.
Personnel are usually assigned in the fall, and the sisters
destined for the positions in your school cannot be taken
from their present positions in the middle of the school year.
Therefore, I must ask that you would kindly wait for the sisters until the end of August.
We would like to send you sisters who were born in
Baden because, if native personnel are not conducting the
institute, all sorts of difficulties could stand in the way.
In the meantime, could you kindly arrange that the
school would continue on a provisional basis? I think this
will hardly give cause for complaint during the few intervening months because the grand ducal government has already promised to accept us. With God’s help, therefore, the
sisters will zealously take charge of your mission at the end
of August.
We pledged a contribution of 100 florin ($40) on the condition that an institute be opened in Steisslingen.12 Since
this is now the case, I enclose the promised 100 florin to be
used for the intended purpose.
Drawings for the furnishing of the house will follow and
you may use them as you wish. If there would be some extra
used furniture available for the sisters, we would gratefully
accept it in place of new furniture.
In closing, please give our regards to the honorable
baron and his sister.13 Our school inspector [Matthias
Siegert] also returns your friendly greetings.
Requesting a remembrance in prayer and looking forward to further kind suggestions so that we can make the
necessary arrangements, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

12. See Document 1950, pp. 8-9.
13. Baron Roderich von Stotzingen and his sister Baroness Gabriela
von Stotzingen
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2112: To Fr. Adolph Strehle
Freiburg im Breisgau

Our Motherhouse in Munich
February 15, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Secretary!14
You kindly wrote here with regard to Clementine
Litschgi. We welcome Clementine in the name of the Lord!
Since it seems that God has removed the prevailing obstacles and our order can become established in Baden, it
might be in the best interests of Clementine’s future service—which we leave entirely up to God—if she would pass
the German teachers’ examination in Baden before she enters the order. Would you not also consider this advisable
for the above-mentioned purpose?
If this would be impossible, however, or if some other serious obstacle would arise in the meantime, we will set May
1 as Clementine’s entrance day. A new course for candidates
who are preparing to be teachers will begin here in May.
You need not worry about the postponement of reception
for our dear candidate, Anna Litschgi, or look for any fault
on her part.15 On the contrary, you will recognize a trait of
noble self-sacrifice and personal interest in the well-being
of abandoned children.
A few years ago it was left up to Anna to ask for reception or to take charge of the school in Orb, a mission in
Lower Franconia,16 which otherwise would have been left
without personnel because of the shortage of sisters. Anna
asked to go to Orb and, of course, a change could be made
only after some time had passed. This year, I hope to be able
to relieve Anna of her responsibility in Orb.17
We had not heard for some time anything further about
taking charge of the school for girls in Steisslingen. Now we
14. Fr. Adolph Strehle (1819-78) was the secretary to Archbishop
Vicari and court chaplain.
15. Anna Litschgi was Clementine’s older sister.
16. Candidates were sent to open a mission in Orb (now Bad Orb) in
1853.
17. Anna was received in 1857 and given the name Sister M. Abundantia.
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must postpone this undertaking until the end of August because we cannot make any transfers in the middle of the
school year. The sisters appointed to Steisslingen cannot be
transferred from their present positions until autumn.
Please give our best regards to the archbishop.18 We also
wish to express deep gratitude for his blessing and kind remembrance. We are happy that soon we will be able to make
a small contribution toward the salvation of the dear young
people in the diocese of this highly celebrated prince of the
Church. May God preserve his precious life for many years
to come! We pray for this daily.
Asking that you would remember us in prayer at the
Altar of the Lord, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2157: To Fr. Adolph Strehle
Freiburg im Breisgau

Our Motherhouse in Munich
May 2, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Court Chaplain!
Under God’s protection, dear Clementine [Litschgi] arrived safely in our motherhouse. May God’s blessing be
upon her so that the new plant will develop, blossom, and
mature to the joy of heaven and the benefit of countless
young souls whom she will lead to the Divine Friend of Children by her words, example, and prayer.
Perhaps I will be granted the grace of speaking with the
archbishop of Freiburg19 sometime during the summer
months. Before we take charge of the institute in Steisslingen, I consider it necessary to inspect the place. On this occasion I would also like to recommend personally the first
branch of our order in Baden to the aged spiritual leader
18. Archbishop Vicari
19. Archbishop Vicari

1854—1857
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and ask that he would give it his blessing.
With regard to the proposed institute in Constance,
Madame Litschgi said that Baron von Wessenberg20 desires
to inspect our rule beforehand. You already know that our
holy rule, drawn up according to the instructions given us by
the Holy See, is now in Rome where it was submitted for approbation. In case you would need to make use of it, I am enclosing the papal decree that proves that our order already
enjoys recognition by the Holy See.21
Our order already has several orphanages and homes for
neglected children. If the institute cares only for girls, the
sisters teach all the subjects and take care of the household
concerns. If boys are also in the institute, a male teacher
and an attendant are required. We usually study the
statutes of the proposed institute and submit our response,
after which a mutual agreement is made.
Please accept the expression of our gratitude for His Excellency’s episcopal blessing and gracious remembrance.
Returning cordial greetings from our confessor
[Matthias Siegert], I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
20. Ordained in 1812, Ignatius Henry von Wessenberg (1774-1860)
had little theological training. He suggested pastoral and liturgical reforms that were ahead of his time and he labored zealously and effectively for persons in need. His endeavors toward the establishment of a
German national church and his attitude toward the pope and the
Roman Curia prevented his appointment as the bishop of Constance in
Germany.
21. On January 23, 1854, Cardinal Gabriel della Genga Sermattei
(1801-61), Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Religious
(1852-56), issued a decree stating, among other points, “After His Holiness, Pope Pius IX, heard the reports of several cardinals from the Sacred
Congregation of Bishops and Religious, he resolved to praise and recommend the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame, as
well as its purpose, and its definition. By virtue of this current decree,
His Holiness gives this institute highest praise and recommends it in the
hope that the sisters will increase in virtue from day to day and zealously strive for the more excellent gifts.” (1 Corinthians 12:31) For the
entire text of this decree, see Document 1581, which can be found in Volumes 4 and 9 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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2208: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
July 22, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Father!
Unfortunately, I still cannot give you the exact date
when the sisters will arrive in Steisslingen, or more precisely, in Constance. In any case, it will be toward the end
of August or in early September. Definite information will
follow later.
Thank you very much for your kind communication
about how the sisters can manage the trip in the least
amount of time.
We will avail ourselves of the baron’s22 kind offer of a
carriage, for which we are most grateful. Please give him
my best regards.
Our beds, bed curtains, clothing, and linens will arrive a
few days earlier.
It would be desirable if a bench, made according to the
drawing already sent, could be ready by the time the sisters
arrive.
If an occasion presents itself, we ask that you would extend an expression of our deep gratitude to the bishop of
Mainz23 for his gracious memento.
May God bless the sisters who are coming so that they
will live up to all reasonable expectations!
Our school inspector [Matthias Siegert] returns your cordial greetings.
With prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

22. Baron von Stotzingen
23. Baron William Emmanuel von Kettler (1811-77), Bishop of
Mainz, 1850-77
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2232: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen
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Our Motherhouse in Munich
August 29, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Father!
Today I can finally let you know the exact day when the
sisters will arrive. Since I do not want them to travel alone,
our school inspector [Matthias Siegert] will accompany
them. The candidates’ examination and reception make it
impossible for them to come before September 15.
I cannot leave earlier than the fifteenth because the
school and institute examinations, retreat, and profession
all take place one after the other. With the pressure of current business, I cannot leave now either and therefore I
must ask that you kindly excuse the further delay.
The sisters will leave here by train at five in the morning on September 15 and take the route suggested earlier.
God willing, they will arrive in Constance around six in the
evening.24 The sisters’ baggage will arrive some time earlier
from three different places—Grafenrheinfeld (Schweinfurt
Station in Lower Franconia), Augsburg, and Munich. Would
you kindly accept the baggage and keep it until the sisters
arrive?
Asking for a remembrance in prayer, and sending our
best regards to the honorable baron,25 I remain respectfully
yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

24. Steisslingen is approximately 161 miles (260 km) from Munich.
25. Baron von Stotzingen
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2240: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
Feast of the Nativity of Mary
[September 8, 1856]
J!M!

Very Reverend Pastor!
With this letter, I would like to let you know that the sisters’ baggage has already been sent to Steisslingen from
Grafenrheinfeld, Augsburg, and Munich. Please accept our
sincere gratitude in advance for receiving it.
As we already wrote on August 29, the sisters will depart from here on September 15. Would you kindly arrange
for the opening of school and our taking charge of the institute on September 16? Our school inspector [Matthias
Siegert] must return the next day.
Urgently recommending the sisters to your pastoral
care, the work of God just beginning to your loving kindness,
and all of us to your prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2255: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
September 12, 1856
J!M!
Very Reverend Pastor!
The reception of our candidates was scheduled for September 14 but has now been postponed until the next day.
Due to unforeseen circumstances, our archbishop26 cannot
preside on September 14 but only on September 15. We regret this because neither our school inspector [Matthias
Siegert] nor I will be able to leave Munich and accompany
26. Gregory von Scherr (1804-77), Archbishop of Munich and Freising (1856-77)
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the sisters on their journey to Steisslingen. Sister Hortulana [Forstner], the local superior of our institute in Augsburg, will accompany the sisters to Steisslingen and act as
my representative at the opening ceremony on September
16.
In any case, we will make every effort to visit the new
house in Baden as soon as possible.
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2256: To Archbishop Gregory von Scherr
Munich
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
September 12, 1856
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
The Institute of the Poor School Sisters in Steisslingen
The respectfully undersigned wishes to report that, in
response to the call that came from Baden and with the approval of the archbishop of Freiburg,27 the school for girls in
Steisslingen will soon be entrusted to the Religious Institute
of the Poor School Sisters.
Sisters M. Bertranda Schönwald, M. Avelline (Andrea)
Konrad, and M. Corona Fuchs will leave the Munich Motherhouse for this purpose on September 15.
Requesting your episcopal blessing for the sisters who
will be traveling, as well as for the work of God beginning in
Baden, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
27. Archbishop Vicari
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2257: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg im Breisgau
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
September 13, 1856
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
The Institute of the Poor School Sisters in Steisslingen
After almost 15 months,28 with God’s help and your episcopal protection, it is finally possible to send the first sisters
into your diocese so that they can conduct the school for girls
in Steisslingen. May this contribute to the fulfillment of
your long-cherished wish that the religious institute would
develop and progress in your diocese!
In accordance with your cautionary advice, the respectfully undersigned is sending sisters who are natives of
Baden, Sisters M. Bertranda Schönwald and M. Avelline
(Andrea) Konrad, both of whom were born in Freiburg. They
will conduct the school and M. Corona Fuchs, a professed house sister, will be of service to them.
Your Excellency has already asked the dean and pastor,
Fr. [August] Karg, to be your representative at the opening
of the institute. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned
submits her request that you would also appoint an ordinary and an extraordinary confessor29 for the sisters and
that you would bestow your episcopal blessing on this new
work of God.
Respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

28. See Footnote 8, p. 9.
29. In addition to an ordinary confessor, the bishop appointed an extraordinary confessor for each convent to administer the Sacrament of
Penance four times a year during Ember days.
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2258: To Baron Roderich von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
September 13, 1856
J!M!

Noble Baron!
It is finally possible for us to send the sisters whom we appointed to take charge of the school for girls in Steisslingen—
Sisters M. Bertranda Schönwald and M. Avelline (Andrea)
Konrad, both of whom are natives of Baden and legally certified, experienced teachers, and the house sister, M. Corona
Fuchs.
Since 50 postulants will be received into the order on September 14 and 15, and our archbishop30 will conduct the ceremony on the second day, we regret that neither our school
inspector [Matthias Siegert] nor I will be able to accompany
the sisters to Steisslingen and take part in the opening ceremony. Sister Hortulana [Forstner], the local superior in
Augsburg, will be my representative.
I recommend my dear sisters and the new institute to
your gracious benevolence. The sisters will faithfully strive to
fulfill their teaching responsibilities to the best of their ability so that the school may be a source of consolation for you.
God will abundantly bless what you are doing for the Catholic
young people of Baden.
Respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

30. Archbishop Scherr
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2350: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
January 20, 1857
J!M!

Very Reverend Father!
Praise and thanks be to God who directs hearts like
streams of water and safeguards God’s own!
Since there has been a breakthrough in Church affairs,
we hope that much will be gained for the Catholic cause in
Baden.31 May God bless the work done in the school by the
sisters for the honor and glory of God! Surely then, a public institute will develop from a private one—a tree with
many branches from the mustard seed.
After you laid the cornerstone for this work, you now
want to send us a new building stone in the person of your
revered niece. In God’s name, we welcome her! Matilda
[Karg] is now in the years that are best for acquiring teaching qualifications, which will be even easier because she already has good background knowledge.32
The actual entrance date for our candidates is May 1,
but if you would rather not have Matilda come in later
spring because of the necessary acclimatization, she could
come at the beginning of February when a few other aspirants will also come.
The institute will provide for her needs and send a bill.
There is nothing more to say except to ask Matilda to send
her certificates of baptism, education, and morals, as well
as documentation of her origin and vaccinations because
these are required for the admission of aspirants.
With sincere gratitude for all the kindness and forbearance you have shown the sisters as well as for the help you
31. In his letter to Fr. Karg on December 5, 1856, Archbishop Vicari wrote that, according to a decree of the State Department of the
Grand Duchy of Baden promulgated in November 1856, the two sisters
in Steisslingen would be allowed to teach there. (Transcript, Munich)
17510
32. According to Fr. Karg’s letter to Mother Theresa on January 13,
1857, Matilda Karg was “17½ years old, in good health, talented, and
well-educated.” (Transcript, Munich) 17512
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have given them, with the request that you would kindly
give our regards to the honorable baron,33 and with a promise of prayer and best wishes from our confessor [Matthias
Siegert], I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2386: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg im Breisgau

Munich
April 4, 1857

J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
With deep joy and heartfelt gratitude to God, the Source
of All Good, and in the name of all my sisters, I wish to express our heartfelt congratulations to Your Excellency on
the occasions of your jubilee and birthday.34 We ask that you
would favorably look upon us and graciously accept our
small offering as a tribute.
God has done great things in and through you. Praised
be the name of God for all eternity! God not only led you to
the sanctuary, but also equipped you with divine power as
keeper of the keys, sent you out as God’s angel, and covered
your shoulders and surrounded you with an impenetrable
shield so that you could truly walk on vipers and serpents
and crush underfoot lions and dragons. The Lord God made
you Israel’s chariot and charioteer and appointed you Zion’s
sentinel who, when danger threatens, fearlessly blows the
trumpet’s warning before all the people.35 You shine like a
lamp on a lamp stand for all who are near or far and you
will continue to shine as those who fearlessly confess their
faith in Jesus.
33. Baron von Stotzingen
34. Archbishop Vicari celebrated the 25th anniversary of his ordination as bishop on April 8, 1857, and his 84th birthday on May 13, 1857.
35. See Jeremiah 6:17.
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May God, to whom is given all power in heaven and on
earth, prolong your years as a pillar of the Church and as a
faithful steward and warrior until the olive branch of peace
becomes green and the precious fruit ripens for the blessing
of the faithful shepherd’s supremely happy flock! Then your
crosier will bloom as an everlasting, glorious palm in the
world to come.
This is our confident hope because the names of those
who confessed God on earth will be called in heaven and inscribed in the Book of Life.
Finally, recommending to your gracious benevolence my
dear sisters in Steisslingen, the first mission in your diocese,
and requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
2387: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
April 4, 1857
J!M!

Very Reverend Father!
Every mission, including Steisslingen, must undergo a
critical period, but the Lord who inflicts wounds will also
heal them.
According to the latest reports, Sister Bertranda [Schönwald] is improving, which is now even more necessary because of the approaching examination. The first year is a
time of transition, which is always a difficult time until the
new methods are established. The board members will also
take this into consideration.
I trust in your continued pastoral help, which, according
to the sisters’ reports, has made them so happy. After the
grace of God and their vocation, we certainly owe it to your
support that their influence on the children with regard to
religion and morals has been beneficial. That is the purpose
and principal task of our schools. I hope to God, however,
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that the sisters do not lag behind in scholastic matters, but
set to work with practicality and thoroughness in all things,
as they were taught to do.
I cannot make a positive statement now with regard to
Josephine Vogt because she does not seem to be capable of
or qualified for elementary teaching, needlework instruction, or housekeeping. With her advanced age this situation
can hardly be remedied anymore and, without these requisites, her admission is impossible. If she still wants to have
an interview under such circumstances, she would have to
come here in any case.
May God grant me the joy of greeting you in Steisslingen
during the coming spring or summer months!
Recommending our entire order to your prayer and the
sisters in Steisslingen to your continued benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
2449: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg im Breisgau
J!M!

Munich

September 16, 1857

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
Since the order of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
is to be established in Baden, you requested the respectfully
undersigned to make a statement regarding the purpose and
structure of this religious institute and to present a copy of
its statutes in detail.
The statutes of the order, which I respectfully submit
here for your gracious examination, are now before the Holy
See for approbation. The first section contains everything
regarding the religious institute’s constitution and purpose,
which the President of the Department of the Interior of the
Grand Duchy of Baden wishes to know and, as a person of
civil authority, needs to know.
Therefore, I only need to add that, in Bavaria, the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters is established and
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branches out most easily in those places where a male
teacher has died or is transferred to another equivalent position, and the pastor requests School Sisters to teach the
girls. The sisters fill the teaching position so that the girls
can be separated from the boys, whereby moral behavior improves. As spiritual mothers, women should teach and train
girls according to the nature of things. This also finds its
basis in family life.
In this case, the salary of the male teacher who has died
or moved elsewhere goes to the sisters as their support.
Usually two sisters live on the income of one male teacher.
In addition to requesting rent-free living quarters, we usually set 200 florin ($80) as an annual stipend for one sister
in Bavaria. With this amount, the sisters must also cover
the expenses of a layperson who takes care of the household
and external business. She also obtains the firewood that is
used to heat their living quarters. The school board provides
firewood for the classrooms.
With regard to the sisters’ living quarters, the institute’s
purpose demands that, if the former school building is used,
it must be divided from top to bottom by a wall. If possible,
the boys and the girls must have separate entrances. The
sisters’ living quarters must be completely separate from
those of the boys’ teacher. Otherwise, a separate building is
used to accommodate the school for girls and the School Sisters. Wherever possible, this building is located next to the
church.
Please do not take it amiss if I ask for the speedy return
of the copy of our holy rule because it is the only one we have
and we will have continued need of it.
Finally, I venture to ask that, after examining our rule,
you would please send us an episcopal statement of approval
so that, in the future, we will have documentary evidence
from Baden just as we have from all the German bishops in
whose dioceses School Sisters are present.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
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Munich
September 16, 1857

Very Reverend Secretary!
Reverend Mother [Mary Theresa of Jesus] submitted the
order’s rule to the archbishop, but asked me to request that
you would kindly see to it that it is returned within two
weeks at the latest. Since it is the only copy she has, she
will continue to have need of it.
All the German bishops who have missions of the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters in their dioceses
have given episcopal approval to our rule, which is now with
the Holy See for approbation. Reverend Mother also made
the same request to the archbishop in order to have documentary proof in case it would be necessary in the future. In
your charity, could you also help us with this?
When replying to the president’s inquiry,36 I think it
would be sufficient to present the brochure with the material that precedes the rule. This brochure presents the
structure and purpose of the entire religious institute and
contains, in brief, all that the president is asking and needs
to know.
If anyone would object to the general superior having
charge of the order’s members (because she is from another
country), this objection would collapse on its own because
the authority of the general superior covers only the interior or religious life of the order.
36. According to Archbishop Vicari’s letter to Mother Theresa on
September 4, 1857, the President of the Department of the Interior in
the Grand Duchy of Baden requested precise information regarding the
purpose and structure of the order as well as a more detailed report on
its intended establishment in the Grand Duchy. In order to comply with
this request, Archbishop Vicari asked Mother Theresa for a copy of the
statutes of the order, a statement of the conditions for the introduction
of the order in a specific place, and any other helpful information. The
archbishop wanted to respond to this request in order to secure the
order’s establishment and growth in his archdiocese. (Transcript, Munich) 17519
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Furthermore, if God eventually gives Baden a motherhouse, the branch houses in Baden would be governed from
the motherhouse there—especially with regard to external
affairs.
Having completed what was asked of me and using this
opportunity to urgently request a remembrance in prayer
and your good will, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Siegert
Confessor for the Poor School Sisters
2505: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg im Breisgau
Our Motherhouse in Munich
November 26, 1857
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
In addition to returning the copy of the statutes of the
Order of the Poor School Sisters, you were pleased to give
these statutes your episcopal approbation.
Having just returned from several visitation journeys in
Bavaria and other lands, I hasten to present the expression
of our deep gratitude for this great favor and for your pastoral letter of encouragement.
May our merciful God grant that a motherhouse will
come to life in your archdiocese very soon! Then the tiny
mustard seed, already lying in the ecclesial ground, will
grow into a tree of life whose branches will extend over the
entire archdiocese, and God’s children, the dearest little
ones, will come and rest on its branches and be refreshed
with its fruits.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
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2522: To Fr. Ferdinand Seither
Wiesental
Our Motherhouse in Munich
December 14, 1857
J!M!
Very Reverend Father!
Thank you very much for kindly sending the annuity of
22 florin, 17 kreuzer ($8.91) which we received. Sister M.
Theadilde [Seither] will also express her gratitude for this
favor.
Your assurance of prayer for our order gave me great joy.
We must place everything that the establishment of our
order in Baden will entail into the hands of Divine Providence and confidently await the outcome. We also ask that
you continue to pray for this.
Please give my regards to the dean and ask that he also
pray for this intention. We will remember you and your reverend brother in our prayer.
Theadilde is good, as usual, but her health is always wavering somewhat, even in the mild climate of Franconia.37
Repeating the expression of my gratitude and enclosing
a receipt, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

37. Sister M. Theadilde was teaching music and foreign languages in
Miltenberg at the time.
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2561: To Fr. Henzler
Constance in the Grand Duchy of Baden
J!M!

Munich

February 23, 1858

Very Reverend
Chaplain!
A mild indisposition prevented me from answering
your letter of February 4 as soon as we received it on
February 6.
We accept homes for neglected children everywhere
and state our willingness to take charge of the one in
Constance. Before I can give a more detailed response,
however, I must first ask (a) that you would kindly send
me a sketch of the proposed building plan, which also
includes its location in relation to the church, and (b) that
you would kindly state a proposed annual sum for each
child in the home and for the
sisters.
Since the home for children and the secondary school for
girls are so different from each other, it would be difficult to
combine and staff both of them. Unless there are other reasons for doing this, the one could impede the other.
With gratitude and joy, I still remember all the undeserved good that, in your charity, you did for us when we
traveled through Constance on our way to Steisslingen in
Baden last year. Now I ask that you would give us the opportunity to respond by accepting our hospitality sometime
when you come here. Our house is open and you are cordially welcome!
Looking forward to further communications,1 I remain
respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Th. of J.
1. Sisters were never sent to Constance.
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2740: To Baroness Gabriela von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
Motherhouse in Munich
October 19, 1858
J!M!
Noble Baroness! Madame!2
With the expression of my sincere gratitude for your
kind communications,3 I must also tell of my deep regret
over what you graciously reported in regard to our sick Sister Bertranda’s [Schönwald] remarks and behavior. All of
this is news to me—news that I never expected. Otherwise,
I would have written to the patient long ago. I will certainly
write to her now and give her directives on how to conduct
herself.
Please forgive all these unpleasant occurrences. May
God prevent Sister Bertranda from doing even worse things!
We heard that the treatment at the spa in Freiburg was a
complete failure because she is not suffering from gout but
from weakness of the limbs. The journey there was very
strenuous and she had to be lifted out of the coach and carried into the building. With God’s help, several doctors
made every effort to cure her. May God grant it! I recommend the poor patient to your prayer.
Sister Bertranda’s successor,4 a kindhearted soul whom
we appointed some time ago, will come soon. We have already announced this to the sisters. I do not know how she
will do in the school there but, with God’s grace, I hope for
the best.
Please believe that I am very concerned about the
progress of our first institute of this kind in Baden and that
I will do all that I can for it.
2. Baroness Gabriela von Stotzingen was the sister of Baron
Roderich von Stotzingen.
3. In an undated letter, Baroness von Stotzingen asked Mother
Theresa to send a sister to take the place of Sister M. Bertranda until she
recovered from her illness. The baroness also commented on Sister
Bertranda’s lack of confidence in the doctors and her unwillingness to cooperate with the treatments. See Copia Publica (Transcript, Generalate)
4963-66.
4. Sister M. Philothea Kircher
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Sister will bring the necessary papers with her.
When an occasion presents itself, please give my regards
to the dean.5
Requesting that you would remember us in prayer and
sincerely thanking you for all the love that you have always
shown the sisters, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2910: To Canon Wolfsteiner
Eichstätt

Munich
May 26, 1859

J!M!
Very Reverend Canon!
The day before yesterday we received a letter from our
sisters in Steisslingen with the sad news that our good Sister M. Bilhildis [Wolfsteiner] departed this vale of tears during the night of May 20-21.6
We loved the dear sister, which makes our sorrow even
greater. In our suffering, our only consolation springs from
the hope of seeing her again. The good soul served God with
such great zeal, faithful devotion, and fervent love.
Surely Bilhildis will not forget any of us at the throne of
the Most High, especially as we remember her now and offer
our good works for the repose of her soul. Today we are having a Requiem offered for her in our convent chapel.
Repeating the expression of our deepest sympathy and
recommending the dear departed, as well as our entire religious institute, to your devout remembrance in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

5. Fr. August Karg
6. Sister M. Bilhildis died at the age of 27 in Steisslingen on May 21,
1859.
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2913: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen

Our Motherhouse in Munich
June 12, 1859
J!M!

Very Reverend Father!
God recently called home one of our sisters in Steisslingen, M. Bilhildis [Wolfsteiner]. Great as our sorrow was at
hearing this news, we are consoled by the thought that the
Heavenly Gardener considered this fruit to be ripe and
picked it. Praised and blessed be the name of God!
Please accept the expression of our gratitude for the pastoral kindness and loving care you showed our dear departed sister and for your unsparing efforts in your zeal for
souls to prepare the patient well for her journey into eternity. God will reward you.
Requesting your continued benevolence toward the other
sisters, as well as your remembrance of our entire order at
the Altar of the Lord, and united in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3017: To Baroness Gabriela von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
J!M!

Munich

January 12, 1860

Noble Baroness! Madame!
When I returned from a long visitation journey a few
days before Christmas, your letter had already arrived. The
content of your letter, which requested help for Sister
Veneranda [Litschgi],7 has been the object of my endeavors
for a long time. Since all available personnel have already
been assigned, it is very difficult to find someone to send.
This is also part of the reason for this delayed reply—I did
not want to send a letter without having something to say.
7. Clementine Litschgi was received as Sister M. Veneranda on September 15, 1856.
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Sister Philothea [Kircher] is an experienced teacher and
I think she can take Sister Veneranda’s place in Steisslingen
for the time being. Since she will not remain there permanently, her examination certificate is hardly necessary. I
recommend to your continued benevolence Sister Philothea
and all the other sisters in Steisslingen.
Sincerely thanking you for the love you continue to show,
sending my belated wishes that health and blessing will be
yours in this New Year of Grace, 1860, and united in prayer,
I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister
[No Signature]
3019: To Fr. August Karg
Steisslingen
J!M!

Munich
January 13, 1860

Very Reverend Father!
Your letter of December 30, 1859, notified me of the
death of Sister Bertranda [Schönwald], but this announcement had already come to us from Karlsruhe on Christmas.8
As painful as this news was for all of us, for we loved the
good and greatly needed sister dearly, we must nevertheless
thank God for bringing an end to her suffering when there
was no longer any hope for improvement and for giving her
a better life.
In her illness, Bertranda surely received a substantial
share of the precious cross. We hope that she emerged as
pure gold from the fiery furnace because she suffered with
such heroic patience and quiet submission to all that God
asked of her.
She expressed only one wish—that she could die in the
midst of our sisters in the convent. Unfortunately, not even
this desire could be fulfilled because, in her great weakness,
8. Sister M. Bertranda died at the age of 37 at hospital of the Sisters
of Charity in Karlsruhe on December 23, 1859.
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she could no longer be moved. Surely her ardent desire has
been granted now in her eternal, heavenly home.
No less painful was the news that Sister Veneranda
[Litschgi] is the third sister in Steisslingen to become ill.
Difficult as it was to remove a sister from her position in the
middle of the year, we sent Sister Philothea [Kircher] there
and we recommend her, as well as the other sisters in
Steisslingen, to your pastoral care.
Sister Veneranda has not been relieved of her position
as a teacher. Sister Philothea, a certified teacher, will help
in Steisslingen on a temporary basis because we hope that
God will help Veneranda regain her health. We are afraid
that we will have to make another change next autumn. In
this exceptional situation, Sister Philothea did not need her
teaching certificate and, therefore, she did not bring it with
her.
God be praised that our dear Sister Cleta [Schumacher],
who returns your friendly greetings, is in good health and
working hard to so that she will be suitable for our order.9
She asks for your prayers.
I also thank you for the undeserved attention accorded
me through your kindness on the occasion of the New Year
and I cordially return your best wishes—as does our school
inspector [Matthias Siegert] who has been somewhat ill for
a few days. God grant that it is only a temporary illness!
We hope that God’s mercy has given you relief from the
pain in your foot.
With prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister
[No Signature]

9. Sister M. Cleta was a novice at the time.
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Steisslingen
J!M!
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Munich

August 30, 1860

Noble Baroness!
In your letter of August 24, you kindly told me about the
state of health of our dear Sister M. Veneranda [Litschgi].
As sad as this news is, I am very grateful that you told me
this. In response, I can assure you that the house and personnel in Steisslingen have been very much on my mind for
some time. I am very worried because Sister Veneranda is
the third sister to become ill at this mission, and the first
two have already been laid to rest.10 My heart is filled with
sorrow when I remember the sisters who are still there.
We have in mind a small, suitable place for Sister
Veneranda and will carry out our plan as soon as possible.
Allow us to add, however, that it has recently been
pointed out to us that the sisters’ living quarters in
Steisslingen are not good for their health. We are obliged,
therefore, to make the urgent request that you would kindly
help the baron11—to whom I also wish to extend my regards—take suitable precautions to remedy this bad situation in order to save the lives of our sisters.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister
[No Signature]
3130: To Msgr. August Karg
Steisslingen
J!M!

Augsburg
September 18, 1860

Very Reverend Monsignor!
Sister M. Veneranda’s [Litschgi] poor health is the reason why there must be a change in personnel at our mission
10. Sisters M. Bilhildis Wolfsteiner and M. Bertranda Schönwald
11. Baron von Stotzingen
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in Steisslingen. We will send Sister Veneranda to an easier
place where she can take care of her health12 and Sister M.
Philothea Kircher will be given her teaching position.
Sister M. Hildegundis (Ida) Löffler has been assigned to
help the sisters at Steisslingen on a temporary basis so that
she herself can have some needed rest.
Recommending these sisters, as well as our entire religious institute, to your continued benevolence and pastoral
care, and requesting a kind remembrance in prayer before
the Lord, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3157: To the Royal District School Commission
Steisslingen

Munich
October 4, 1860

J!M!
Royal District School Commission!
The report is hereby submitted to the Royal District
School Commission that Sister M. Philothea Kircher will
take the place of the teacher, Sister M. Veneranda Litschgi,
in the school for girls in Steisslingen during the school year
1860-61.
According to the records in Paderborn dated July 11,
1856, the examination commission gave Sister M. Philothea
the highest grade, Excellent.
Recommending this sister, as well as the entire institute,
to your continued benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus,
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

12. Sister M. Veneranda was sent to the Brede Convent in Westphalia.
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J!M!
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Munich
September 11, 1863

Learned Reverend Prefect!13
First of all, I must apologize for not having answered your
kind letter immediately. Besides the fact that I was away
from home for six weeks, I wanted to choose two sisters for
Munzingen14 who are natives of Baden, an endeavor in which
I was not entirely successful.
Our dear Sister Veneranda Litschgi is now in Westphalia,
and I had to find out first if I could move her from her position there. I finally succeeded by sending someone from our
motherhouse here to fill the vacancy there. We also tried to
make it easier for Veneranda by finding a second sister with
whom she has already lived.15 We would now like to know
when the two sisters should arrive in Munzingen. They will
come from Westphalia to the motherhouse in Munich first
and then they will leave from here for Munzingen.
Veneranda’s qualifying grades are enclosed. Unfortunately, we will have to send the second sister’s grades later
because they must be obtained from Westphalia.
I must leave the drafting of the individual points of the
contract to the noble count.16 It will be very simple to draw up
the agreement because the buildings, furnishings, and utensils are and will remain the property of the count and his family and are only loaned to the School Sisters for their use.
The sisters, however, will be given an annual stipend.
Here in Bavaria each sister usually receives 200 florin ($80)
annually, in addition to firewood. This sum also covers the
expenses for an extern. Since it was beyond what the baron
could provide in Steisslingen,17 we managed with less in
13. Dr. Joseph Litschgi, the brother of Sisters M. Veneranda and M.
Abundantia, was prefect and beneficiary in Munzingen.
14. Count Henry and Countess Hermine von Kageneck applied for
sisters to conduct a school for girls on their property in Munzingen.
15. Sister M. Johanna Nonhoff was sent to Munzingen.
16. Count Henry von Kageneck
17. Baron von Stotzingen
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order to make a first attempt there.18 Nevertheless, we cannot afford to do the same elsewhere, that is, to cover the cost
of clothing, travel, illness, and other expenses directly from
the motherhouse.
Please give our best regards to the noble count and his
family.
Perhaps some small practical changes in the building plan
could be made after the sisters are there. It is probably too
late in the season to undertake any kind of construction now,
even if the changes are minor.
May this second seed sown in the soil of Baden thrive
under the shelter of God and the Holy Mother of God, the
noble count and his family, and your pastoral care! May it
grow into a tree that will bear blessed fruit for the young
women and their families!
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
Munich
September 30, 186319

Reverend Prefect!
We hereby enclose the certificates for the two sisters who
will be sent to Munzingen, as mentioned in our previous letter. We request that you have them delivered to the education council of the Grand Duchy.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus

18. See Document 1950, pp. 8-9.
19. Although this was probably a separate letter, both letters were
included in Document 3593 in the beatification collection.
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3748: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
October 27, 1864

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!20
. . . We opened eight new houses so far this year, including Munzingen near Freiburg in Baden. The family of Count
[Henry] von Kageneck financed the building of a small
convent so that a Catholic school could be opened for the
Catholic parents and children. The sisters arrived on
November 15, 1863, and, to the universal joy of the inhabitants, the goverment finally turned the school over to them
on February 16, 1864. . . .21
3761: To Fr. Adolph Strehle
Freiburg
J!M!

Munich
November 21, 1864

Very Reverend Court Chaplain!
Please do not take it amiss that I sent you the enclosed
letter of gratitude to the archbishop22 so that you can deliver
it to His Excellency in person.
I would like to use this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude for the undeserved attention, effort, sacrifice,
20. Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani (1799-1872) was appointed the congregation’s cardinal protector in 1859 and held this position until his death in 1872. On October 10, 1860, he was appointed
prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Religious.
21. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann accompanied Sisters
M. Veneranda Litschgi and M. Johanna Nonhoff to Munzingen to open
the mission there on November 15, 1863. Although Sister Veneranda had
previously taught in Baden, she was required to pass another examination in Karlsruhe before she could begin teaching in Munzingen. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 289. Document 3748 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
22. Archbishop Vicari
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and charity that you showed us during our last journey
through Freiburg.23
Asking for a remembrance in prayer at the Altar of the
Lord, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3762: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg
J!M!

Munich
November 21, 1864

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
Having returned home safely from the journey made
under God’s protection, we would like to express once again
in writing our deep gratitude for your gracious reception
during our stop in Freiburg.
Your loving kindness filled our hearts with consolation
and strengthened our store of confidence. We have given
your greetings to the respective sisters who, together with
us, also thank you for the undeserved attention you gave
them—especially our sisters at Steisslingen whom you visited some time ago.
Recommending the sisters of your diocese, as well as our
entire religious institute, to your continued recognition and
asking for your blessing, both for them and for me, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

23. After the mission in London was opened, Mother Theresa and
Fr. Siegert stopped in Freiburg on their return trip to Munich in November 1864. This was Mother Theresa’s first visit to the Grand Duchy of
Baden.
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3763: To Baron Henry Bernard von Andlaw
To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten

Munich
December 2, 1864

J!M!
Noble Baron and Baroness!24
Your gracious letter was awaiting me when I returned
today from a journey to Silesia.
We will hasten to the little children of your domain in
Hugstetten with even greater concern because present circumstances urgently demand that a church-related school
be open to them as a place of refuge. We regret, however,
that we did not receive word of this worthy plan sooner. Our
school year, which closes in August, is again in full session
and our personnel are all assigned. At this time, I am unable to say whether we can make sisters available to come
for the examination in Karlsruhe next spring and to take
charge of the school for girls at Easter, but I will do whatever is possible and write again to let you know.
Two teachers and an extern would be sufficient for 40 or
50 children. The place presently available in the manor garden seems very suitable for the intended purpose.
With regard to the stipend, we do not remember the
“conditions according to Paragraph 6” as you stated, but if
this point is similar to what is done in Munzingen, we do not
have the least objection.
You probably will have to struggle through some things
similar to those that the noble von Kageneck family met in
Munzingen. The triumph will be even more gratifying when
the good work is brought to a successful completion and
stands as a beautiful monument to your charity and religious spirit. We are certain that you are seeking the path to
24. Baron Henry Bernard von Andlaw (1803-71) was an elected
member of the Grand Ducal Assembly in Baden and worked indefatigably for the Catholic cause in his country. He and Baroness Antonia were
also known for their charitable activities, one of them being the establishment and support of a school for girls conducted by the Poor School
Sisters on their property.
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Mount Tabor only by way of Bethlehem and Calvary.
Asking for your continued benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3817 a:

To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten
J!M!

Munich
March 4, 1865

Noble Baroness! Madame!
In my last letter, I promised to give you further definite
information about our taking charge of the school for girls in
Hugstetten. I assume that you have been waiting for this
for a long time.
I would not have delayed so long if I would have been
able to give you news that would satisfy your wishes but, despite all my efforts, I have not been able to find the necessary personnel for Hugstetten because it is the middle of the
school year. With God’s help, I hope to find someone by autumn so that the project can be realized. I urgently ask for
your prayer that God will send help and prevent any misfortunes from occurring.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Th.

(Transcript, Munich) 17339

3841: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg
J!M!

Munich
March 29, 1865

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
As you know, the Holy See approved the rule of the Poor
School Sisters in 1859. We were to make a petition for its
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final approbation six years later.
These six years are now ending and we are about to submit our petition to the Holy See for this favor, but we need
the testimonies of the archbishops and bishops of those dioceses where School Sisters have missions and conduct
schools for girls.
We are approaching Your Excellency for this purpose
now. We request that you would please write, in Latin, an
episcopal testimony regarding the Poor School Sisters’ effectiveness and way of life, which are based on the rule mentioned above or, if necessary, recollections of anything that
is contrary to this rule.
Although, at this time, we have only two houses that
were planted like mustard seed in the ecclesial soil of the
archdiocese of Freiburg,25 it seems that God is pleased with
the Poor School Sisters’ work there. Now and then, other
people ask for sisters so that they can also entrust the girls
to them for teaching and character formation.
We place our hope in God that, even if they are exteriorly
hampered, the sisters will not be caught up in the pernicious
movements of the times but will walk hand in hand with the
Church. Then they will work even more interiorly on the
girls’ religious life and moral convictions (and contribute at
least a widow’s mite to the offering box).26
May God reward your pastoral kindness and charity—
this is our daily prayer for Your Excellency.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus

25. Steisslingen and Munzingen
26. See Luke 21:1-4.
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3848: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg

Munich
April 6, 1865

J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
How can we ever express our gratitude for the undeserved favor of the beautiful testimony that you wrote for us
with regard to our effectiveness and our rule? It is so commendatory of us and so genuinely ecclesial that it not only
moved us to tears, but will surely make the best impression
on the Holy See in Rome.
May God bless you for this favor and further evidence of
your charity! Supported by God’s grace, may the Poor
School Sisters give you consolation and joy! May God, who
commands the winds and the waves, calm the storm and
guide the bark of Peter and all those who are resting in it
until they return to the harbor!
For your name day,27 we extend our sincere best wishes
which we will present to God in prayer.
Pleading for your episcopal blessing for all of us, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3865: To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten
J!M!

Munich
May 8, 1865

Noble Baroness! Madame!
Returning from my journey, I found your gracious letter
and wish to respond by saying that we are in complete
agreement with your suggestions that originated with
Countess [Hermine] von Kageneck. We think that, because
27. April 7, the feast of St. Herman Joseph
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the people of Hugstetten are predominantly farmers, the
proposed needlework school28 will be appreciated, since winter provides the best opportunity and the most time for the
girls to attend classes.
For this reason, we will keep two sisters in readiness so
that they can go to Hugstetten this fall, prepare for the
teaching examination, and teach the needlework classes.
God willing, they will pass the examination in spring, after
which they will be able to conduct the village school for the
girls of your domain.
We would also like to ask that you would not go to too
much trouble with regard to the household goods for the future convent. Our sisters are accustomed to poverty and
prefer the simplest furnishings. In her exceptional kindness, Countess von Kageneck generously furnished our little convent in Munzingen, which you must have already
seen. Although it would not serve as a model in this regard,
it might provide some information, in case you go that way
again and would like to look at it.
Recommending the cause to God in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3978: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
December 31, 1865

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . During the month of December, we founded a new
mission in Baden that is not far from Freiburg im Breisgau.
28. In a so-called needlework school conducted after school hours,
girls learned practical skills such as sewing, spinning, knitting, and gardening. Religious instruction was also included. Girls who had finished
elementary school returned for these classes which the sisters conducted
for them on Sundays and holidays.
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The noble Baron [Henry] and Baroness [Antonia] Andlaw
converted the gardener’s house on their estate at Hugstetten
into a convent so that they could entrust the girls of their
domain to the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame. They will
also provide the sisters’ support from their own means.
The convent in the castle garden is so isolated, peaceful,
and beautifully situated—like the little house of Nazareth.
At the same time, it is surrounded by much natural beauty
that draws one’s heart to heaven. The baron’s devout family presented the girls of the village to their new teachers on
December 14. The house was placed under the protection of
St. Anthony of Padua, the baroness’s patron saint. . . .29
3979: To Archbishop Herman von Vicari
Freiburg
J!M!

Munich
December 31, 1865

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
The Poor School Sisters in Hugstetten
To my great regret, I was on a journey when our dear
Sister M. Adela Kiefer returned to her homeland on mission
business.
Having finally returned to the motherhouse after five
weeks, I now want to make up for what has been neglected.
I earnestly recommend to your pastoral care the new mission in Hugstetten as well as the sisters sent there, M. Adela
Kiefer, M. Johanna Nonhoff, and Victoria Sproll.30
If you have not already anticipated this need, I ask that
you would graciously appoint an ordinary and an extraordinary confessor for these sisters.
29. Document 3978 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
30. Victoria Sproll, a candidate, was received later as Sister M.
Aloysia.
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At this time, I also want to extend our most sincere and
heartfelt best wishes at the beginning of the New Year.
Recommending our sisters in your archdiocese, as well
as our entire religious institute, to your continued gracious
benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4202: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
October 28 [1866]31

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . The more the Protestant government in the Grand
Duchy of Baden opposes Christianity, the greater is the competition between several wealthy Catholic noble families to
establish Catholic schools at their own expense. These
schools are under the sponsorship of the aged, devout spiritual leader in Freiburg, Archbishop Herman [von Vicari].
The three mission houses32 are thriving to the honor of God
and the joy of the order so that the archbishop is thinking of
establishing a candidature and novitiate in Munzingen.
God is also calling together many devout, talented young
women as candidates. . . .33
31. Although the copy prepared for the beatification process gives
the year 1867, internal evidence indicates that this letter was written in
1866.
32. Steisslingen, Munzingen, and Hugstetten
33. Despite the uncertain future of private schools in Baden, Mother
Theresa established a small candidature and novitiate in Munzingen in
1866. Count von Kageneck had extra rooms and a small chapel added to
the building for this purpose. Five postulants were received on December
8, 1866, and Sister M. Veneranda was the novice director. It was the only
group of novices to be received in Munzingen. After that, candidates from
Baden again went to Munich for their novitiate. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 290. Document 4202 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of
Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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4353: To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten
J!M!

Munich
July 30, 1869

Noble Baroness! Madame!
Upon my return from a journey, I learned to my great
regret that our dear Sister M. Paterna [Prutscher] became
ill in Hugstetten and that, as a result of her suffering, she
did not pass the examination given by the district school inspector.
According to what we have heard, she is already in a
more desirable climate. We hope in God that dear Sister Paterna will recover so well that she can take up her teaching
position again in Hugstetten until we have another certified
teacher from Baden. Sister Paterna always did well in examinations at the places where she worked before. In consideration of the prevailing circumstances, I ask for your
patience in the meantime.
Recommending the sisters as well as our entire religious
institute to your continued gracious benevolence and devout
prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4734: To Cardinal Antonino Saverio de Luca
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
November 6, 1872

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!34
. . . We have already given up our houses in Baden—
Munzingen, Steisslingen, and Hugstetten in the archdiocese
34. Cardinal Antonino Saverio de Luca (1805-83) was appointed the
order’s cardinal protector in 1872, a position that he held until his death
on December 28, 1883.
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of Freiburg im Breisgau. In compliance with the German
imperial law passed on April 2, 1872, the sisters were ordered by the Grand Ducal Cabinet in Karlsruhe to stop
teaching within four weeks. . . .35
4739: To Countess Hermine von Kageneck
Munzingen
J!M!

Munich

November 17, 1872

Noble Countess! Madame!
Our dear Sister M. Veneranda [Litschgi] wrote and told
us that the Freiburg administration recently announced
that the School Sisters are no longer allowed to teach in
Munzingen. The classes in the school for girls there have
already been discontinued.
We share the pain of the good sisters who must leave a
house where they were so hospitably accepted and received
so many graces from God, and must leave the children who
clung to them with such love and accepted their instructions
so good-naturedly. Moreover, the sisters must leave an institute whose founder’s greatest joy is in doing good, and a
founder who made so many sacrifices in order that the little
convent would be so pleasant and practical.

35. According to the school law passed in Baden on March 8, 1868,
church corporations and foundations were allowed to establish private
schools, but these schools were under state supervision. The Poor School
Sisters continued to teach and the annual examinations continued to be
very successful. In 1871, Baden became a part of the German Empire.
On April 2, 1872, an amendment to the school law decreed: “Members of
a religious order or a similar religious congregation are forbidden to teach
in the schools and educational institutes in the grand duchy. The state
government is authorized to make allowances for individual persons until
further notice.” In early November 1872, the respective district governments informed the sisters at the three missions that they must discontinue teaching within four weeks. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 500.
Document 4734 can be found in its entirety in Volume 15 of Letters of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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We can only exclaim with Job, “The Lord gave and the
Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord!”36
The sisters will leave next week in order to work in another part of the Lord’s vineyard until the call comes to return to Baden.37
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for all
the love and care you have given the sisters. Whenever we
pray for the founders and benefactors of our houses, we will
always include your name, and God will repay what we cannot.
Asking that you would remember us in prayer, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
4740: To Auxiliary Bishop Lothair Kübel
Freiburg
November 17, 1872
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency! 38
According to reports from our sisters in Steisslingen,
Munzingen, and Hugstetten, the cabinet of the Grand
Duchy has put an end to all their teaching activities in the
schools for girls. We must yield to power, thanking God that
there is no justifiable reason for the order.
The sisters from Munzingen will return to their motherhouse here in Munich—probably next week—and those from
Hugstetten and Steisslingen will return at the beginning of
December. They will stay here until Divine Providence ordains something else.
36. Job 1:21
37. School Sisters of Notre Dame never returned to Baden.
38. Archbishop Herman von Vicari died at the age of 94 on April 14,
1868. Lothair Kübel (1823-81) was ordained auxiliary bishop of Freiburg
im Breisgau on March 28, 1868, and appointed apostolic administrator
of the diocese on January 5, 1869, a position he held until his death on August 3, 1881.
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Please accept the expression of our heartfelt gratitude
for all the favors that have come to the sisters through the
pastoral kindness of their bishops, whom we will always remember in our daily prayers. Since it is no longer possible
for us to have any further influence on the children whom
we have taught and trained during the past 15 [sic] years,39
we will entrust them to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Requesting that you would bestow your episcopal blessing on
the sisters who are leaving, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
4741: To Baron Roderich von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
J!M!

Munich

November 17, 1872

Noble Baron!
According to an official letter from Constance, the sisters must end their teaching activities in Steisslingen at the
beginning of December.
After all that has already happened, this order did not
surprise us.40 How painfully this government action must
have touched your heart because your charity made so many
sacrifices for the devout cause, and its success benefited the
inhabitants of Steisslingen.
Since arguments to the contrary were unsuccessful with
the authorities, we could only yield to power and have the
sisters return here until God allows more peaceful times
when the desire for Christian educational institutes can be
expressed openly once again.
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for all
the good deeds and the trust given out of the goodness of
your heart to the poor sisters. The name Stotzingen will always be among those of our founders and benefactors. God
39. The first mission in Baden was opened in 1856.
40. See Footnote 35, p. 51.
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will certainly reward what you did with the best intention—
founding this institute for the honor of God and the wellbeing of the immortal souls of the children. The seed that
the sisters sowed in the hearts of the children during the
past 16 years, and which was fertilized from the throne of
Divine Grace, will grow and bring forth fruit in its own time.
The mercy of God gives us this hope.
Requesting your continued benevolence toward the sisters who are leaving and your remembrance in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4742: To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten
J!M!

Munich

November 17, 1872

Noble Baroness! Madame!
Our sisters at Hugstetten recently told us that the little
convent, which you were building with so much effort and
sacrifice, was so close to completion that they could move in
within two weeks. How happy we were that the institute
could develop according to the need there!
Then the order came for the sisters to stop teaching in
the school.
We understand your grief and that of the good sisters at
such news because, with so much sincerity, the innocent little children shared their joys and sorrows with them. The
inhabitants of your domain were so devoted to the sisters,
and you were always so kind and motherly to them.
Now, however, we must yield to power and submit to the
order. We do not wish to leave, however, without expressing our deep gratitude for all the love you have shown the
poor sisters. The less the world recognizes your sacrifices,
the more God will reward them.
May the storm brought about by the enemies of the
Church soon subside! Jesus, the Lord, rests in the little
ship. By his mighty word he can command even those ele-
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ments41 and, when we have been purified, he will do this. If
the desire to obtain sisters comes to life again, we will always be ready to follow the call with joy.
Asking to be remembered in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4744: To Baron Roderich von Stotzingen
Steisslingen
Munich
December 3, 1872
J!M!

Noble Baron!
We also awaited the cabinet decisions in Karlsruhe with
painful anticipation and what we feared has now happened.42 We must accept this as coming from God.
As much as we appreciate the noble intentions expressed
in your kind letter of November 29, we must say that, under
the prevailing circumstances and those soon to come, as we
have just been told, we cannot remain in Steisslingen any
longer.43 If the sisters were to remain, you would be forced
to make unnecessary and even greater expenditures.
The first part of the legislation regarding the Jesuits has
now been applied to us, and it will not be long before the sec41. See Matthew 8:23-27, Mark 4:35-41, Luke 8:22-25.
42. In his letter of November 29, 1872, Baron von Stotzingen told
Mother Theresa that, after the promulgation of the decree of October 25,
1872, he had appealed to the grand ducal government in Karlsruhe and
asked for an exception for the sisters in Steisslingen. On November 27,
the government notified the baron that his appeal was rejected and that
the sisters must discontinue teaching. (Autograph, Munich) 17560
43. In the same letter, the baron suggested that two sisters would
remain in Steisslingen until Easter. He thought that after a few months,
it would be very evident that the sisters were needed to teach the girls
and that the government would allow the sisters to teach again. If they
were no longer in Baden, however, there would be no hope of their return.
Finally, the baron expressed his concern about his daughter whom he did
not want to send to the public, nondenominational school. (Autograph,
Munich) 17560
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ond part will be enforced.44 We would like to prevent this by
having the sisters work in another part of the vineyard of
the Lord for the time being.
Please do not take it amiss if we invite your daughter,
the little baroness, to come with Sister Avelline [Konrad] to
our institute here where her playmates would be other
small, well-behaved children from the best families. They
would welcome her most cordially, and we would do our utmost to care for her physical and spiritual well-being. Moreover, Sister Avelline knows her.
Please do not interpret this, my frank statement, in any
other way than as proof of how much we would like to comply with your wishes.
Once again expressing our sincerest gratitude for all the
proofs of your charity and united in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
4768: To Baroness Antonia von Andlaw
Hugstetten

January 13, 1873

J!M!
Noble Baroness! Madame!
By the time your gracious letter arrived here, the two
dear Sisters, M. Paterna [Prutscher] and M. Adelphine
[Hügle], had already left for Amberg in the Upper Palatinate where they will help a few sick sisters in the school,
but I will tell them what you wrote about this year’s distribution of Christmas gifts.
This also encourages me to ask you to distribute the
small enclosed pictures and rosaries to the school girls as a
small remembrance of their former teachers who, although
44. On July 4, 1872, the Parliament in Berlin passed a law ordering
the expulsion of all Jesuits from the German Empire within six months.
An additional clause stated that, “all similar orders in the German Empire are to be dissolved and expelled in the same manner.”
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in distant places, will always keep them in their hearts and
never forget them in prayer.
If God has mercy on us and opens the convent home to
its former inhabitants again, the sisters will return with joy
and consolation to the dear children.
Asking that you would always keep us in prayerful remembrance, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
4824: To Fr. Oslender
Dilldorf-Hinsbeck near Essen

July 9, 1873

J!M!
Very Reverend Rector!45
Please accept our heartfelt gratitude for your interest in
our weal and woe and for your suggestions in the event that
our sisters would be forced to leave Hinsbeck.46
Although we would be willing and grateful to accept your
kind offer of housing the sisters in rooms connected with the
church, please allow us to say that the founders of our mission houses in Baden also thought that they could keep the
sisters by doing something similar to this. However, after
the sisters were denied permission to give private lessons or
needlework classes, these founders had to give up the plan
and let the poor sisters go.
Nevertheless, if you wish to try this, we will not refuse
you outright, but we are afraid that you would make your
own situation as a priest more difficult. We can foresee no
end of complaints from the lay teachers who would feel that
they cannot do anything with the children who would cling
to the sisters as long as they were still there.
45. Fr. Oslender was the parish rector in Dilldorf-Hinsbeck, now a
part of Essen, Germany.
46. Dilldorf-Hinsbeck was located in Prussia. On June 15, 1872, a
royal precept was promulgated forbidding the employment of members
of religious orders in public schools in Prussia. Positions already held by
religious teachers were to be filled by secular teachers as soon as possible. In places where no teachers were available, religious teachers were
allowed to teach for another four years.
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The sisters from Gurtweil in Baden47 exchanged their
habits for secular clothing, thinking they could save the
schools and continue working in them, but the authorities
expressly stated, “Since they still belong to a religious association, this cannot be allowed.”
You would have very great expense and, as stated, it
would be in vain, while we could make good use of the dear
sisters in other places.
Requesting that we would be remembered in prayer . . .48
M. Ther. of Jesus
4827: To Dr. Joseph Litschgi
Freiburg
J!M!

July 12, 1873

Very Reverend Director!49
With great effort, you succeeded in disposing of the things
left behind by the good sisters in Munzingen, but now you
are hesitant about the little altar. If possible, please try to
sell it. What else can you do? Please do not worry about it!
Please send the proceeds here, perhaps through a money
order addressed to our school inspector, Fr. Matthias Siegert.
Thank you very much for all the trouble you have already
taken with this task.
According to the news we received, the dear sisters working in Hungary are enjoying abundant blessing.50
Asking that you would include these sisters and all of us
in your prayer so that we can fulfill God’s will in all things, I
remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
47. By 1873, most of the sisters from Gurtweil in Baden had emigrated to America. The Sisters of the Most Precious Blood of O’Fallon,
Missouri, trace their origins through these sisters.
48. The copy prepared for the beatification process ended here.
49. Dr. Joseph Litschgi was the director of the seminary in the archdiocese of Freiburg im Breisgau.
50. Sisters M. Veneranda Litschgi, M. Aloysia Sproll, M. Bertha
Stütz, and M. Elisabeth Wehrle were sent to Hungary soon after they left
Munzingen on November 29, 1872.
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4895: To Countess Hermine von Kageneck
Munzingen
J!M!
January 29, 1874
Noble Countess!
This is to let you know that we received the postal money
order of 20 florin ($8). Thank you very much!
Dear Sister Veneranda [Litschgi] is presently in Lippa,
Hungary (on the Maros River bordering Transylvania)51
where her zeal for souls has an extensive field of labor with
60 boarders.
Please support her by your devout prayer so that her
fragile body will not fail to strengthen her lively spirit.
Recommending Munzingen with all its precious memories in prayer to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus

51. Now Lipova on the Mureş River in Romania
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Introduction
“I say with heartfelt joy, ‘We will come!’”1 Mother
Theresa wrote these words in response to a letter from Fr.
Andrew Pauletig, director of the Institute for Deaf Children
in Gorizia.2 The school had been established by the archdiocese of Gorizia in 1840 for deaf children from the Illyrian
Coastland and was supported primarily through donations
from benefactors. By the time Fr. Pauletig was appointed director of the institute in 1856, financial support had dwindled and great need was evident in many respects. Fr. John
Mosetizh, who was in charge of the schools in the archdiocese, advised the director to write to Mother Theresa in Munich and ask if she would send two sisters to teach the girls
needlework and take charge of the household at the institute.
Fr. Mosetizh had been a missionary in the diocese of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, from 1846 until 1851, when poor
health necessitated his return to Europe. When Mother
Theresa was in America, she met Fr. Mosetizh in Pittsburgh. A few weeks after her return to Europe, the first sisters were sent to teach at St. Philomena School in
Pittsburgh, which also provided Fr. Mosetizh with an opportunity to observe their teaching methods. Convinced
that Mother Theresa’s sisters could also fill an urgent need
in Gorizia, Fr. Mosetizh became a significant voice in their
call to accept a completely new ministry of teaching deaf
children in the coastal area of the Austrian Empire.
Many of the letters in this collection are addressed to Fr.
Pauletig, the director of the institute, who was a rather complex figure with two great interests at heart—the children
entrusted to him and agriculture. The manner in which
Mother Theresa responded to both his genuine good will and
1. See Document 2396, p. 65.
2. At the time these letters were written, Gorizia was a provincial
town in the Austrian Empire. Today, Gorizia is a city in northeastern
Italy with a population of approximately 45,000.
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the many demands he placed on her and on the sisters gives
us another valuable insight into her noble character.
Mother Theresa’s heart was deeply moved by the call to
minister to the deaf children in Gorizia. May her own words
about the details of living out that call during the next 20
years be an inspiration for us as we respond to God’s call in
the great needs of the twenty-first century!
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2396: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Very Reverend Director!

Munich
April 22, 1857

J!M!

1

Institute in Gorizia for Deaf Children from the Illyrian
Coastland2
Your letter describing the Institute for Deaf Children in
Gorizia filled my heart with both sorrow and joy. With sorrow, I saw and read how much tragedy there is in human
affairs everywhere and in every respect, and how many
souls are lost. Nevertheless, I was also filled with joy because, through one of God’s zealous servants, we are now
being shown a part of the vineyard and invited to come and
prune and cultivate the vines so that, with God’s grace, they
will bring forth fruit in due time. Therefore, I say with
heartfelt joy, “We will come!”
Before autumn, it will be possible to send to Gorizia two
sisters who are well versed in the areas that you mentioned.3
This will be on a provisional basis until God gives further
help. It is my hope that the sisters will walk God’s path with
you and the poor children and thus bring you consolation.
With regard to the sisters’ support, since I do not know how
adequate your means are, I will leave it to your pastoral care,
1. In 1856, Fr. Andrew Pauletig (1821-86) was appointed director
of the Institute for Deaf Children which was located in Gorizia, and
held this position for the rest of his life.
2. The Illyrian provinces were lands on the northern and eastern
coasts of the Adriatic Sea (now a part of Italy and Slovenia). This ancient
name for the area was used again during the nineteenth century.
3. In his letter of March 25, 1857, Fr. Pauletig requested sisters to
take care of the household at the Institute for Deaf Children and to teach
the girls sewing, knitting, and mending. (Autograph, Munich) 17837
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trusting in the One who clothes the lilies of the field and feeds
the birds of the air.4
What is the situation with regard to a church and services?
Looking forward to your further kind communications and
united in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
2420: To the Board of Directors
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
June 15, 1857

Distinguished Board of Directors of the Institute for Deaf
Children!
Institute for Deaf Children from the Illyrian Coastland

Reference to Letter No. 85 from the Board of Directors dated May 15,
1857 (received May 20)

Your response indicates that my letter arrived in Gorizia
and was satisfactory. I assume that the sisters were called
with episcopal permission. Need we take any further steps
with regard to their coming other than those normally required? I must leave that to your wise discretion.
We thank God that there is a chapel in the institute, and
it gives us great consolation that the prince bishop5 is willing to provide for the spiritual needs of the sisters. If things
are good in this respect, everything will progress well.
May I ask you to extend my best regards to the archbishop until the sisters have the favor of introducing themselves in person?
4. See Matthew 6:26-28.
5. Archbishop Andrew Gollmayr (1797-1883) was the prince bishop
of Gorizia and Gradisca (now the Archdiocese of Gorizia in Italy) from
1855 until his death in 1883. He fostered the spiritual renewal of the people in his archdiocese through the formation of new parishes, the foundation and development of a seminary, and the improvement of education
on all levels.
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In all our houses, sisters are appointed to supervise the
children day and night, which will also be the case in Gorizia.
I only ask that the sisters’ beds would be provided with curtains. An exception will be made in case of illness.
Capable candidates go with the children on excursions outside the institute and everything proceeds in the best order.
According to the precepts of our religious statutes, the sisters take their meals—of very simple, ordinary food—by themselves, either before or after they have been with the children
at table in accordance with the circumstances.
A small room where the two sisters can keep their belongings and do other things together will be sufficient.
One final question: Which route should the sisters take
when going to Gorizia for the first time?
Recommending this cause to God and the distinguished
Board of Directors, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
2429: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Motherhouse in Munich
August 12, 1857

Very Reverend Director!
The amount of work connected with examinations at our
institute, as well as reception and profession ceremonies, did
not allow me to answer your esteemed letter of July 15 until
today.
Enclosed with your letter were 150 florin ($60) to cover
the travel expenses for the sisters going to Gorizia, as well
as 20 florin ($8) for a Sorrowful Mother (which we will purchase for you). Thank you very much for the travel money
and for kindly giving us the route. The journey itself can
take place only at the beginning of October and we will give
you further details later.
In haste, but thanking you again and extending my best
regards, I remain,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
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2452:

To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
October 3, 1857

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
In response to your letter of September 24, I hasten to
write that the baggage of the sisters assigned to Gorizia will
be sent as express goods on the local train this coming Monday, October 5.
The sisters themselves will be able to leave here only at
the end of October. They will travel by train via Vienna and
Laibach6 because the waters would be too rough to travel by
boat.
Recommending the newcomers to your kindness and pastoral guidance in Jesus’ name and united in prayer, I remain
respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
P.S. When we inquired about the baggage at the depot,
we were advised not to send it prepaid in order to avoid
many difficulties. We apologize for doing this and will reimburse you later for the expense entailed.
2486: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
October 29, 1857

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
With your episcopal approval, the Poor School Sisters
from Bavaria were called to the Institute for Deaf Children
in Gorizia on a provisional basis in order to provide needlework instruction for the girls and to take charge of the
household.
Two teaching sisters, M. Louise Engstler and M. Gerolda
Atzberger, together with M. Euphrasia Kiermeier, have al6. Now Ljubljana in Slovenia
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ready arrived there for this purpose.
The respectfully undersigned now submits her request
that you would kindly appoint an ordinary and an extraordinary confessor and grant your episcopal blessing at the beginning of this new work.
Recommending the sisters to your kind consideration, I
remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2501: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Motherhouse in Munich
November 25, 1857

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Thanks be to God for safely guiding our sisters on the
long journey to your institute! If the good sisters achieve
some small success at the beginning, all praise and honor
goes to God alone. It is always very difficult for sisters to act
in a position of responsibility until they have familiarized
themselves with the situation.7 In and with God everything
is possible; this is my consolation, my joy, and my only hope.
If the sisters are faithful to their holy vows and continue to
strive for perfection, their efforts will not be in vain. God
will grant them grace in the same measure and, with this
grace, all will end well.
You need not be concerned because of Sister Louise
[Engstler]. We assigned her only to help the other two sisters for the time being at the order’s expense. You will see
for yourself that this is necessary, especially if one of the sisters becomes ill.
7. Sister M. Louise Engstler reported later on her first impressions
in Gorizia: “It is indescribable how we felt when we were surrounded by
such a large number of deaf children who welcomed us by making signs
and kissing our hands. If only we would have known a little sign language so that we could have spoken with them! We sisters were all
alone, far from the motherhouse, in a city where four unfamiliar languages were spoken, in a building where we had no quiet place to pray,
in a house where the greatest disorder prevailed.” See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 300.
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Although I can certainly understand your regret with regard to accompanying the children, this does not discourage
me.8 I only ask for patience until God brings a capable aspirant to the sisters in Gorizia. You will see that God will
not let us wait very long and the good angels will protect the
children in the meantime. The professed sisters are not accustomed to leaving the enclosure. It would cause interior
confusion, dampen the initial joy of their doubly difficult
calling, and have repercussions on the poor children. Please
have a little patience. God will remove this difficulty. I will
inform the sisters.
If God sends you a talented young woman with a religious vocation, would you kindly direct her to the sisters?
She could also supervise the children on their outings.
I am very confident that, with God’s grace, good will
come to the institute and to the order, which I recommend
to your prayer, just as we will remember you in ours.
Wishing you health and blessing for the coming feast of
St. Andrew,9 I remain,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2538: To Emperor Francis Joseph
Vienna
J!M!

Munich
January 9, 1858

Your Serene Highness! All-powerful Emperor and King!
Most gracious Emperor, King, and Lord!10
It pleased Your Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty to
grant approval to the institute in Freistadt in Upper Aus8. According to the rule, the sisters were not allowed to leave the enclosure in order to accompany the children on their outings. Ordinarily a
candidate who could take on this responsibility was sent with the sisters.
9. November 30
10. Francis Joseph I (1830-1916), Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King
of Hungary, and King of Bohemia (1848-1916)
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tria, to the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia on the
coastland, and to the institute in Temesvár11 as branch institutes of the order of the Poor School Sisters from Bavaria.
These institutes will remain in union with the motherhouse
in Munich.12 You granted this imperial and royal approval
with the express condition that no claim would be laid on
the imperial state treasury or public funds.
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude, especially for the approval of the devout foundation made by
Mrs. [Theresa] Schwarz and her daughter in Freistadt.
With painful longing, the sisters waited five years for this
approval.13 We want to show our gratitude through the sisters’ endeavors to train the girls to become God-fearing children, well-behaved young women, and faithful spouses and
subjects, thereby fulfilling the intent of our enlightened
founder [Francis Sebastian] Job14 who was the confessor for
Empress Mother Caroline Augusta.15 The memory of these
two persons will always inspire Poor School Sisters everywhere to fulfill their duties with even greater zeal.
Please do not take it amiss if I respectfully add that our
founder Job certainly must have interceded at the throne of
11. Now Timişoara in Romania
12. Freistadt, Gorizia, and Temesvár were all located in the Austrian
Empire at the time this letter was written.
13. In 1853, a mission was opened in Freistadt, Upper Austria, and
staffed with candidates. After government approval was obtained, the
first sisters were missioned to Freistadt in 1859.
14. Francis Sebastian Job (1767-1834) was born in Neunburg vorm
Wald and ordained in Regensburg in 1791. He was a professor of philosophy and theology in Regensburg, where he worked closely with Bishop
George Michael Wittmann until 1808. Fr. Job was then called to be court
chaplain, first in Stuttgart and, beginning in 1816, in Vienna. On August 14, 1833, Fr. Job completed writing the Spirit of the Constitutions for
the new congregation he named the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame.
He died in Vienna on February 13, 1834.
15. Caroline Augusta (1792-1873) married Emperor Francis I (17681835), who was the last emperor of the Holy Roman Empire (1792-1806)
and the first emperor of Austria (1804-35). After his first three wives preceded him in death, he married Caroline Augusta in 1816. The imperial
and royal couple had no children. Caroline Augusta devoted her life to
charitable works, fostered and promoted several religious communities,
including the School Sisters of Notre Dame, and established various educational institutes.
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God for us. Before he died, he told me about Your Majesty
with great enthusiasm and then prophesied that one day
you would ascend the imperial throne.16
Our prayers will rise daily to the heavenly throne that
God will pour the fullness of blessing upon Your Imperial
and Royal Apostolic Majesty and the Most Serene Imperial
House. May God keep you for many years to come as a credit
and support to the Catholic Church and as Germany’s
powerful refuge in our distressed times when the eyes and
hearts of all Catholics turn to you with such confidence and
go out to you like children to the best of fathers.17
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2558: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich

February 20, 1858

Most Reverend Prince Bishop! Your Eminence!
A small directory of our order is respectfully enclosed.18
Until such time when, God willing, I will be able to discuss the entire situation with you and present my humble
petition, I would like to use this opportunity to recommend
to your kind consideration my poor sisters at the Institute
for Deaf Children.
With deepest respect,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
16. Emperor Francis Joseph was not in the direct line to the throne
and only three years old when Fr. Francis Sebastian Job died.
17. Liberalism in the German States threatened to rob the Church of
the little control over its own affairs that it still held. Austria, which had
signed a concordat with the Church in 1855, seemed to offer a place of
refuge for Catholics who wished to continue living their faith as formerly.
18. Beginning in 1853, the generalate in Munich published an annual directory listing the motherhouses, missions, and personnel at each
place. Statistical information and a report on the significant events in
the congregation during the previous year were also included.
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Motherhouse in Munich
February 20, 1858

J!M!`

Very Reverend Director!
Your letter has been before me since December 23 of last
year. There are many pertinent reasons for my long delay in
responding and even today, I do not want to deal with one or
other point.
It is difficult to write about many things. Before I begin,
I ask that you would see to it that, as religious, the sisters,
whose situation is known to you, will be able to preserve the
religious spirit and live as religious as far as possible. Without this, the sisters will be of little use to the institute.
Please provide for their physical needs as well, so that they
will be able to follow their difficult calling and not succumb
prematurely. We need the good sisters for a long time.
Your noble-mindedness gives me all the greater reason
to expect this of you, especially since it was with this confidence that I sent the sisters to Gorizia.
Your further demands are far beyond anything I would
have ever imagined. In fact, I even hesitate to mention
them, as I hesitate over many other things, until I have seen
the institute, listened to my dear sisters, and discussed the
situation both in general and in particular in order to make
a correct judgment regarding specific details and the entire
state of affairs.19
I would be very happy if I find the good sisters as cheerful and joyful in the Lord, the institute in as perfect order,
and the Reverend Director as contented as you assured me
in your letter.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

19. Mother Theresa did not visit Gorizia before she sent the first sisters there.
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2592: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
Motherhouse in Munich
J!M!
April 8, 1858
Noble Countess!20
My dear sisters in Gorizia told me with great delight
what joy and happiness you gave them by your loving endeavors to have them celebrate
the Holy Mysteries in your chapel
on Holy Thursday. We wish to express our deep gratitude for this.
We were equally moved when
we heard that you take such a
deep interest in the spread of our
order and that your noble soul is
so dedicated to the honor of God
and the salvation of souls.21 It
Countess Matilda Coronini
gives us no small consolation that
you even offered to give the sisters lessons in Italian, both personally and through a friend.
We will joyfully make use of this offer that expresses the nobility of your soul, even if we poor brides of Jesus are not
able to comply with your devout wishes to take charge of another institute in Gorizia until God, in whose mercy we place
our firm hope and complete confidence, sends us an increase
in personnel. With so many deaths and illnesses of every
kind this year, our number has dwindled.
May it be in God’s plan that you would also make a further contribution by bringing us talented young women who
20. Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg (1816-1901) was a member
of a noble family who owned vast tracts of land that extended from the
area around Gorizia and into what is now Slovenia. A woman of deep
faith, she organized and helped support many charitable works for poor
women and children in the area.
Photograph courtesy of Proprietà Fondazione Palazzo Coronini Cronberg, onlus GORIZIA
21. Countess Coronini offered to provide a kindergarten and an elementary school for poor children in the neighborhood of the Institute for
Deaf Children and asked that these would be staffed by sisters.
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have a religious vocation and are still in the prime of life because then we could joyfully offer you a helping hand. The
Lord of heaven and earth who brought our sisters to Illyria
can multiply them like the stars of heaven. We trust in God.
Please accept the repeated expression of our sincere
gratitude.
With deepest respect,
M. Th. of J.
2596: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
April 12, 1858

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
At first I thought I would be able to respond to your letter of February 28 in person but unexpected and unavoidable circumstances postponed my trip and I must resort to
writing.
Sister M. Louise [Engstler] promised you a sister to fill
the vacancy left by the teacher who is retiring due to infirmities of age. According to your letter, arrangements with
the public authorities have already been initiated. Sister
Louise certainly did not give the matter sufficient consideration, nor is she in a position to make such a promise. If the
condition that the sisters teach the deaf boys is attached to
this vacancy, I cannot consent because we teach only girls.
Nevertheless, since neither you nor the sisters made the situation clear, with the best of will I can only leave things as
they are for now until, God willing, I can come to Gorizia,
see the situation, and discuss the details in person.
In response to all the other points raised in your letter,
I can only say that I sent the sisters to Gorizia with confidence in God and with trust in the worthy and noble convictions you expressed. We did so in order to make a
beginning there, difficult as it was, expecting and assuming
that our gracious God would arrange that, after some time
had passed, we could agree on definite stipulations that are
appropriate for our order and would enable the institute to
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continue with God’s blessing. This is my hope and, once
again, I state my willingness as superior to do whatever I
can in this regard.
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Th. of J.
2693: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia

Munich
August 31, 1858

J!M!
Your Excellency! Noble Countess!
A response is long overdue to the letter in which you
gave a detailed description of the conditions at the institute
in Gorizia. The two celebrations of reception and profession
with more than 100 sisters gave us so much to do that I
could not write any sooner.
I held out the prospect of an Italian-speaking sister and
now it has become your greatest desire. We can make plans
but God determines how things will turn out. The sister’s
trip was delayed unexpectedly. If Sister Louise [Engstler] or
one of the two candidates22 has not made sufficient progress
in Italian to take charge of the kindergarten, I must ask you
to get other help for the beginning.
It is clear, that due to your many commitments, you are
unable to find time to teach our sisters.23 Thanks be to God
if you can come to the sisters for conversation now and then!
There must be a teacher in Gorizia who could give them lessons in grammar because progress would be made more
quickly if both theory and conversation were pursued.
If, after a few weeks, the sister appointed for Gorizia still
cannot travel, I might send another in her place, but only
for conversation with the little ones. Neither of the two Ital22. Anna Mannes and Aloysia Buck
23. See Document 2592, p. 74.
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ian sisters is a teacher, that is, they have not taken the
teaching examination.24
In our country, it is against the law for a certified
teacher to be employed in a kindergarten. To keep their delicate mental powers from becoming dull, very small children
are not to be put under the strain of learning like children
of school age.25 We are allowed only to supervise the little
ones and teach them some prayers, songs, verses, and mottos, as well as something about God. We may do language
exercises using sensory objects, teach good manners, and
have them play games and do physical exercises, but we
may not do anything that really belongs to the classroom so
that we do not anticipate school for them. This is how we
understand the concept kindergarten.
I am writing in such detail so that we can come to an understanding about this. Would you please tell Sister Louise
if kindergartens are conducted differently in Austria? As far
as we know, it is the same in your country and, if more
would be done, it would do more harm than good to the little children.
In closing, I would like to express our gratitude for all
the kindness and love you showed us while we were in Gorizia.26 Extending our best regards to His Excellency, the
count, I remain with deepest respect,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

24. Sisters M. Devota Bertoloccini and M. Romana Sottovia
25. Children attended kindergarten from ages three to six.
26. On her return trip from Temesvár to Munich in May 1858,
Mother Theresa visited Gorizia for the first time.
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2718: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
September 29, 1858

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Several necessary trips prevented me from answering
your letter of September 2 until today. Thanks be to God,
the examinations in Gorizia are now over and arrangements
in the house have changed for the better!27 Thank you very
much for your kind communication and for sending us the
examination program.
You probably have the sketch of the slow combustion
stove that we sent to Sister Louise [Engstler]. With the departure of the deaf person who worked until now in the
kitchen in Gorizia, Sister Louise has been greatly slowed
down in her study of Italian. It was never our intent to assign Sister Louise to kitchen work, but rather that she
would do what is suitable for a teacher. If she has taken up
other duties, surely she did it with the best intentions. It is
very likely that circumstances forced her to perform household services, which is regrettable because eventually it will
undermine her health.
In accordance with your wish, we are sending someone to
remedy this deplorable situation and we trust in God that
she will satisfy the demands placed on her. She is still
young enough to acquire sufficient Italian to communicate
with the people when necessary. Caroline28 is a bit rough
exteriorly, but she has a good heart, is skilled in her field,
and has been tested in her fidelity. Our sisters in the Au
Suburb did not want to let her go.
Sister Romana [Sottovia] will come to Gorizia with Caroline and is assigned to the kindergarten for Italian conver27. As a result of Mother Theresa’s visit, the institute rooms were rearranged in a more practical manner, a daily schedule drawn up, and the
household better organized. Mother Theresa also sought financial support for the institute from both civil and Church authorities. See Ziegler,
Magd des Herrn, 301.
28. Caroline’s family name has not been found.
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sation. In accordance with the wish of the countess,29 the
kindergarten will open as soon as possible. I recommend the
new arrivals to your kind consideration.
Unfortunately, I could not obtain a carpenter.30 The type
of people we need are sought everywhere and are well employed. I turned to various places and always received a
negative answer, but I will continue to make inquiries. With
God’s help, perhaps we will still succeed in sending you a reliable young man.
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2719: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
Motherhouse
September 30, 1858
J!M!
Noble Countess!
Thank you very much for your personal letter! In accordance with your wish I am sending two sisters for the
kindergarten, namely, Sister M. Urbana [Wagner], who will
be in charge, and Sister M. Romana [Sottovia], who will
practice Italian conversation with the little ones as long as
she is needed.
With God’s help, may the addition of these sisters succeed in improving the institute and giving satisfaction to the
people. We trust that this will happen if Sister Louise
[Engstler] is able to check on the kindergarten and help the
sisters now and then.
29. On October 20, 1858, Countess Coronini rented a room from the
Institute for Deaf Children for use as a kindergarten for the children from
Piazutta, a poor section of Gorizia. This arrangement continued until
1863 when the kindergarten enrollment dropped and the institute needed
the room. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 302.
30. The boys at the Institute for Deaf Children were taught carpentry skills so that they could support themselves after they left the institute.
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Recommending the entire cause to your continued kind
consideration, and asking that you would please let me
know about the institute’s progress from time to time, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2744 a:

To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
Motherhouse
J!M!
November 3, 1858

Noble Countess!
Your benevolent letter arrived, but it caused us embarrassment because you continue to express your gratitude
and we have done so little. On the contrary, we are obliged
to express our deep gratitude for all the love and kindness
you continue to bestow on the sisters in Gorizia.
Moreover, we rejoice greatly if the sisters whom we sent
meet your expectations,31 and we praise the mercy of God
who granted the institute such a good beginning. Through
the holy angels, may God continue to protect the institute so
that it will flourish and develop to the glory of God! May a
large number of children find shelter there!
We would be happy if, in accordance with your promise,
you would send us some news about the institute now and
then.
Thanking you again for your esteemed letter and recommending the institute and all of us to your worthy prayer,
I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
(Transcript, Munich)

31. Sisters M. Urbana Wagner and M. Romana Sottovia
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2763: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
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Munich
November 17, 1858

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
In your last letter, you again mentioned a carpenter.32 I
deeply regret that I still have not been able to help you. In
spite of all our inquiries, I still have not succeeded in finding a capable worker who is willing to go so far away. Nevertheless, I have not given up hope.
At the same time, I wish to extend my best wishes for
the approaching feast of St. Andrew. May God bless your
painstaking and therefore very meritorious works! May
you—the conscientious father of the institute—be granted
many years so that you can earn even more for heaven!
When your work is finished, your rest will be all the sweeter
and your reward for such difficult work with the poor unfortunate children will be all the greater.
Requesting your devout remembrance in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2845: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
March 9, 1859

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Your esteemed letter of February 24 gave me great consolation because it told me that the carpenter we sent won
your satisfaction by his performance and demeanor.33
Please continue to care for him as a father and keep a
watchful eye on him so that, with God’s help, the project will
develop well. With the grace of God we were successful in
32. See Document 2718, pp. 78-79.
33. Luke Steiner, a carpenter from Augsburg, agreed to go to Gorizia
and worked at the Institute for Deaf Children for approximately ten
years.
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finding a qualified man whose services will save you great
expense. Therefore, you will surely see to it that, in accordance with our earlier request, a layperson is employed for
the boys and the responsibility for the entire household is
handed over to the sisters. The fulfillment of this, our humble request, can only contribute to the unity, strength, and
vitality of the institute. If you give up taking charge of the
household, the worry and unpleasantness that have hindered and impeded your priestly ministry in the past will be
diminished and the sisters will be brought one step closer to
their calling and purpose.
Trusting in your insight and the repeated promises that
you always made with all seriousness, I foresee not only a
willing response but also the final realization of what has
been greatly desired for a very long time.
Recommending the entire order, but especially the institute and the sisters in Gorizia, to your care and devout
prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2854: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia

Munich
March 16, 1859

J!M!
Noble Countess!
Your great kindness of heart surprised us very much
when we received your last valuable gift, natural products
from Illyrian soil! Please accept the expression of our deep
gratitude. The raisins of such excellent quality are a rarity
for us in Bavaria. They made me even happier because they
arrived just when our school inspector [Matthias Siegert]
was recuperating from illness and they provided him with
excellent refreshment. The expensive wine and genuine
olive oil were no less valuable gifts!
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How can we express our gratitude? God will do it for us.
Our kind and abundant God will reward you and Miss Bosizio who, according to the sisters’ letter, also contributed
toward this gift. Nevertheless, I am very sorry that Sister
Louise [Engstler] comes to you with everything. We indicated in our letter to her that if you want to send something,
things of this kind would be most desirable, but I certainly
did not want her to take advantage of it.
How are things going at the kindergarten in Gorizia? It
is certain that the beginning will be difficult. May the work
of the sisters meet your just expectations! The sisters will
do all in their power to fulfill their responsibilities. Would
you graciously continue to show the institute your kind consideration and care and include it in your prayer?
With deepest respect, I remain the lowly servant in the
Lord,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2884: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
April 10, 1859

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Your esteemed letter of March 31 (received April 3)
aroused very mixed feelings within me. I was happy because this time you opened your heart to me. This is good in
so many respects because only then can we reach a solution and agreement, and I am grateful for this. You may be
assured that when it concerns the sisters, I, on my part, will
say and do what my duty requires. May God grant the necessary blessing!
A feeling of compassion stirred within me because, according to your letter, you still have to struggle with poverty
and hardship. The entire institute is still in a precarious
position and the painful matter will not change for the better.34 God will send help again!
34. The Institute for Deaf Children was almost entirely dependent on
benefactors and financial support diminished as years passed.
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A feeling of regret came over me, however, because our
sisters are causing trouble, partly due to illness and partly
for another reason. Without wanting to excuse open mistakes, I must once again draw your attention to my earlier
remarks.
Wherever we have missions, the household is completely
in our hands. According to our religious statutes—which we
hope to have approved by the Holy See and returned to us
soon—this is the only way we can and may establish our missions. I also sent the sisters to Gorizia with no other intent
than that these conditions, at least those with regard to the
girls, would be set in place after a short time. Until that happens, no lasting peace and unity will be achieved. It is essential. Therefore, please do whatever you can in this regard
so that the government will give the necessary approval and
permission that will make it possible to conduct the institute
properly.
I am not saying this as if nothing has happened up to now,
but because I know well that you have already done much,
suffered much, and gone through many things for the good
cause. On my part, I take a great interest in the institute
and I want to express my gratitude on behalf of our sisters.
With regard to the last point in your letter, I have instructed the sisters to consult you about the institute’s external matters.
Thank you very much for sending us the address in Vienna and for your exceptional kindness in tolerating Anna
[Mannes] in the institute so long. May God reward you!
Thanks be to God, our school inspector [Matthias
Siegert] has recovered, but he is still weak and asks for your
prayers.
Once again recommending the sisters and the institute
to your care and united in prayer, I remain,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
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Gorizia
J!M!
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Munich
July 27, 1859

Very Reverend Director!
Above all, I must express my deep regret for having kept
you waiting so long for an answer to your letters of April 27
and May 27. Please do not attribute this long silence to any
other reason than my desire to give you definite information
on the points under discussion. In order to do this, however,
further consideration and consultation were necessary.
In the meantime, a letter came from Sister Louise
[Engstler] in which she told us that you are now disposed
toward handing over the entire household and care of the
boarders to the sisters.
Reverend Director, before I continue the discussion of
your offer that we take charge of the household, please allow
me to say in all sincerity what has been reported—that it
would be fine with the School Sisters if they could help bring
about the complete dissolution of the Institute for Deaf Children. This reproach is not only hard but also affects you as
director and head of the institute. Perhaps you remained
silent about this only to spare us.
If the accusation would be true, I would state my willingness to withdraw the sisters. I would also ask you to
make a forthright statement that you would not be concerned about what our sisters would do next.
The sisters came to Gorizia to serve the poor unfortunate children and, to this very moment, that is still my intention. Nevertheless, we must leave the results to God, just
as every laborer does. We cannot do anything about circumstances that arise in the meantime and alter the situation. If you insist, however, that the sisters remain, care for
the children, and take charge of the household, we can agree
only under the following conditions:
Girls would be accepted into the institute for an annual
payment of 60 florin ($24) per child to cover all expenses including light and heat (but not for a physician, medicine, or
burial).
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For the boys, 44 florin ($17.60) per child would be paid
annually to cover the cost of board and laundry.
We cannot provide clothing or cover the cost of heat and
light for the teachers and hired help or for the carpenter
shop.
The carpenter35 would receive his meals, laundry, and a
stipend of ten florin ($4) per month.
Calculating it more precisely, the cost of food, including
meat and wine, amounts to 27 kreuzer36 per day for each sister, a very small amount that makes things difficult. It
would be easier to provide 12 kreuzer per person per day to
cover the cost of food for the hired help.
The farm products could be sold for a reasonable price
and the institute could also sell for the average price any
surplus food that it receives.
The garden must be left to the free disposal of the institute. All the mulberry trees that formerly gave the best possible yield or at least a sure annual harvest have been cut
and there will be no garden produce until the young fruit
trees have matured several years from now.37 The children
must have better food or they will all become ill.
To save expenses during the coming school year, Sister
Louise will take all 13 deaf girls in one class38 and the institute will receive the 120 florin ($48) designated for the candidate, Aloysia Buck. Until God sends better times, the
number of sisters at the institute will be extremely limited.
We want to try this out on a provisional basis for one
year. If you are unable to accept our proposal because of financial circumstances, I know of no other solution.
35. Luke Steiner
36. In the Austrian currency system at the time, 12 kreuzer equaled
approximately 5¢ in American currency.
37. After Fr. Pauletig became director of the institute, he began developing the land surrounding the institute by cutting down the mulberry
trees and planting vineyards and fruit trees in their place. Later he purchased more land in order to provide food and additional financial support
for the institute, as well as an opportunity for the boys to learn how to
farm.
38. After learning sign language and Italian, Sister Louise began
teaching the deaf girls in November 1858.
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We wanted to wait until September before sending the
young woman who was requested to take care of the little
boys, partly because travel was impossible in the turmoil of
war,39 and partly because we did not want her to make the
long trip alone. Nevertheless, if the welfare of the poor children absolutely requires her earlier arrival, and if you ask
that she come now, we will not wait until September.
Since you already discussed the sisters’ personal affairs
with Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], I will take
care of the situation as well as possible and hope that everything will be all right again. May God be merciful to us!
Some of our sisters and candidates will travel to Hungary in September and I would have sent the young woman
with them.
Please consider the matter before God and write your
opinion to us very openly. I am ready for all, since I propose
to do nothing other than God’s holy will, which is to be done
in and with us.
Recommending our entire religious institute to your
prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
3104: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia

Munich
September 1, 1860

J!M!
Your Excellency! Noble Countess!
I am responding to your friendly letter of August 8 only
today, but I can assure you that, although the scheduled reception and profession ceremonies prevented me from writing earlier, I began working on its contents immediately.
39. On April 29, 1859, Austria invaded the Italian Kingdom of Piedmont in order to dispute its claims for Italian unification and independence from Austria, but French and Piedmontese forces defeated Austria
in a decisive battle at Solferino on June 24.
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Your letter spoke about our taking charge of an academy
and boarding school that Miss [Josephine] Degano directed
until now.40 Since the prince bishop41 also made his wish
known to me, I very carefully and almost constantly considered the question of how we could do this. In any case, it
will be very difficult because we did not make the least provision for this and assigned all our available teachers long
ago. The required personnel for an institute like the one
proposed in Gorizia cannot be obtained so quickly without
completely disrupting several other places.
I see no other solution than to have Sister Louise
[Engstler] and the candidate Aloysia [Buck] arrange their
classes with the deaf children in such a way that they could
also teach at the academy in both German and Italian until
God reveals to me the ways and means to send you more
help. Your influence with the director42 will certainly manage to get his permission to do this.
If Italian conversation is desired, I will send a native
Italian sister who can also conduct needlework classes with
Sister Gerolda [Atzberger]. Some areas are still not covered—French lessons and, what concerns me most, the children’s character formation—but God gave me an idea that I
cannot put aside.
Ever since we came to Illyria, you have made many sacrifices for the work of God, whose mercy will reward you
abundantly. Supported now by the awareness of such noble
zeal, I venture to present my plan to you in all
openness.Would you graciously consent to helping the new
institute this year by giving the boarders your time with
the same great enthusiasm for God’s work and our religious
institute that you have already shown our sisters in Gorizia
so often? Although I could send a sister whose knowledge and
education would make her capable of filling all these needs,
I must first find out if her health would allow me to send her
40. The academy and boarding school was a private school for girls
from the upper class (ages 6 through 18). The curriculum included religious instruction and a wide range of academic subjects taught in German
and Italian. Lessons were also given in French, music, and fine needlework.
41. Archbishop Gollmayr
42. Fr. Pauletig
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to Gorizia. If God would grant me this favor, it would lift a
heavy burden from my heart. May God listen to our united
prayers!
In any case, we gratefully accept your offer to have one
of your nieces give French lessons in the new institute.
Since we lack the personnel for drawing lessons and other
classes, we must try to obtain someone who is fully qualified to teach French.
I will leave the setting of an amount for room and board,
the statement of conditions for the acceptance of boarders,
and other arrangements entirely up to your wise decision
made in consultation with Sister Louise. I am enclosing a
copy of what we use here and changes can be made in accordance with regional and local needs. I ask that you would
kindly let me see it first, however, before it is published.
Expressing our deep gratitude for all further benevolent
communications and especially for your works of charity, we
ask that you would remember our cause in your devout
prayer before God and continue working with us with such
loving care.
Respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3161: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich

October 7, 1860

Noble Countess!
With deep gratitude for your esteemed letter of September 12, we are now sending the sisters to Illyria in God’s
name. My representative Sister Margaret [of Cortona
Wiedemann] will accompany them and we recommend them
to the protection of Jesus and Mary.
May the travelers arrive safely, remain in good health,
work with great blessing, and bring honor, consolation, and
joy to God and to you, noble Countess, and may they win
many souls for heaven!
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It is with a heavy heart that we see the good sisters leave
us because we invested great sums in their education and
we need them in our institutes in our own country. Years,
even decades, must pass before young women are sufficiently educated to serve as teachers in our academies and
boarding schools, but we entrusted all to God and made the
sacrifice.
Should I also recommend them to you? No, after such
tangible proof of your charity and interest, I consider it superfluous. I will say only one thing—if you continue to be involved in God’s work, God will be your greatest reward!
Incidentally, you may come here whenever you wish.
Our house and hearts are always open. During this raw and
unhealthy time of the year, however, it is not wise to come
now. Perhaps it would also be better to wait until the academy is firmly established. I trust that you will understand
if I speak from my heart!
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
3162: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
Central Motherhouse in Munich
October 7, 1860
J!M!
Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
The call came to us through Countess [Matilda] Coronini
to send members of our religious congregation to Gorizia in
order to take charge of the academy and boarding school previously conducted by lay personnel.
After we were assured that this was also your wish, we
sent the following sisters in God’s name: M. Sidonia Schleicher,
M. Girólama Sixt, M. Devota Bertoloccini, M. Ethwina
Huber, and M. Fintana Riedl.
May it please Your Eminence to grant this new mission
of our religious institute in your diocese the same pastoral
care and episcopal protection that our sisters at the Insti-
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tute for Deaf Children in Gorizia have been privileged to
enjoy until now.
I trust in God that the sisters will be conscientious and
zealous in striving for perfection and thus give you satisfaction.
Humbly requesting your episcopal blessing so that this
new institute will thrive, I remain with deepest respect,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3206: To Bishop Ignatius von Senestréy
Regensburg (Excerpt)
Motherhouse in Munich
December 29, 1860
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!43
. . . In closing, I also want to tell you that word arrived from
Gorizia today, informing us that the hour of the birth of Our
Lord was the hour of our good Sister Sidonia’s [Schleicher]
death.44 According to what we heard, she slept away peacefully at the time of the Consecration during Midnight Mass
and entered her true homeland with the angels where she
will see and adore the unveiled Trinity for all
eternity. . . . 45

43. Ignatius von Senestréy (1818-1906), Bishop of Regensburg (18581906)
44. Sister M. Sidonia was sent from Regensburg to Gorizia in October 1860. Since she was in poor health, a candidate, Anna Westermeier,
was sent to help her. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann took
over Sister M. Sidonia’s teaching position on November 21. On December
25, 1860, Sister M. Sidonia died at the age of 27.
45. Document 3206 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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3458: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich

October 25 [1861]

Noble Countess!
My great regret at not being able to greet you during my
last visit to Gorizia46 made your dear letter for the feast of
St. Teresa47 an even more joyful surprise. Please accept the
expression of our deep gratitude for this undeserved kindness and for your open communication with regard to our
institute in Gorizia. Be assured that this kind of news is always of special interest to me and recognized as a clear proof
of your good will.
Please do not take it amiss, therefore, if we request that,
in the future, you would continue to be for our institute and
for our sisters in Gorizia what you have been in the past—
a protector and support for the work of God.
With deepest respect, I remain,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus

46. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Mother Theresa and Fr.
Siegert were in Gorizia in October 1861, which indicates that this letter
was written in 1861 and not 1862 as given on the copy prepared for the
beatification process.
47. October 15, the feast of St. Teresa of Avila
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3317: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
Motherhouse in Munich
January 16, 1862
J!M!
Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
According to the communications from our dear sisters
in Gorizia, you will preside over the first reception ceremony
just as you did over the dedication of the chapel in the new
academy building.1 The sisters revere you as their second
father.
We are compelled to present the expression of our deeply
felt gratitude for this kindness, as well as for all the proofs
of your noble, episcopal benevolence and your gracious
recognition of our religious institute.
The Divine Savior, who came in person to dwell with the
sisters, will also bless their works. May God, in infinite love
for the little band of young women who will receive the habit
from your hands on the feast of the Holy Name of Jesus,2 increase their number by putting a similar desire into the
hearts of other young women from the area! Then increased
personnel will help further God’s work. All good things
begin small.

1. During the first year, 1860-61, the academy was housed in the
Bader building, which was next to the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia. In November 1861, the academy was moved to the Formentini
building located several blocks away. The dedication of the chapel at the
new site took place on December 1, 1861.
2. Novices M. Augustina Buck, M. Hilaria Arndorfer, M. Juliana
Sixt, M. Taciana Schwarz, and M. Wolfganga Pannajot were received on
the feast of the Holy Name of Jesus, January 19, 1862.
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Please continue to bestow the same pastoral care on our
dear sisters in Gorizia and on the novitiate that began under
your patronage. You are doing all this for God, who will
leave nothing unrewarded.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3438: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Motherhouse
October 1, 1862

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
You have probably heard by now about our intended personnel change.
It gave me great joy to learn from Sister Margaret’s [of
Cortona Wiedemann] letters3 that, in your charity, you
agreed to teach the deaf girls for a few months until M. Augustina Buck can return.4 This news gave us great consolation and I owe you an expression of our deep gratitude for
this new proof of your kindness and for all you have done
for our sisters since they have been in Gorizia.
As you already know, Sister Valentina [Schlecht] will
take the place of Sister Louise [Engstler] who will no longer
be at the institute.5 I recommend Sister Valentina to your
continued good will and request that you would remember
us in prayer.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3. Sister Margaret of Cortona remained at the academy in Gorizia
from November 1860 until May 7, 1862.
4. As a candidate, Aloysia Buck taught at the Institute for Deaf Children for more than two years before her reception in January 1862.
5. After serving at the Institute for Deaf Children for five years, Sister Louise was transferred to the academy and boarding school in Gorizia
on October 12, 1862.
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3462: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!
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Munich
October 27, 1862

Very Reverend Director!
Your last letter certainly showed your genuine pastoral
concern for the well-being of the deaf children at our house
in Gorizia. As much as I can appreciate your concern, and
as much as I myself regret that good Sister Louise [Engstler]
had to be taken from the poor children, I had no other choice.
The structure of our order requires that when personnel are
involved, we do not bind ourselves to one or other house.
I trust in God that Sister Valentina [Schlecht] will soon
adjust to her new surroundings and to her special field of
labor just as Louise did, and that you will see the gap caused
by the change in personnel filled again and forgotten.
After her profession, Sister M. Augustina Buck will return to the Institute for Deaf Children, but at this time, we
cannot say anything definite about Sister Hilaria [Arndorfer]. God has helped us up to now and will continue to provide for us. In God we trust!
Thank you very much for the grapes Sister Margaret [of
Cortona Wiedemann] brought us and for the good chestnuts
you sent earlier! We will remain debtors until we are able
to repay you. The last shipment of grapes arrived in good
condition. Thank you very much for your great kindness
and thoughtfulness.
Requesting a remembrance in your prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
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3467: To the Novices
Gorizia
J!M!

Motherhouse
November 2, 1862

Dear Children of God,6
Thank you for your best wishes for the feast of St. Teresa!
In return, I would like to ask for your prayers and recommend to you a motherly saying: “Be faithful in little things!”
Whoever does not value little things and willingly commits slight transgressions, saddens the spirit of grace, purity, and love and inflicts manifold wounds on her own soul
that—be they ever so small—gradually weaken and finally
suffocate the spiritual life.
Since we have nothing worthy of God’s infinite greatness,
through fidelity in little things, we give God everything that
lies within our power. Let us give with our whole heart—
often, quickly, joyfully! Then we will give glory to the God
whom we love.
Fidelity in little things includes many great virtues. As
St. Bernard says, “It is not of trifling importance when you
use every opportunity to conquer yourself in little things as
well.” When several small brooks flow together, they grow
into a great river. Those who conscientiously seize every opportunity to practice virtue will be able to gather great treasures of goodness.
Therefore, let us endeavor to be faithful in little things so
that someday, as Jesus promised, we will be placed over
greater things.
May the Lord Jesus give you grace and blessing to do this!
Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus

6. See Footnote 2, p. 93.
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3468: To Madame Oriele Malnig
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Munich
November 8, 1862

Dear Madame Malnig,7
Our Reverend Mother8 received your letter just as she
was about to leave on a journey. She asked me to respond
as follows:
You requested that the education and character formation of your little daughter Marie, which began at the Institute for Deaf Children, would continue at the academy and
boarding school where Sister Louise [Engstler] was recently
appointed superior.
If the dear child benefited under the direction of Sister
Louise in the Institute for Deaf Children last year, we can
assure you that the present teacher9 will take just as seriously her responsibility to meet the needs of the little one.
Please try keeping her in the institute for a while so that
you can see for yourself how it goes and then decide what to
do.
If, however, there are good reasons that make it impossible for you to put your little daughter Marie back into the
Institute for Deaf Children, we will care for the child with
the same love and devotedness as she received there, but
only if the Reverend Director10 gives his consent.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus

7. Madame Oriele Malnig was married to the procurator for the
Duke of Blacas d’Aulps
8. The copy of this letter in the beatification collection bears the signature Mar. Ther. of Jesus, but it is clear from this sentence that someone else wrote it for her.
9. Sister M. Valentina Schlecht
10. Fr. Pauletig
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3473: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
November 26, 1862

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
The whole business involving the deaf child11 cannot be
any more unpleasant for you than it is for us. I heard about
the whole situation only after the event and regret that the
child was not refused admission to our academy and boarding school from the beginning.
As things stand now, I think that keeping her there for
a little while is the only thing we can do.
In recognition of your charity and service, I made the admission of this child dependent on your consent, and I did
this with the best intention. Nevertheless, you will surely
understand that I cannot allow the academy to issue the requested certificate regarding the hours of instruction, because we cannot bind ourselves and our academy in Gorizia
in this manner. Although I will not oppose you, I ask that
you do whatever you can to hasten her withdrawal. The
sooner it happens, the more grateful I will be to you.
Joy and blessing in the Lord on the coming feast of St.
Andrew!
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of J.
November 29
P.S. The above letter was ready to go into the mail when
your letter of November 25 arrived. I thought that the
prince bishop12 had given permission for the deaf child’s entrance into our academy and boarding school because Malnig requested it. If that is not the case, we will return the
child to her parents.
Today we are sending a letter with this message to Sister Louise [Engstler] who stipulated that she would keep the
child only until she hears from the generalate. We are also
writing to the prince bishop in order to prevent any possible
misunderstandings.
11. Marie Malnig
12. Archbishop Gollmayr
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3474: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!
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Munich

November 29, 1862

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
Please do not take it amiss if I turn to you in the affair
regarding Marie Malnig, a deaf child, because I cannot gain
clarity in the turmoil. What the child’s father affirms, the
director of the Institute for Deaf Children13 negates, as
demonstrated by the original letters, which I considered necessary to enclose. In order to prevent serious misunderstandings, would you kindly examine them?
Now I must believe the priest. He did not give his consent, which from the beginning I considered necessary for
Marie Malnig’s transfer. I had no way of knowing from the
course of instruction or the statutes of the Institute for Deaf
Children if she would even be allowed to be transferred from
there. Therefore, I am very willing now to dismiss the child
as soon as possible, because I would never have accepted her
into our academy and boarding school. Sister Louise’s [Engstler] time and energy would be divided with this additional matter and the poor child still would not receive
sufficient instruction.
Nevertheless, if you made any kind of promise to the
child’s father, I do not intend to contradict what you promised. On the contrary, I would give my complete consent to
leaving the girl at the academy for a while. It will soon be
evident that the child will suffer, especially in religion
classes. This would be disturbing to the academy and to the
other children—to say nothing of Sister Louise. Then the
child could return to her parents.
Would you please let Sister Louise know your decision
somehow or other, but very quietly, because I have instructed her simply to act accordingly, without causing any
offense.
With deepest respect, I remain,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
13. Fr. Pauletig
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3501: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
February 6, 1863

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Having returned only a few days ago, I found your esteemed letter of January 19. When I was about to reply on
February 4, your telegram arrived, to which an answer has
already been sent. It is now followed by this letter.
It was our intent to send Sister Margaret [of Cortona
Wiedemann] to Gorizia for the profession ceremony. Unfortunately, she was afflicted with a persistent illness, and we
had to abandon this plan. Sister Louise [Engstler] must
make the necessary arrangements so that profession can
take place as soon as possible. So many details need to be
decided, however, and it is impossible for us to determine
here a precise date for the ceremony in Gorizia. We trust in
your goodness, and hope that you will kindly act as a mediator for this short time yet!
After their profession, Sisters M. Augustina [Buck] and
M. Taciana [Schwarz] will return to the Institute for Deaf
Children. Sister M. Hilaria [Arndorfer], however, will not
return since she cannot profess her vows with the others.
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3504: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
February 7, 1863

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
We still owe you an expression of our gratitude for graciously settling the affair concerning the deaf child, Marie
Malnig.14 Please do not take it amiss if I mention that re14. See Document 3474, p. 99.
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peated visitation journeys, which often keep me far from
home, are the reason for this regrettable delay.
A reception ceremony took place in our academy and
boarding school building in Gorizia on the feast of the Holy
Name in 1862.15 We postponed profession until now because
I intended to send Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann],
who took my place at the ceremony last year, as my representative again this year. Ever since her return from Illyria,
however, she has been afflicted with illness and therefore
neither she nor I can make the journey to Gorizia for this
purpose. For this reason, I asked Sister Louise [Engstler] to
apply for your gracious approval for the profession of vows.
Since Sister M. Hilaria Arndorfer will repeat her novitiate and M. Wolfganga Pannajot cannot be admitted to profession because of illness,16 only three novices will profess
their vows at this time.
If you would be pleased to preside at the ceremony of
profession as you did at the ceremony of reception, this privilege would give us great joy and consolation. Our gratitude
to God would be no less than that of the sisters who will profess their vows.
With deepest respect, I remain,
M. Ther. of J.
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3520: To the Novices
Gorizia
J!M!

Motherhouse in Munich
March 6, 1863

My dear Daughters of Mary, the most Holy Mother of Our
Order,
Since I will not be able to speak to you personally during
the celebration of the profession of vows, I would like to
write a few words of exhortation.
15. January 19, 1862
16. Sister M. Wolfganga Pannajot was seriously injured when she
fell down a spiral staircase in March 1862. Shortly after professing her
vows, she died in Gorizia on May 10, 1863.
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You are about to profess your vows, a very significant religious act whereby you are resolutely entering the religious
state and becoming the brides of Jesus. This is truly a liturgical act and the noblest of moral virtues.
It is also a very significant step for your entire life because you are committing yourselves to a life of perfection before God and the Church. Give this careful consideration!
Do not be content with merely renouncing property and
its free disposition as required by the vow of poverty, but
strive instead for perfect poverty by doing without all superfluities. This includes even the smallest things that are sacred in themselves. Make frugal use of the things that your
superiors allow you to have and, if God wills, be ready to suffer want joyfully. Detach your hearts from all created things
so that you can cry out with St. Francis, “My God and my all!”
Do not be content with keeping the vow of chastity by
merely abstaining from unlawful bodily desires. Strive instead to banish every worldly thought from your mind, to
suppress every sensual inclination in your heart, and to offer
to God all your thoughts, words, and deeds with a pure intention out of love for God, and thus attain purity of mind,
purity of heart, and purity in all your actions and omissions.
Do not be content with keeping the vow of obedience externally, according to the letter of the law, but do everything
in spirit and truth. Give your heart and the blind faculty of
reason, which only serve to lead one astray, to your superiors as children do to their mothers. Allow yourselves to be
led as blind persons are led by their guide, as sheep by their
shepherd, all for God. The religious state you are now entering requires this road to perfection. If we want to be
happy in religious life, this is imperative so that, free from
all bonds, we can give ourselves to God and our vocation
wholly and with undivided hearts. Then we can take by the
hand the young people entrusted to us and lead them to
heaven with greater freedom and security.
Persevere in this happy resolve to the end of your life.
Then the religious life that you are now entering will be an
invincible source of holiness in all your actions and omissions, a source of consolation in all your suffering, and a
source of infinite merit for eternal life in the faith-filled
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knowledge that “this is what God wants; I am doing the expressed will of God.”
Indeed, this is not easy but see, dear Novices, Jesus, our
Lord and God, shows us the way. Let us follow Jesus! Jesus
invites all of us to follow him. With Jesus’ all-powerful
grace, we are helped in our poverty and oppression and
given the consoling promise that we need only ask and we
will obtain all that we need in order to achieve perfection. It
is for this purpose that Jesus comes to us in person, becomes
one of us, gives us a foretaste of heavenly bliss, and promises
us eternal life, all because we have made a vowed commitment to him.
Indeed, religious life itself—a life in common that inspires others—and the vows in particular help us to attain
perfect love of God and neighbor. Through the vows, we
wage war on the threefold enemy of our salvation and we
consecrate ourselves to God as offerings in body and spirit.
As brides of the Savior who suffered ridicule for us, we
are among those who, weeping and mourning, are rejected
and despised by the world. In a little while, however, we will
see Jesus, our bridegroom, in divine glory and blessedness.
Our sorrow will be turned into joy, our poverty into royal
wealth, and our submission into glory.
Look upon your past life with loathing and, by a life of
perfection, strive zealously to make amends for your shortcomings and neglect.
Foster a great and holy love for your new life as a religious, which will free you from the slavery of Egypt and lead
you to the Promised Land, which will raise you to the noble
dignity of being Jesus’ brides! Never forget what a powerful, wise, faithful, kind, gracious, and infinitely holy bridegroom Jesus is. How could a bride who lacks holiness or
perfection be pleasing to him? Fix your eyes and your heart
on Jesus! Pray to him day and night! In eternity, your hope
will not have been in vain!
None of us has a permanent home here. Our true homeland is in heaven. Every day we move closer to the grave.
Should this not constantly impel us to free ourselves from
our imperfections, to atone for our sins, to wash away all
stains of sin from our souls, and to pay off all our debts?
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Should we not adorn ourselves with the bridal dress of love
and virtue and make our own the perfection by which we
will be pleasing to God, die in peace, and attain God’s merciful judgment and eternal happiness?
Should not our noble profession—the winning of children’s souls for heaven, the most divine of all undertakings—move and inspire us to strive for perfection? In our
calling, we must be the light of the world and the salt of the
earth, lighting the way for the children by what we do, by a
holy life. Otherwise, our words will be empty, sounding like
an earthen gong or a tinkling cymbal. Affected or brilliant
words will not convert young people and lead them to God,
but rather, the power of the cross of Christ, the spirit of the
Word, and holy love. All our efforts will be in vain if our life
is not in true harmony with the dignity of our vocation.
“Your light must shine before others, that they may see your
good deeds and glorify your heavenly Father!”17 Then the
entire world will recognize and acknowledge that religious
life is a life of perfection and, with us, all will begin to praise
and love our Lord Jesus. We will make the blood of Christ
fruitful and, with a great throng of children in heaven, meet
again in heaven as God’s chosen ones.
Even if we are scattered throughout the world, let us always preserve that true Catholic way of life that embraces
all believers of the world and makes them of one heart and
one mind. In this life, let us hold fast to the unity of our
order. Unity alone makes us strong inwardly and outwardly; unity makes us indissoluble, like a well-ordered
army. We must all remain as one, as sisters, just as the Lord
Jesus is one with the faithful, as all true believers are one
with the center of the Church, with their head.
A branch torn from the trunk dries up and lands in the
fire; a divided kingdom disintegrates; a divided army is
wiped out; a leaking ship sinks. If we do not preserve unity
as our most treasured possession, this will also happen to
our order.
In Jesus, we must all remain one with the center, the
generalate, the central motherhouse of the order. We were
17. Matthew 5:16
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born and raised in unity. Unity and love will make the
dwellers within our houses like angels, the order like
heaven. Let us consider ourselves as members with one calling, one rule, one father, one mother, one bridegroom, like
members of one body, helping and inspiring one another in
love. This demands our perfection.
As our models, let us always revere the Mother of Our
Order, Mary, our holy patrons, Augustine and Peter
[George Michael]
Fourier,18 and our holy founders,
19
20
Wittmann and [Francis Sebastian] Job . Let us zealously
imitate their virtues so that, as their spiritual daughters, we
will become more like them and thus bring honor, joy, and
consolation to them and to the order. Let us look up to them
and call upon them every day and every hour because these
powerful and heavenly patrons will help us attain
perfection.
Mary, the noble Queen of Heaven, will obtain for us from
her Divine Son, Jesus, help in our need, protection in our
danger, comfort in affliction, blessing in our work, growth
and perseverance in the pursuit of perfection, security in
death, and happiness in eternal life.
Praised be Jesus above all for all eternity!
M. Th. of J.
18. St. Peter Fourier (1565-1640) was a Canon of St. Augustine and
the pastor in Mattaincourt in Lorraine. Together with Blessed Alix Le
Clerc (1576-1622), he founded the Congrégation Notre-Dame in 1597.
After 1628, the members of the congregation were also known as
Canonesses of St. Augustine to assure their recognition as apostolic
women religious. On August 28, 1645, Pope Innocent X approved the
Notre Dame Rule, which Peter Fourier drew up for this congregation.
Mother Theresa and the first sisters lived according to this rule and the
Spirit of the Constitutions written by Fr. Francis Sebastian Job until their
own rule was approved by the Holy See in 1859.
19. George Michael Wittmann (1760-1833) was ordained in Regensburg in 1782. He was appointed subregent of the seminary in Regensburg in 1788 and regent in 1802. In 1804, he was appointed cathedral
pastor in Regensburg and thus became the school inspector in Stadtamhof
where Caroline Gerhardinger taught from 1809 until 1833. In 1829,
Wittmann was appointed the auxiliary bishop of Regensburg, and in
1832, the bishop of Regensburg. Before this appointment was confirmed
by Rome, however, he died on March 8, 1833.
20. See Footnote 14, p. 71.
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3537: To the Newly Professed Sisters
Gorizia
J!M!

Motherhouse
April 3, 1863

Dear Sisters Juliana, Augustina, and Taciana,21
You professed your vows on the anniversary of the death
of our holy founder, Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann.
May March 8, the day on which he entered into heavenly
life, be the day of your spiritual death to the world with
everything it offers, and the day of your entrance into a new
spiritual life for God and the order! This will be granted if
you live as Wittmann did, acting, praying, working, and suffering in his spirit.
Since you dedicated yourself and gave your whole heart
to God forever, I believe that only God’s holy love will reign
and be at work in your heart. Be faithful in constantly using
all the means, especially prayer, to nourish this flame.
Prayer is that glowing furnace in which the fire of divine
love is kindled and kept burning. All the saints became holy
by means of prayer. When giving a detailed description of
the types of prayer, St. Francis de Sales says that love is
only a weak love if it does not grow through the sufferings of
Christ.
Moreover, one must be diligent in spiritual reading. We
speak with God in prayer but, in spiritual reading, God
speaks with us and brings about wonderful effects in our
soul. The same holy bishop says that our heart should consider every word as precious balm and that we should follow
the example of the Blessed Virgin Mary, who carefully kept
in her heart all the words spoken in praise of her Divine
Child.
Frequent Holy Communion is the third means. Through
his continuous contact with God, Moses also shared in the
21. Sisters M. Juliana Sixt, M. Augustina Buck, and M. Taciana
Schwarz made their first profession of vows in Gorizia on March 8, 1863.
Sister M. Juliana then returned to Freistadt in Upper Austria where she
had been missioned as a candidate since 1853.
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glory of God that miraculously emanated from his face. Frequent union with Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament will also
make our souls pure, good, and beautiful.
Observe holy rule exactly, even in the smallest things.
Through fidelity in little things, we acquire great treasures
of grace and merit. Holy rule is for us the polar star that
leads us to Jesus. Let us follow the guidance of this star as
faithfully as once the Magi from the East followed the star
that went before them. Then we will surely arrive at the
goal of our yearning, see God face to face in heaven, and
adore God whom we have known and loved in faith here on
earth.
May the Lord Jesus pour into your hearts comfort, peace,
and joy, as he once did for the holy women who wept for him
on Good Friday and Holy Saturday, and for the disciples
who went to Emmaus! This is our Easter greeting and wish
for you.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
3599: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

Dingolfing
September 26, 1863

Very Reverend Director!
In the kindness of your heart, you sent us fine produce
from Illyria, and we are indebted to you. The grapes and
other produce that you sent were forwarded to me on my
journey.
Please accept the expression of my deep gratitude, as
well as that of our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] who
sends you his best regards. The enclosed stole is a small
token of our appreciation.
Recommending our sisters to your continued good will
and all of us to your devout remembrance at the altar, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
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3634: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
February 17, 1864

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
Great as our sorrow was upon hearing the news of your
illness, our joy today is even greater. Sister Valentina
[Schlecht] reported that you are on the road to recovery and
that you celebrated Mass again on the most recent feast of
Mary.
God strikes and then heals our wounds. Those whom
God loves are afflicted with the cross and suffering so that
they may receive an even greater reward in the next world.
Together with the poor deaf children, we sent our prayers
for help to heaven. Now we will join in their prayers of gratitude and rejoice with you over your recovery.
Once again, we owe you an expression of gratitude for
the little barrel of honey that you kindly sent us. Since we
did not want to burden you with letters during your illness,
we waited with this, our thank you, until we could also express our joy over your recovery. We used the sweet spicy
honey to bake lebkuchen22 for the boarders who savored the
typical Illyrian natural product on the feast of the Holy
Name of Jesus.
Asking for a remembrance in your devout prayer and
wishing you a speedy and complete recovery, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

22. A chewy, usually honey-flavored Christmas cookie containing
nuts and candied fruits
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Munich
March 27, 1864

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
You certainly went to great trouble in order to send us a
spider crab. Thank you for this Easter gift! We are becoming more and more indebted to you. When the crab arrives,
it will be placed in our small natural history collection in the
candidature.
Regarding future teachers for the Institute for Deaf Children, neither a sister nor a layperson, who has been thoroughly trained in sign language outside of Gorizia, could
immediately pass an examination before the commission at
the institute because the gestures used in Gorizia are very
different from those used in other sign language institutes.
If the annual sign language examination that a sister
takes with her class before she begins teaching does not also
count as her teaching examination, we suggest that the examination by the commission, which we do not wish to
avoid, would be taken only after enough time has elapsed.
In any case, we assign only those teachers who have
passed the examination in the theory of elementary education and pedagogy and have completed their practice teaching. Nevertheless, they would certainly need considerable
time to practice the languages23 and gestures. Only then
would they be able to pass the examination, which appears
to be utterly impossible for anyone without preparation.
This is the only solution that we see. If the organizational committee does not agree, then we will have to give up
our work at the Institute for Deaf Children because the unreasonable demand that the committee placed upon us is an
impossible task, just as it would be for any other teacher in
this field.
Thanks be to God if Sister Hilaria [Arndorfer] shows improvement and, even more, if it lasts!
23. In addition to sign language, teachers at the institute were expected to be fluent in Italian and Slovenian.
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Wishing you a happy Easter and looking forward to the
promised plans of the proposed building, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3746: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
October 24, 1864

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
Thank you very much for kindly remembering us on October 15 and thank you for all the efforts you made on our
behalf in Gorizia! God will reward what we cannot.
In response to your repeated, caring request for personnel, which I recognize, I am still unable to remedy the shortage. We ourselves deeply regret this because God knows
how much we would like to give sufficient help. Please believe us when we say that, as soon as God has mercy on us
and makes it possible, we will be very willing to hasten to
your help.
Extending our sincere best wishes for the coming feast of
St. Andrew, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3809 a:

To the Newly Professed Sisters
Gorizia
J!M!

Motherhouse
February 21, 1865

Dear Sisters M. Cecilia, Wolfganga, Evangelista, and
Stephana,24
24. Sisters M. Cecilia Lechner, M. Wolfganga Brönninger, M. Evangelista Rückert, and M. Stephana Seidl were received on December 26,
1863, and professed temporary vows on February 2, 1865.
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On the feast of Mary’s purification, you offered yourselves to God through the profession of vows. Then, in your
letters to me, you promised to live faithfully what you vowed
at the altar.
May Jesus, our Divine Bridegroom, grant you the grace
and blessing that you need for this! Although I was unable
to be physically present at the celebration on that day, I was
with you in spirit and presented your vows to God. Today I
greet you in writing as spiritual daughters of Mary, the most
holy Mother of Our Order.
Thank God very often and very fervently for the mercy
and special grace granted to you. Often renew your holy
vows through which you made your commitment to God.
You will always draw renewed strength, consolation, and
encouragement from this practice.
Let your light shine before your companion sisters so
that they will be edified by your zeal, before the children so
that they will see and revere a holy religious in you, and before the laypeople whom you will meet because of your profession so that, seeing your good work, they will praise our
God who is in heaven.
Do everything out of love and for the glory of God so that
the profession of vows will only be a foretaste of the eternal
wedding feast in the heavenly Jerusalem.
The enclosed pictures are a gift for you. If you have already received them from Sister Louise [Engstler], we will
exchange them when I come for a visit.
Often take refuge in the Sacred Heart of Jesus, in the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, and in St. Joseph.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus
(Transcript, Munich) 3809 a

4009: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
March 4 [1865]

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
Thank you very much for the pleasant and consoling
news of your last letter, as well as for all the trouble you
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were not afraid to take in order to uphold God’s cause. You
are defending the honor of God, who will also be your abundant reward.
I cannot tell you how happy all of us are that the boys
will have their own entrance, whereby order, cleanliness,
quiet—everything—will take on a new form. Nevertheless,
as much as we appreciate your thoughtfulness, we cannot
expect you to reserve a special room for our father spiritual
[Matthias Siegert].
It is easy to believe that Sister Urbana [Wagner] is unable to learn Italian. She was trained only for kindergarten
and sent to Gorizia for that purpose.
I am very sorry that our hopes concerning Sister Hilaria
[Arndorfer] came to nothing.25 We will pray; God has a remedy for every affliction.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3832: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
March 20, 1865

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
In accordance with your request, the local superior26 at
our academy and boarding school in Gorizia turned to the
generalate for information regarding the question, “Can the
Poor School Sisters acquire property?”
Our holy rule expressly answers in the affirmative by
saying that the general superior has the right “to close contracts of purchase and sale” (Holy Rule, Part IV, Chapter V,
p. 130).27
25. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Novice M. Hilaria was dismissed on March 6, 1865, which helped to determine the date of this letter.
26. Sister M. Louise Engstler
27. Quoted from the Holy Rule approved by the Holy See in 1859 for
six years
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We have already made use of this right and there have
been no complaints. Having obtained juridical corporation
rights (as, for example, in Vienna) we acquired property at
home and abroad, partly through foundations and partly
through purchase.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3847: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
April 3, 1865

Very Reverend Director!
We were very sorry to learn from the letters of our sisters in Gorizia that the dear Lord afflicted not only our academy and boarding school, but also the Institute for Deaf
Children, and that both you and the boys’ teacher became ill.
Nevertheless, we were consoled to hear that you quickly recovered and are again working in school.
We still owe you an expression of our gratitude for sending us the cleverly mounted and well-packed crocodile for
which you, in your kindness, did not spare any expense. The
little monster appeared to be very tame, gave great joy to all
the sisters, and substantially increased the natural history
collection in the candidature. Our father spiritual [Matthias
Siegert] joins us in expressing our gratitude.
Now to our personnel situation! God knows how much
we wanted to give the needed help to our two houses in Gorizia, but it was completely beyond the realm of possibility.
Nevertheless, what was impossible is now happening. Two
candidates are coming to use their abilities for the poor deaf
children. It is remarkable! Three were prepared to make
the journey but one became ill. Since the doctor feared a lingering illness, she must stay here. The saying applies, “We
can make plans, but God determines how they will turn out.”
We now recommend the two newcomers, Frances Förster
and Katherine Settele, to your kindness and care and ask
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that you would assign classes to these candidates as well as
to Sister Evangelista [Rückert]. Trusting in your patience
and forbearance, we pray that they will meet your expectations.
Things are not much different here. One of our elementary teachers has been ill since December and we had to continue her classes somehow or other—as is the case in many
places. May God’s will be done!
We want to express our gratitude for the kind hospitality you showed Fr. Bäder.28 The order will reimburse you for
all expenses but, in order to satisfy one of his expressed
wishes, we must make further inquiries, which of course will
take time. Should he seek a position in Styria29 and find
something to suit him, we would not put anything in his
way. Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] expressed
some concern about his health, however, and wondered if he
could tolerate the rough climate there.
Your kind invitation and the news from our sisters in
Gorizia that they have already picked violets outdoors are
certainly appealing enough for me to leave the ice and snowcovered fields of Bavaria to enjoy an Illyrian spring, but I
am so housebound that I can visit only a few Bavarian missions this year. If God does not grant me another spring, I
will have to forego that pleasure and take comfort in the
eternal, heavenly springtime.
Sister Margaret, however, will come to Gorizia during
the first week of May and settle matters with regard to buying a building,30 board for the two candidates, and Fr. Bäder.
28. Fr. Frederick Bäder, chaplain of the Swiss Guards, provided
services for the congregation in Rome prior to the final approbation of the
rule in 1865. At the time this letter was written, he was resting in Gorizia, but he later found a position in Carinthia, which is now a province
in Austria.
29. Styria was a mountainous crown land of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. One part of the area is now a province in Austria by the same
name and the other part is located in northern Slovenia.
30. The cost of renting the building for the academy and boarding
school had become prohibitive and the purchase of a building seemed to
be the only solution. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Sisters M. Margaret of Cortona and M. Romana Sottovia visited Gorizia on April 29,
1865, and then continued on their journey to Rome.
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Be assured, Reverend Director, that she has the welfare of
the two houses in Gorizia as much at heart as that of the
entire order.
United in prayer,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3864: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
April 26, 1865

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!31
. . . Invited by the prince bishop,32 we now have a small
novitiate in Gorizia in Illyria, where we have had an Institute for Deaf Children for years, as well as an academy and
boarding school for young women from the upper class. At
the prince bishop’s suggestion, the sisters obtained corporation rights. Now we must purchase at great expense the living quarters and garden that we had rented until now. God,
who is so rich in abundance and kindness, will have to provide the means, and we hope that our prayers will not be in
vain. Our merciful God has granted us everything in the
past and will give us this favor as well. . . . 33
3908: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
August 23, 1865

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
I am very sorry that this time you had to wait so long for
a reply. Frequent journeys plus the amount of work that al31. See Footnote 20, p. 41.
32. Archbishop Gollmayr
33. Document 3864 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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ways precedes reception and profession ceremonies made it
impossible for me to write sooner.
In the meantime, our academy and boarding school in
Gorizia entered a period of suffering, which makes its continued existence doubtful.34 Therefore, we must put off the
purchase of a building for a while and wait until God gives
us a clear indication of how this will end.
Our cause in Rome has now progressed to the point
where Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] can begin
her return trip in September.35 Since I am unable to come,
she will stop in Gorizia on her way back in order to discuss
the matter.
Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] gratefully
returns your best wishes.
Asking for remembrance in your priestly prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
3955: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
October 19, 1865

J!M!

Very Reverend Director!
You ended your kind letter of October 9 with the request
that I cheer up the very dismal situation in Gorizia. A letter arrived from there today, however, and told us that Sister Girólama [Sixt] returned to the Institute for Deaf
Children. Consequently, all the worries you presented in
your two letters of October 8 and 9 are resolved because the
former superior is again in charge.
34. Various illnesses, including a scarlet fever epidemic that raged
throughout the city, took the lives of several boarders. This contributed
to a sharp decline in enrollment at the academy and boarding school.
35. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann was in Rome to obtain
the final approbation of the holy rule. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Sister M. Margaret and Sister M. Romana Sottovia stopped in Gorizia on their way back from Rome on September 2-3, 1865.
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For whatever has offended you recently, I ask your pardon
with the conviction that it certainly was not deliberate. On
our part, we will impress on the sisters that they should never
be lacking in respect, but we also ask that you would not
overemphasize every incident dictated by exaggerated zeal.
No one could regret more deeply than we that Barbara
Roth, the candidate destined for Gorizia, became ill and
died. We were very happy that we could give some help to
the sorely tried Institute for Deaf Children and then we saw
our hopes dashed so suddenly. As you have repeatedly seen
for yourself, not every personality is suited for this branch of
education. You would not believe how difficult it is to get
personnel for other countries and for this type of institute.
If God does not put the desire into the heart, we can accomplish nothing on our part.
We are deeply grateful for your kind offer to send the
honey. When I returned from my last journey, the beautiful
and excellent peaches, pomegranates, and lemons, which
spoke of your charity, pleasantly surprised me. We can give
nothing in return except a sincere “May God reward you!”
Recommending our sisters to your forbearance, patience,
and care, and all of us to your prayers, I remain respectfully
yours,
[No signature]
3993: To Fr. Andrew
Pauletig Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
February 13, 1866

Very Reverend Director!
Before all else, I must express my sincere regret that I
was unable to respond to your esteemed letter sooner.
It is a principle of our religious institute that teaching
sisters may not sing. Experience has taught us that, if the
teachers also sing, they will suffer from a lung disease. This
was also the order that I sent to Gorizia, but I think it was
misunderstood. Nevertheless, according to the letters from
our sisters in Gorizia, this point is now settled, which gives
me consolation.
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The second point in your kind letter causes me greater
sorrow. You asked for Sister Girólama [Sixt] as superior.
We were very happy that you kindly provided the necessary
rest required by her poor health, thus saving the good sister
who would hardly be among the living if she had remained
in the previous circumstances. Now she is to be removed
again from her position even though she knows the language, something you found wanting in her predecessor.36
That was the reason you requested a different superior, despite the fact that everything in the convent was going well
under the previous superior’s direction and peace prevailed
among the sisters and the children.
Unfortunately, Sisters Bernardine [Stiessberger] and
Felicia [Birkmeier], whom you suggested as Sister
Girólama’s successor, cannot be removed from their posts at
the academy and boarding school. No sister who would be
capable of meeting the overall and specific needs at the Institute for Deaf Children is available now. I know of no
other solution than to impose the double cross on Sister
Louise [Engstler], that is, to ask her to direct and supervise
both houses in Gorizia for the time being until God sends us
help. Until this happens, you must have patience with Sister Girólama.
We also informed Sister Louise of this and asked that
she check on the Institute for Deaf Children once a week.
Louise is well informed about the conditions of the house
there and you have seen for yourself that she sincerely
means well and wants only the best for the house and the
children. If each one lovingly contributes a mite in his or
her own way, the temple will be built with the grace of God
and your sorely tried patience will obtain the crown.
On the other hand, what can we say about the precious,
typical Illyrian produce that you sent us? The almond cake
arrived on the vigil of the feast of the Holy Name of Jesus.
We shared a little piece with each sister and it brought great
36. Sister M. Valentina Schlecht was superior at the Institute for
Deaf Children from October 12, 1862 until Sister M. Girólama Sixt took
her place on December 5, 1864.
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merriment. We must remain debtors in the meantime and
can send only a heartfelt “May God reward you!”
Assuring you of our prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4202: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
Munich October 28 [1866]37
J!M!
Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . Our sisters in Gorizia in Illyria also had to endure
much because military columns crossed there.38 The sisters
suffer much opposition. The Liberals, intent on overthrowing the convent institute, established a boarding school conducted by young secular women in order to achieve their
goal. Considering the present circumstances, it would not be
surprising if some of our institutes are dissolved. . . . 39
4114: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
February 5, 1867

Very Reverend Director!
The two beautifully preserved crabs and mussels from
37. Although the copy prepared for the beatification process gives
the year 1867, internal evidence shows that this letter was written in
1866.
38. Gorizia was close to the border of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
According to the chronicle entry for July 6, 1866, the mayor of Gorizia
took steps to confiscate one wing of the building housing the academy and
boarding school for use as a military hospital for soldiers wounded in the
Austro-Prussian War, which lasted from mid-June until late August in
1866. Although 60 soldiers were already in the courtyard, the commander
intervened, the sisters were allowed to remain, and the soldiers left.
39. Document 4202 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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far away Illyria arrived on the feast of the Holy Name of
Jesus, this time with very little damage. In your kindness,
you do your best to prepare happy surprises everywhere,
which is why the natural history collection in our candidature includes the finest specimens. Please accept the expression of our sincere gratitude for this new shipment.
We only regret that you continue to go to such expense
for us while we can respond in no other way than through
prayer. May God grant that the children and sisters at the
Institute for Deaf Children will be a source of consolation
and joy for you!
Asking for your remembrance in prayer and your continued good will, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4229: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

Motherhouse
January 9, 1868

Very Reverend Director!
Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] told us that, in
your reply of December 30, 1867, you said that you would
like a letter directly from the generalate.
It is now my honor to respond that it is evident, both
from your letter and from other sources, that some misunderstanding prevails.
In order to clarify matters, please allow me to state in
writing that we are satisfied with the annual salary of 170
florin ($68) for each sister working at the Institute for Deaf
Children.
As to mending the boys’ clothing, the sisters will teach
the girls how to mend shirts, socks, and the like. In every respectable household, however, worn trousers are given to a
tailor for mending. Please do not take it amiss if I also mention that the same results cannot be achieved every year because the girls of school age have neither the time nor the
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skills acquired by girls who have finished school.
The young man employed to help the boys is trying to
save the expense of a tailor by sewing new clothes, but now
he cannot keep up with the mending as he did formerly. As
stated, however, what can be done will be done gladly and
the sisters will try to manage somehow until you succeed in
getting more help.
I am sorry that the sisters stayed at their retreat longer
than usual this year. Incidentally, you, as a priest, can certainly understand that a poor soul needs refreshment and
renewed energy after a year. The sisters long for this just as
lay teachers long for outings in the country for the sake of
their physical well-being.
I know that with her command of modern languages,
Sister Bernardine [Stiessberger] could fill another position
instead of being at the Institute for Deaf Children. Nevertheless, I sent her there to help because of the shortage of
personnel. God help us all!
Finally, please accept the expression of our gratitude for
the consolation you gave us by telling us of your satisfaction
with the sisters and of their secure position as far as the
state is concerned.40
Be assured that we seek nothing other than the faithful
fulfillment of our duties toward God and toward the board of
directors and that it is only with the best will that we strive
toward this goal.
Extending our belated wishes for health and blessing
during the New Year, we ask that you would continue to
show your good will toward our sisters who, in their exhausting vocation, are in double need of this. Please do not
forget us in your worthy prayer.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
40. Due to the lack of funds to maintain the Institute for Deaf Children, steps were being taken to transfer the sponsorship of the institute
from the archdiocesan consistory to a provincial junta that would be directly under the provincial government. Although new statutes were
drawn up, the junta formed to oversee the institute wanted the sisters to
continue their services there.
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4285: To the Board of Directors
Gorizia

Munich
September 6, 1868

Distinguished Board of Directors of the Institute for Deaf
Children in Gorizia!
A number of years ago, the girls at the Institute for Deaf
Children in Gorizia were entrusted to the Poor School Sisters for instruction and care. Now, however, the undersigned generalate feels obliged to notify the Board of
Directors that, since the Poor School Sisters are unable to
continue conducting the institute, it will be necessary for
them to give it up on November 1 of this year.
Respectfully communicating this to you and thanking
you for the trust given us up to now, I remain respectfully
yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Generalate of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
4286: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia

Munich

September 6, 1868
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Prince Bishop!
The Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia has been
handed over to a secular administration. If our sisters are
placed like teachers and servants under a male director who
could eventually be a layperson, this new arrangement
would infringe on all ecclesial and religious discipline.
Therefore, without even mentioning all that has happened
up to now and, gathering from what is being said, is yet to
come, the respectfully undersigned felt obliged to notify the
institute’s board of directors that the Poor School Sisters
must give up the institute by November 1 of this year.
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With heartfelt gratitude for the royal protection bestowed upon our sisters in Gorizia, I remain respectfully
yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
4298: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
September 30, 1868

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
Our religious order is greatly shaken by the turmoil of
our times. On April 21, 1868, we told you that our house in
Graudenz succumbed to the politics of the Protestant city
council41 and today we must tell you about something similar in Illyria.
We took charge of the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia in 1857. At that time, the children appeared to be more
like animals than human beings but, by the grace of God
and their own efforts, their behavior changed. Even our enemies had to affirm this.
This year, however, an entirely new arrangement was
made whereby the institute is now subject to a council—the
junta. The bishop no longer has any jurisdiction. It could
eventually happen that the direction of the institute would
be entrusted to a layperson who might not even be Christian and the sisters would become mere servants.
We consulted with the prince bishop of Gorizia42 who
stated that he wished we could keep this institute without
failing against our rule but, since the institute had been torn
away from the Church and the archdiocesan consistory, he
could not promise his help and protection. Since these trou41. Sisters were missioned to Graudenz (now Grudziądz in Poland)
from 1861 until 1868. See Volume 8 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus
Gerhardinger.
42. Archbishop Gollmayr
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blesome circumstances are against our rule, which has been
approved by the Holy See, we decided that we cannot keep
the institute and that we must withdraw our sisters on November 1. All our good friends in Gorizia approved this decision and even asked us to withdraw before we were
dismissed by the junta.43
It is quite possible that our second mission in Gorizia44
will have to experience unpleasant consequences because of
this, but under the circumstances, we had no other
choice. . . .45

43. On November 15, 1868, Archbishop Gollmayr wrote to Mother
Theresa and stated that the junta wanted the sisters to remain at the Institute for Deaf Children. He also wanted them to stay because the education of the deaf girls in the archdiocese was very close to his heart.
Without the sisters, the children would be under the care of secular personnel, which would be to their disadvantage. The archbishop also indicated that the Liberals were intent on removing the sisters and that
Italian nationalism was another factor in these developments. See Copia
Publica, 4473-74.
44. Academy and boarding school in Gorizia
45. Document 4298 can be found in its entirety in Volume 15 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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4489: To Fr. George Heller
Vienna

October 7, 1870

J!M!
Very Reverend Father Confessor!1
You inquired about the Institute for Deaf Children in
Gorizia. We were told that, after giving notice, your venerable sisters would leave the institute by October 10, 1870.
Since the obstacles that caused us to give up the institute
earlier have now been set aside,2 the junta asked us to take
charge of the institute again on the same date.
The prince bishop of Gorizia gave his consent.3 Under
these circumstances, we do not object to teaching and training the deaf children again and we have instructed our sisters to arrive there by October 10.
The kind remark at the end of your letter awakened
grateful memories of your zeal and the kindness that you
bestowed on the sisters in Hörstein.4
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus

1. Fr. George Heller was the confessor for the Sisters of the Holy
Redeemer (Niederbronn Sisters) in Vienna who conducted the Institute
for Deaf Children in Gorizia on a provisional basis after the Poor School
Sisters left on November 1, 1868. According to Fr. Heller’s letter to
Mother Theresa on October 5, 1870, the sisters withdrew in order to care
for wounded soldiers in Saxony. (Autograph, Munich) 17924
2. See Documents 4286, p. 122, and 4298, pp. 123-124.
3. Archbishop Gollmayr
4. A mission was opened in Hörstein in the diocese of Würzburg in
1856.
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4490: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

October 7, 1870

Very Reverend Director!
With this letter, I want to tell you that our local superior, M. Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], is leaving for
Gorizia today to respond personally to your greatly appreciated letter because I am prevented from doing so myself. In
my name, she will negotiate and settle matters with regard
to our conducting the Institute for Deaf Children once
again.5
In closing, I want to say that we responded to the inquiry
made by the confessor of the Sisters of the Divine Savior in
Vienna and told him that our sisters were called to come to
the Institute for Deaf Children by October 10, 1870.6
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4498: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

November 27, 1870

Very Reverend Director!
I still owe you an expression of gratitude for the kindness
you showed me on the feast of St. Teresa and I want to extend my best wishes for the feast of St. Andrew the apostle.
Like these great saints, you have also taken up the cross by
5. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Fr. Pauletig visited Sister
Margaret of Cortona in Munich on Easter Tuesday in 1870 and asked
that the sisters return to the Institute for Deaf Children. Since the junta
and Archbishop Gollmayr also wanted the sisters to return and the Sisters of the Holy Redeemer from Vienna were about to leave, Mother
Theresa consented to sending sisters there again after a two-year absence. Despite skepticism on the part of some friends of the congregation
in Gorizia, Sisters M. Augustina Settele, M. Urbana Wagner, M. Evangelista Rückert, and M. Stephana Seidl returned to the institute on October 10, 1870.
6. See Document 4489, p. 125, addressed to Fr. George Heller.
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teaching and training the unfortunate deaf children. If, on
occasion, the Poor School Sisters unknowingly contribute to
this burden, please be consoled with the apostle that the
cross leads to Jesus, the Divine Master, and to the reward
for all your trouble and effort.
On the other hand, we are always willing to take the
burden away from you again. We trust in God that the sisters will fulfill their duties in fidelity to their vows.
Once again recommending the sisters to your benevolence and all of us to your prayer, I remain respectfully
yours,
M. Th. of J.
Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] also sends his
cordial greetings and best wishes.
4523: To the Novices
Gorizia
J!M!

[ca. 1870-71]

Dear Children of God,7
God has chosen you for the religious life! Give praise and
thanks above all to God who does great things for us lowly
servants! God has chosen us from among thousands of
women, raising us from the dust to the dignity of being
brides of Christ. Now God is clothing you with the bridal
garment!
God has chosen you from the world that is full of misery,
deception, and falsehood. Away with all vanity! Away with
all sensuality and comforts of the world! A soul that has
chosen Jesus for her bridegroom must not love these but
shun them instead, just as Jesus did.
You have been chosen from the world to belong to God
alone. With Jesus, therefore, call out to all secular acquaintances, relatives, and friends, “Do you not know that I
7. Sisters M. Ignatia Pieringer and M. Baptista Giordani were received in Gorizia on July 13, 1870, and professed their vows on October
15, 1871.
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must be about the things that belong to my Jesus?” Say to
all of them, “Farewell!”
God has chosen you in order to lead you out of the slavery of Egypt and into the Promised Land, into religious life,
the paradise on earth, the field where the incomparable
treasure is hidden and can be found. God leads you to the
place where, even today, the Holy Spirit pours out heavenly
graces and consolations just as in the Cenacle at Jerusalem,
to the place where there is perpetual praise and union with
God, where there is continuous service of God, where life resembles eternal life in heaven.
Ask yourselves daily as St. Bernard did, “Why did I come
here?” Strive daily with holy zeal and with all your strength
to follow Jesus, your Divine Bridegroom, throughout this
year so that you will become perfect.
Above all, shun particular friendship, a menace in religious congregations. Shun depression and gloom that rob
the soul of its vocation and all grace. Shun useless chatter
and writing to the world. It profits nothing, neither for you
nor for the order.
Love one another as Jesus loves us so that the world may
know that you are disciples of Jesus, that you dedicate yourself to Jesus, that you belong to Jesus! Be always of one
heart and mind like the first Christians who edified Jews
and Gentiles and won them over to Christianity!
Take refuge in the Blessed Virgin Mary, the most gracious and powerful Mother of Our Order! Then, during your
novitiate, like the tree near running waters, you will bring
forth abundant fruit for your salvation, for God’s delight,
and for the consolation of the entire order.
All in Jesus’ name! This most holy name is heavenly
light to the blind. It disperses all fog of doubt and temptation, all darkness of spirit, and shows us the straight path to
heaven. The name of Jesus brings consolation and joy to the
sorrowful. It is a heavenly remedy for the sick, a remedy
healing all wounds and infirmities. It rescues us from all
misery and distress. It is like oil poured out, honey to our
mouth, a sweet melody to our ear, balm and jubilation to the
heart, a name above all names in which our salvation and
our happiness rest. Let us continue to pray in this most holy
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name of Jesus and our prayer will be heard!
Begin, continue, and end the novitiate in the name of
Jesus. Through the religious vows, you will certainly come
to the desired goal, to holiness, to the wedding feast with
Jesus, the Divine Bridegroom.
Long live Jesus and Mary!
M. Th. of J.
4532: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

January 22, 1871

Very Reverend Director!
We were very sorry to hear that you were ill again. Since
you are now on the road to recovery, however, I would like
to respond to your letter of December 8-12, 1870.
The five topics that you discussed with Venerable Sister
Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] relative to your points of
view about the sisters and vice versa are correctly understood. Nevertheless, the dear sisters seem to be apprehensive now and you would like to know how to clarify things
appropriately, for both their reassurance and yours.
We instructed them, therefore, to contact you in order to
discuss the points that involve the institute. This discussion will take place in the parlor twice a week on the days
designated and prevent many difficulties. In this way, peace
will prevail on all sides.
We cannot allow conferences with the male teacher any
more than you can and we have instructed the sisters about
this in writing. They should ask your reverend nephew for
lessons because, with your multiple concerns and duties, we
cannot expect this of you. If there is to be any success, however, there must be regular instruction.8

8. The meaning of this paragraph is unclear but it could refer to language lessons. According to the new statutes of the institute, the teachers were expected to be fluent in Italian and Slovenian.
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Finally, the girls will have the same food as the boys.
We believe that you can trust us not to deprive the children
because we ourselves are the ones who improved their food
in 1858.9
Please do not take it amiss that we speak so openly.
Our intent is the good of the institute as well as that of the
sisters who, together with you, dedicate themselves to the
arduous work of teaching and training the unfortunate children. We hope that everything will proceed in peace and
harmony.
Asking for a remembrance in prayer and wishing you a
speedy and complete recovery, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
4561: To the Provincial Junta
Gorizia

Munich
April 30, 1871

Distinguished Provincial Junta!
The question was asked whether the generalate is willing and able to accept the flat rate that has been fixed by
the provincial accounting department.
The respectfully undersigned must begin by assuring
you that we have no other intention than that of promoting
the welfare of the Institute for Deaf Children, but we simply
cannot manage on 17 soldi per person per day.
We will provide food for the children who live with us for
20 new kreuzer (8¢) per person per day.
We also ask that a new tree nursery would not be planted
in the garden for at least three years, and that the garden
products would come to us.
Moreover, all those items that were formerly billed separately must not be included in the flat rate now either.
There seems to be a prevailing misconception with regard
to the hired help that we agreed to provide their food only on
a trial basis and not by virtue of a contract. Therefore, we
must reserve for ourselves a free hand in this matter.
9. See Document 2938, p. 86.
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We ask that the junta would pay in advance the annual
flat rate in quarterly payments to the local superior10 who
has the authority to issue a receipt.
The respectfully undersigned will always strive to make
herself worthy of the junta’s trust and good will and, in the
spirit of Paragraphs 26 and 27 of the institute’s regulations,
healthy and nourishing meals will be prepared for the children. The board is free to make an inspection at any time,
but we ask that the menu would be followed only in general
terms. In every household, allowances must always be made
for the season of the year, as well as weather factors and
other circumstances, which children never take into
consideration. If, not knowing any better, the children have
a specific menu before them, they easily become dissatisfied
if they are not served what they expect on a given day. For
example, even with the best of will, it is often impossible to
get lettuce because of drought. On the other hand, if a
continuous rainfall sets in, lettuce may not be served in
order to prevent illness.
In grateful recognition of the trust that the distinguished
junta places in the respectfully undersigned, the generalate
acknowledges your right to terminate the contract at an earlier date if serious errors occur. If, however, we would not
be able to manage with the fixed sum, the generalate also
ventures to request an equal right to terminate the contract.
It must be taken into consideration that, although they are
teachers, the sisters are satisfied with a salary considerably
lower than that of the hired help.
Requesting the continued benevolence of the distinguished junta, and remaining respectfully yours,
The Generalate
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior

10. Sister M. Augustina Settele was superior at the institute from
1870 until 1872.
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4699: To the Provincial Junta
Gorizia

Munich
July 20, 1872

Distinguished Junta!
The news service from Gorizia was so uncertain up to
now, and the whole situation was of such nature that the
generalate, which stipulated that both teachers were to remain at the Institute for Deaf Children until the end of the
school year, was unable to notify the junta of their earlier
departure.
One of the sisters definitely stated that she did not want
to remain in the institute after her commitment with our
order expired.11 The other sister, M. Augustina Settele, was
so physically run down that her doctor insisted she return to
her home climate. According to his report, she would never
have been able to fulfill her duties anymore.
The children left early for their vacation because of eye
ailments.12 Sister M. Geltrude Zhebron, who has already
passed the examination in sign language, and Marie Oblak,
a teaching candidate, have been sent to the institute. We
hope that both of them will win your trust.
Recommending them to your benevolence and remaining respectfully yours,
The Generalate
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior

11. Sister M. Evangelista Rückert professed temporary vows for
seven years on February 2, 1865.
12. In 1872, many children contracted an eye ailment, which necessitated closing the Institute for Deaf Children for a time.
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Munich
July 24, 1872

J!M!
Very Reverend Cathedral Provost!13
Your personal handwritten letter gave us great consolation because it is another proof that you are still attached
to our order with the same loving concern as in the past.14
I cannot deny that I am very worried about our two
houses in Gorizia. My heart is moved and I thank God when
I hear that our sisters’ efforts are bringing forth at least
some fruit and that this is recognized. Nevertheless, it
seems that our people find it extremely difficult to adjust to
the climate in Gorizia and the change often costs them their
lives. We have had five deaths in Gorizia15 and now the doctor for the Institute for Deaf Children reaffirmed that Sister
Augustina [Settele] must be recalled at once so as not to become a victim of the pending summer heat.
There are so many sick at the academy and boarding
school that poor Sister Louise [Engstler] will soon succumb
to the excessive demands placed upon her. We are unable to
fill the vacancies, however, and it is precisely this reason
that moved us to plan on withdrawing from the academy
completely.
May God grant that your words will be fulfilled and that
Gorizia will become a place of refuge for the sisters emi-

13. Baron Augustine Codelli (1807-80) was the cathedral provost as
well as the director of the minor seminary and the teacher training institute in Gorizia. A strong advocate for the Poor School Sisters, he also
provided them with financial support.
14. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Baron Codelli was very opposed to the sisters leaving the Institute for Deaf Children in 1868.
15. Sisters M. Sidonia Schleicher on December 25, 1860; M. Devota
Bertoloccini on February 15, 1862; M. Wolfganga Pannajot on May 10,
1863; M. Augustina Buck on August 29, 1865; and M. Hermagora Meier
on May 4, 1870
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grating from Prussia and Bavaria!16 The closing of houses
there would certainly help the shortage of personnel in Austria.
We trust in God, as well as in the protection you have assured us, and we will continue to work in this confidence as
long as God wills. Perhaps God will send us talented candidates with a religious vocation who are from Illyria and already accustomed to the climate.
I also recommend this intention to your prayers and extend a cordial welcome if you would come through Munich on
your trip. If you would be satisfied with our crowded rooms
and simple service, I ask that you would make our house your
stopping place.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister
Mary Theresa of Jesus
4720: To Prince Bishop Andrew Gollmayr
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
October 23, 1872

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
We heard from several sources that the health of the superior, M. Louise Engstler, is cause for concern and that she
will regain her strength only if she has more rest and less
work. In order to provide this, I entrusted the burden of the
office of superior to Sister M. Bernardine Stiessberger who
just arrived in Gorizia.17 Since she worked at the academy
16. Beginning in 1872, any sister teaching in public schools in Prussia or Baden was dismissed. This was one facet of the Kulturkampf, a
complex struggle between the Roman Catholic Church and the German
Empire in the 1870s and 1880s for control over education, ecclesiastical
appointments, and civil marriage. For a time, it seemed that sisters
would also be dismissed from the schools in Bavaria, but this met so much
opposition that the sisters were allowed to continue teaching in the
Bavarian schools for several more decades.
17. Sister M. Bernardine Stiessberger taught in Gorizia from 1862
until 1868 when she was appointed provincial at the Brede Convent in
Westphalia. When sisters were dismissed from the schools in Prussia,
which included Westphalia, Sister Bernardine returned to Gorizia where
she remained until her death in 1884.
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and boarding school a few years ago, she is familiar with the
conditions of the house. Sister M. Louise, on the other hand,
will be in charge of the Institute for Deaf Children.
In addition to Sister Bernardine, I also sent Sisters M.
Augustina Wiethaupt, M. Cecilia Zengerling, and M. Valeria Wallner to help in the elementary and needlework
classes as well as in the kitchen.18
We ask that you would please show the new arrivals the
same pastoral good will that our sisters in Gorizia have enjoyed up to now.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4722: To Fr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
October 24, 1872

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
There seems to be a slight misunderstanding with regard to the letter from Venerable Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann].
As stated in our letter to the archbishop, Sister Louise
[Engstler] is superior of the Institute for Deaf Children.19
We trust in God that, with her reputation and mark as a
teacher, she will fill the vacancy.20 We sent Marie Oblak, a
candidate, to help so that Sister Louise will have the required rest and not become fatigued with the study of
Slovenian.21 In your sacrificial love, you will be able to give
Marie the required training.
Unfortunately, we have no Polish Sister available; otherwise, we would be happy to comply with your wish.
18. These sisters also came from Westphalia.
19. See Document 4720, pp. 134-135.
20. Sister M. Augustina Settele left the institute earlier.
21. Marie Oblak was a native of Slovenia.
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Be assured nevertheless that, with the grace of God,
everything will be all right because there is good will on both
your part and that of the sisters. God will gladly bless the
work and everything depends on that. Therefore, cast aside
all your cares and grant us your good will as you have up to
now!
With sincere gratitude for your best wishes for October
15, I would like to return the same for the feast of St. Andrew because I do not know if I will be traveling at that time.
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4770: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
January 18, 1873

J!M!
Monsignor! Very Reverend Director!
We just received the joyful news that you have been honored with the title of papal chamberlain. We hasten to extend our heartfelt congratulations because this is in
recognition of your services for the deaf children who will
express their gratitude aloud in the next world since, in this
world, they can do so only by signs.
On this occasion, please accept our sincere gratitude for
allowing Sister Giovanna [Gori] the great consolation of remaining at the Institute for Deaf Children during her illness.
We owe you no less gratitude for the information you
gave us in your last two letters.
The academy in Gorizia weighs heavily on our hearts because it is impossible to make any progress with the catastrophe of constant illness. May God have mercy on us and
help us!
Without detriment to her present duties, could Sister
Louise [Engstler] occasionally give an hour of instruction or
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some other assistance to the candidates who are preparing
for the teaching examination? Her evident kindness supports my petition. Could you kindly negotiate this?
Repeating once again our joy, our congratulations, our
gratitude, and our request, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Ther. of Jesus
4772: To Countess Matilda Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
J!M!
January 28, 1873
Noble Countess!
As a result of your lively interest in our institute in Gorizia, you have even been entrusted with the office of secretary for Sister Bernardine [Stiessberger] insofar as you,
rather than she, turned to us in the affairs of the Bosizio
family.
In order not to weary you, I will simply respond to your
main question and say that accepting the three girls into our
boarding school with fees paid for two of them, while the
third is admitted gratis, would not cost much more than it
would in Laibach. Benefactors will surely take care of providing their clothing and linens. May God grant that the
three girls will reward the sisters’ efforts!22
As far as buying a house is concerned,23 we must wait
and see what will happen after the change of personnel in
the academy and boarding school. We heard that many chil-

22. According to the obituary of Sister M. Valeria Bosizio (1857-96),
after their mother died, she and her younger sister began attending the
institute at the Munich Motherhouse. Sister M. Valeria was 16 at the
time.
23. The rented Formentini building became too small to accommodate the sisters, the novitiate, and the academy and boarding school. Despite a lack of funds, the sisters continued to search for a suitable building
that would be available for purchase.
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dren will not return next year. Please remain as loyal to our
institute as you have been in the past!24
With heartfelt gratitude from our father spiritual
Matthias Siegert], Sister Margaret [of Cortona
Wiedemann], and the others, who return your greetings
along with the petition that you would not forget our
intentions in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4802: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

April 12, 1873

J!M!
Monsignor! Reverend Director!
What a surprise to receive a large shipment of broccoli at
this time of the year when one can scarcely find a radish in
Munich! We could tell from its quality that this fine garden
produce was Italian and gave credit to the climate with its
distinctive flavor lacking in our cauliflower.
What joy there was over the petrified plant from the Red
Sea that you also sent! We displayed it prominently as another specimen in our small natural history collection that
has been so greatly enriched by your kindness. Please accept the expression of our sincere gratitude for everything!
Thank you very much for the information contained in
your letter of March 3. Nevertheless, I cannot deny that it
heightened my concern and therefore the information was
very necessary. You may be assured that we do not fail to
recognize your good intention.
Although it may tire you, I want to write my thoughts
about the individual occurrences.
1. Filtering the wine, grafting the trees, and whitewashing the rooms are the director’s responsibility. These
things concern Sister Louise [Engstler] only if they upset
the order of the house. Therefore, when she made her remarks about the Sunday schedule, she only wanted to prevent the children or hired help from transgressing on other
24. Countess Coronini initiated and supported several requests for
donations for the purchase of a new building.
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occasions and then citing as a precedent what happened at
the institute.
2. It is evident from the letter affair how such things
spread like wildfire. In order to prevent further inadmissible things, therefore, they must be suppressed right from
the beginning. Nevertheless, this matter was handled much
too harshly and we would have let the children take part in
the carnival entertainment.
3. We do not know the rooms well enough to make a definite statement about their use. If there is an emergency
and a change is necessary, it could be done for a short time
on a provisional basis. The cloakroom should always be located where it can be shown to visitors, which would be impossible if it is in the attic. Due to the dust and odor, it
would not be appropriate in the dormitory either.
4. Of course, the girls should be taught horticulture and
the care of silkworms because they need to know about these
things if they want to be prepared for what they will meet in
the future. Please do not take it amiss, however, if I ask that
the kitchen and refectory would not be used for this purpose
because of the disgusting lack of cleanliness connected with
it. The silkworms could be sheltered in the building next
door and, if the room is too cold, it must be heated. I would
not dare to suggest that they be cared for in your room.
5. The schedule must be submitted to you.
6. The clock must be set back.
7. Now to the discussion of personnel—I must repeat
that, even with the best of will, no one is available. Last
summer I suggested Sister Urbana [Wagner] as superior but
you did not agree. Everyone concerned told me to release
Sister Louise from the heavy burden in the academy and
boarding school lest she die a premature death. If Sister
Louise does not recognize the love and concern that motivated us in giving her this obedience, it will be one more
proof of human weakness. Please have patience with her.
Her misguided zeal occasionally leads her to give orders and
do things that prudence would otherwise prevent her from
doing. Nonetheless, we will give her instructions and I hope
everything will be all right again.
Requesting your continued benevolence and remembrance in prayer,
M. Ther. of Jesus
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4863: To the Provincial Junta
Gorizia

Munich
October 1, 1873

Distinguished Junta!
During a recent discussion with Msgr. [Andrew]
Pauletig, director of the Provincial Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia, we learned that the distinguished junta is
still waiting for a reply from the generalate of the Poor
School Sisters of Notre Dame.
The differences regarding the garden and fields at the
Institute for Deaf Children are now settled. The produce
may be used for both the institute and the sisters who dedicate all their energy to the institute. Therefore, Paragraph
41 of the statutes is observed and the generalate consents to
the statement of August 11, 1871.25
The generalate also grants the local superior of the institute, M. Louise Engstler, the power of attorney to sign the
respective contract in the name of the generalate.
The respectfully undersigned submits the appropriate
request that, after the contract is signed, copies would be
sent to the generalate and to the institute in Gorizia.
Recommending the sisters and the institute to the
benevolence of the distinguished junta, and remaining respectfully yours,
The Generalate
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior

25. On August 11, 1871, the junta responded to Mother Theresa’s
letter of April 30, 1871, Document 4561, pp. 130-131, and stated that the
director was in charge of both the lay personnel and the gardens and
fields. Therefore, any differences should be settled with him. (Autograph,
Munich)
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November 7, 1873

J!M!
Very Reverend Doctor and Member of Parliament! 26
According to the news I received from Gorizia, you left
our sisters and gave up the position of catechist at the academy and boarding school.
I suspect that unpleasant incidents moved you to take
this step, but I cannot conceal the grief that this news
caused me. For many years, you supported the academy
with untiring zeal and kept it from harm. Even if the sowing does not always bear the expected fruit, some seed germinates only later and we may not believe that everything
we said was in vain.
Strongly encouraged from various sides, we decided to
conduct the academy again on a trial basis in a building that
is ours.27 Please do not take it amiss if I ask that you would
not leave us at this critical moment but take up your responsibilities at the academy in the same pastoral manner
as before. I could then cherish the far more consoling hope
that, with God’s grace, the academy will flourish.
I realize that this request may seem somewhat presumptuous in view of the increased work you were given by
being appointed to Parliament. Nevertheless, the holy apos26. Dr. Eugenio Valussi (1837-1903) was ordained in 1860 and
taught moral theology at the seminary in Gorizia. He also served as chaplain and catechist at the academy and boarding school. Dr. Valussi was
a member of Parliament in Vienna from 1873 until 1886, when he was appointed the bishop of Trent. An eloquent speaker, he was a principal advocate for Catholic presence in education, the press, lay associations, and
social movements.
27. After renting the Formentini building for 12 years, the sisters
were notified by the owner that they must leave by the end of December
1873. In July 1873, friends of the sisters found a suitable building on Via
S. Chiara that was for sale. It was known as the Attems building. Enrollment at the academy had been declining, however, making its future
uncertain. Nevertheless, on September 29, a telegram arrived from the
generalate in Munich that stated: “The academy and boarding school will
stay in Gorizia.” (Chronicle, Gorizia)
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tle Paul assures me that the love of God overcomes all things
and, supported by these words, I hope and wait for an affirmative answer.
Until then, we will recommend this intention with even
greater urgency to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and we will
continue to recommend you to God in our daily prayer so
that your health will be preserved, you will continue to be
well-disposed toward us, and God will reward what we cannot.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4871: To Sister M. Augustina Wiethaupt
Gorizia

Motherhouse

Feast of the Presentation of Mary
November 21, 1873
J!M!

Dear Sister Augustina,
If some things in our letter surprise you, dear Sister Augustina, remember that today is the feast of the Presentation of Mary and only those who are willing to make
sacrifices as Mary did can truly celebrate this feast.
In God’s wise divine providence, you are being transferred to the Institute for Deaf Children to assume the responsibility of superior, which includes conducting spiritual
reading and chapter with the sisters. You are to attend to
all the external duties in conjunction with the director28 and
in consultation and dialogue with Sister Urbana [Wagner],
who has worked there for 16 years, is well instructed in
everything, and has had much experience. Sister Urbana is
a devout and prayerful soul with clear and accurate vision.
Sister Louise [Engstler] will then be able to devote all her
energy to the academy and boarding school and will come to
the institute only when the director requests it because of
one or other specific point.29
28. Msgr. Pauletig
29. According to the Gorizia Chronicle, Sister M. Louise returned to
the academy and boarding school on October 14, 1873. When traveling
from one house to the other, she was expected to ride “in a closed vehicle
with curtains.”
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November 25
Since Venerable Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] is coming to Gorizia, we will not mention the rest of
the points in your earlier letters. You can discuss them with
her if this transfer has not already taken care of them.
Speak very sincerely with her! In all openness and without
beating around the bush, continue writing to us about how
things really are. We will be glad to help as much as possible.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus
4941: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
[After December 15, 1873]
J!M!
Very Reverend Director! Monsignor!
Madame [Louise] Baubella, the engineer’s wife,30 offered
to take a letter to Gorizia and we are using this opportunity
to answer your kind letter of December 15.
I believe that you can be at ease about the obedience that
we gave.31 With her gentle character and calm, deliberate
temperament, Sister Augustina [Wiethaupt] will have a
good influence on the poor children. After Sister Geltrude
[Zhebron] and Marie Oblak begin teaching sign language, it
will no longer be necessary for Sister Augustina to do this
and she will be able to teach other subjects.
According to our directive, Sister Louise [Engstler] will
come to the Institute for Deaf Children only when specifically requested, either by you or by the sisters, in order to
help them as an advisor. Now that the move into the new
building is imminent, the academy and boarding school will
30. Carlo Baubella was the engineer in charge of the renovations at
the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia that were initiated in 1869 but
only completed in 1872.
31. See Document 4871, pp. 142-143.
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demand so much of her time and energy that she will no
longer be able to give her undivided attention to the Institute for Deaf Children.32
The reproach that the second house33 became rich at the
expense of the first34 makes no sense when one compares the
current price of food with the amount of support the sisters
receive. We would be very grateful if you could increase the
salary for each sister from 150 to 200 florin ($60 to $80).
Since the last statement sent from here was not accepted, we can make no further stipulations unless Sister
Louise sends us a formal statement. We are writing this to
her. It is too difficult for us to orient ourselves in such details when we are so far away.
Once again recommending the sisters at the Institute for
Deaf Children to your good will and thanking you for kindly
granting my request with regard to Sister Giovanna [Gori],35
I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
4936: To Dr. Eugenio Valussi
Gorizia

Munich
April 24, 1874

J!M!
Very Reverend Doctor!
Your two kind, handwritten letters arrived. Since Venerable Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] has to make
a journey, however, I ask that, for the love of God, you would
endeavor to settle our business in Gorizia completely and
have the Attems building written in your name.36 If the
32. At the beginning of January 1874, the sisters began moving the
academy and boarding school into the Attems building.
33. The academy and boarding school
34. The Institute for Deaf Children
35. See Document 4770, p. 136. Sister M. Giovanna died at the Institute for Deaf Children on March 12, 1874.
36. Although the sisters in Gorizia had corporation rights, they hesitated to have the Attems building registered in their name because they
feared its loss if the Kulturkampf would spread to Austria and the sisters
would be expelled from the country, as was the case in Prussia.
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building is registered in your name, further possession
would be possible through a will or some other way. We look
forward to your suggestions in this regard and place our unconditional trust in your kindness and prudence.37
Thank you very much for all the trouble that you have
already taken for us! God will reward your charity!
The news that the securities are 2% above their face
value gives us consolation.38
May God bless the collections by the sisters in Trieste
and Graz!39
Recommending our religious institute . . . I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
P.S. We also leave to you the selection of a second person in case of death.40 It would be best if he or she were from
Gorizia.

37. The Attems building in Gorizia was purchased in Dr. Valussi’s
name on May 26, 1874.
38. Dr. Valussi was called to Munich at the end of March 1874 and
returned to Gorizia with 30,000 florin ($12,000) in bonds and cash from
the generalate to purchase the Attems building. The earnings on the
bonds and the rate of exchange into Austrian currency resulted in a gain
for the sisters. The sisters in Gorizia were expected to reimburse the generalate for this amount.
39. With Mother Theresa’s permission and a dispensation from the
enclosure granted by Archbishop Gollmayr, Sisters M. Louise Engstler
and M. Romana Sottovia went to Trieste for one month to collect money
to help pay off the debt on the Attems building. During the summer, Sisters M. Bernardine Stiessberger and M. Ignatia Pieringer were to have
collected in Graz in Austria, but they became ill and were unable to travel.
(Chronicle, Gorizia)
40. Dr. Valussi designated Professor Dominic de Alpi as his sole heir.
Professor de Alpi then signed a document stating that if he ever became
the owner of the Attems building, it would belong to the Poor School Sisters. On October 23, 1886, a few months after Dr. Valussi became the
bishop of Trent, the building was transferred to the ownership of the
School Sisters of Notre Dame in Vienna.
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4940: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
May 12, 1874

J!M!

Monsignor!
You made known your wishes on April 27. I can assure
you that we had already anticipated them, but perhaps in a
way different from the one you proposed.
I am aware of good Marie Oblak’s desire. In order to fulfill it, I called a Polish candidate from our motherhouse in
Breslau41 to Munich where she will learn Italian and then be
received into the novitiate. I will send her to the Institute
for Deaf Children in the autumn of 1875 so that Marie
Oblak can be released for reception. In Gorizia, the candidate will learn to speak Slovenian very quickly because Polish, her first language, will be very helpful. If you would
like, we will have her begin to learn sign language at the Institute for Deaf Children here in Munich. In this way, your
institute will receive substantial help—and God will help us
in the meantime through the director.
Regarding Elise Vogt, we really could not cause you the
trouble of having her recalled so soon after her confirmation
as the second housekeeper. Elise must be satisfied for now.
We often regretted that we gave in to Anna Schwarz’s impetuous petition.42 Now she is always ill, whereas she might
have accomplished much in her former position.
Duty is calling me to make so many necessary journeys
in our country that I have to postpone my trip to Gorizia. It
would be only for a visit, however, because the main concerns are settled now and Venerable Sister Margaret [of
Cortona Wiedemann] was there recently. I will save the joy
of seeing the dear children again for a later time.
Asking for your continued benevolence and remembrance in your prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
41. Now Wrocław in Poland
42. Anna Schwarz cared for the boys at the Institute for Deaf Children before she was received in 1862 and given the name, Sister M.
Taciana.
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Munich
June 9, 1874

Monsignor! Esteemed Reverend Director!
We gathered from your reply that our last letter with its
explanations frightened you43 and now you are repeating
your request for the promised sister.
Venerable Superior Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann]
faithfully carried out the mission entrusted to her. We
called a sister from Silesia—a Polish native—to Munich, but
after we had an opportunity to observe her more closely, we
considered it inadvisable to send her to Gorizia. She would
never have been able to adjust to the conditions at the Institute for Deaf Children.
Since God prevented this plan from materializing, we
have no other solution than the one already presented in our
letter. You have gone through so much since 1857 that I do
not need to give any further explanation or evidence that, if
a school is to flourish, very much depends on the disposition
of the personnel working there. If harmony prevails in this
regard, many other things can be endured.
Surely you have no complaint against the present superior.44 (The most recent disagreeable incident came from another source. We recognize your good intention of preparing
a happy surprise for the sisters and thank you most sincerely. It involved only one teacher.)
The candidate under consideration is studying Italian
with great enthusiasm in order to qualify for her future profession.45 She conducted classes as a certified teacher for

43. See Document 4940, p. 146.
44. Sister M. Augustina Wiethaupt
45. After Candidate Emilie Gründler was no longer allowed to teach
in Prussia, she was destined to be sent to Hungary. Her belongings were
already shipped when Mother Theresa called her to Munich for reception
instead. In October 1874, she was received and given the name M. Petronia. After her profession, she was sent to Gorizia. (Obituary, 1911)
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four years. God will help you through this short period of
one year. You need not worry!
Your prudence will help you satisfy the provincial junta.
With grateful hearts, we recognize how much responsibility
you take for the sisters and we pray that God will keep you
as director of the institute for a long time!
Moreover, it is good if the superior does not have to teach
because she can devote herself to satisfying the demands
placed on her by the children and the institute, which would
otherwise disturb her classes.
Furthermore, M. Augustina has a special preference for
deaf children and she has won their hearts. She has been
given the grace to restore interior peace in a house that was
shattered and God will not abandon her as she strives to
qualify for teaching in the Institute for Deaf Children as
soon as possible.
We find it absolutely necessary, however, to have the two
houses completely separate from one another.46
Finally, asking that you would recommend our intentions to the Sacred Heart of Jesus in the most holy Sacrifice
of the Mass, I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
4962: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
September 5, 1874

J!M!

Monsignor!
Having returned from a journey, I hasten to tell you my
views regarding your carefully drawn up plan to secure meaningful employment for the older girls who are deaf and thus
keep them from the dangers threatening them in the world.
Although the concept is good and beautiful, it is also so
magnificent that we fear its implementation will fail because of the many obstacles in its way.
46. Despite the distance of several blocks between the two buildings,
it was necessary at times to have one superior for both the Institute for
Deaf Children and the academy and boarding school.
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The first of these obstacles seems to be the cost factor.
Institutes of this kind require a permanent fund for their
existence. What would be the source of this fund if the
young women with their needs for food, clothing, firewood,
light, beds, furnishings, and provisions for illness and death
would be solely dependent on the precarious earnings from
the work of their hands? Where would we find generous
benefactors for this?
A second difficulty would be the attitude of the young
residents themselves. We know from experience that these
adolescent girls find very little enjoyment in such a way of
life and do not want to be confined by statutes and regulations. If one or the other begins to complain, it is not long
before there is so much dissatisfaction that they grow weary
of everything. What can we do with such people?
Nevertheless, by this presentation of our views, we do
not want to advise against the implementation of such good
Christian work. On the contrary, we only want to express
our reservations. We think that you could start by putting
the young women who have outgrown the Institute for Deaf
Children into Countess [Matilda] Coronini’s home for
women.47 She has already taken in two of these young
women and she would certainly be ready to accept more.
After some time, it will be evident whether and how a
separate institute could be established for them. At any
rate, this alternative would not be such a great financial risk
for you. In the meantime, we could also find the qualified
personnel who are completely lacking at this time.
Please do not take it amiss that we ventured to present
our views so openly and frankly. We felt that we owed it to
the good cause.
United in prayer and remaining respectfully yours,
The Generalate of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
The grateful Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus

47. In 1873, Countess Coronini bought a house in Gorizia that was
adapted for a home for women who were unable to find employment or a
place to live. The home was eventually given to the Sisters of Charity.
(Gorizia Chronicle)
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5008: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

November 28, 1874

Monsignor!
You celebrate your name day on Monday. Please accept
our sincere best wishes, which we will present to God at the
most Holy Sacrifice and Holy Communion. We will ask God
to allow you to remain director and father of the poor deaf
children at your institute for a very long time. May you continue to experience great joy there! If the Poor School Sisters can contribute to this in any way, we would be very
happy to have our mite accepted in God’s offering box.
Once again, in the name of Msgr. [Matthias] Siegert and
Venerable Sister Superior Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], I wish you God’s grace, health, and blessing for the
New Year, 1875.
Recommending the sisters who are working at your institute, and all of us as well, to your continued good will and
worthy prayer, I remain gratefully and respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
5312: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
December 4 [187_]48

J!M!

Monsignor!
As you well know, the sisters of our mission at the Institute for Deaf Children accepted the obligation to provide
meals for the hired help at the institute.
The sisters have been receiving 75 florin ($30) per person
annually for this purpose. As everyone knows, this amount
was barely sufficient in former years, but now it is simply
not enough because there has been a great increase in the
48. No year was given on the copy of this document prepared for the
beatification process. Since this letter was addressed to Monsignor
Pauletig and refers to the letter from the provincial junta dated August
11, 1871, it appears to have been written in either 1873 or 1874.
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price of food recently. Moreover, the institute garden produced very little in the way of green vegetables this year.
Nor is it unknown to you that our sisters appealed to the
junta several times, asking that the compensation for food for
the hired help be raised in proportion to the current rise in
food prices, that is, to 120 florin ($48) per person.
The junta did not grant these petitions and responded in
its letter of August 11, 1871, that the sisters should communicate with the director and come to an agreement with him
because, as director of the institute, he is responsible for this
matter.
I have been assured that the sisters at the institute asked
you to make the necessary provisions on several occasions.
Perhaps your ability did not match your good will, however,
and therefore these negotiations came to nothing.
However, it is unjust that, out of their own small salary,
the sisters must now cover the deficit in the food allowance for
the hired help. Furthermore, there is no doubt that their
small income is insufficient to cover food expenses.
Therefore, I find it necessary to release our sisters from
this very unfavorable condition and to inform you that the sisters can no longer bear this burden. Beginning with January
1 of the coming year, they will stop providing meals for the
hired help and leave it up to them to take care of themselves.
You will easily understand that necessity alone forces me
to take these measures.
Please accept the expression of the deepest respect with
which I remain,
[No signature]
5012: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

December 9, 1874

Very Reverend Director!
You took the trouble to respond to the question asked by
Sister Augustina [Wiethaupt] and I apologize for having
caused you difficulty.
The prospective candidate received the habit on October
15 and, if God continues to grant the grace, she will be able
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to come to Gorizia in October 1875.49 Of course, it is still uncertain if you will find her satisfactory, but we have the rewarding awareness of having honestly done our part to
comply with your wishes. We cannot deny, however, that it is
difficult to prepare teachers and personnel for Italy in
Bavaria.
It gives us consolation that you are willing to recognize
Sister Augustina as assistant and Sister Geltrude [Zhebron]
as teacher for two more years, but we feel obliged to mention
that you absolutely may not look upon the second house in
Gorizia with envious eyes.50 The academy owes its existence
solely to your zeal for souls because, if you had not come here
as a mediator at that time, we would have withdrawn from
there.51
You generously gave up dear Sister Xaveria [Hauptmann] for the second house.52 Are you regretting this again?
Who knows if the fiery M. Xaveria would achieve with the
poor deaf children, who require so much patience, results that
are similar to those that you recognize with such great praise
in the second house? On the day of recompense, God will certainly place the reward of her service at the academy on your
scales. God not only hands out responsibilities to each person
but also gives the required grace.
The two aspirants will not come, even though we intended
that they would be qualified after two or three years because
you saw the imminent need of a third teacher. We will employ them for something else now because both of them are
too young to become servants, nor are they so inclined.
Wishing you grace-filled feasts and asking for your good
will and continued prayer for us and for the sisters, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
49. See Footnote 45, p. 147.
50. The academy and boarding school
51. Msgr. Pauletig visited Munich in the autumn of 1873 and convinced Mother Theresa to keep the academy and boarding school in Gorizia despite the uncertain enrollment and lack of adequate financial
support. See Footnote 27, p. 141.
52. After being dismissed from the school in Hinsbeck as a result of
the Kulturkampf in Prussia, Sister M. Xaveria was sent to the academy
and boarding school in Gorizia in October 1873.
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Munich
September 22, 1875

J!M!

Very Reverend Doctor!
Our sisters at the academy and boarding school in Gorizia told us that you wish to withdraw from the school. It
may well be that there are good reasons necessitating this
decision. Nevertheless, I had such trust and confidence in
the promise that you gave me when you visited us in Munich, that I thought it was safe not to put too much faith in
the first message until another letter repeated the news.
I would consider this a disaster for our academy. If you
would tell me how the situation could be improved, I would
be very grateful, and we would certainly do whatever lies in
our power to make the necessary changes.
Please continue to be to our institute what you have been
until now. We are convinced that the continued existence of
the academy depends on this.
We will not fail to pray before the Blessed Sacrament so
that God will reward you, something we cannot do.
Gratefully and respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
5116: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

November 28, 1875

Very Reverend Director! Monsignor!
The feast of St. Andrew takes us in spirit to Gorizia to
extend our best wishes. Although these wishes are the same
every year, we renew them repeatedly before God who is
able to fulfill them. God knows how much you have already
spent for the well-being of the deaf children, who were entrusted to you, and the sacrifices you made on their behalf
will be rewarded.
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The assurance that dear Sister Petronia [Gründler]
made such a favorable impression on you was especially consoling to me. From this it seems that you no longer doubt
that we would ever consider anything but the best personnel
for the Institute for Deaf Children—teachers or superiors.
If I may speak openly, I must admit that I was somewhat hurt by the remark on that topic in your letter of October 13, but enough of this.
I want to express my belated, but no less sincere, gratitude for your prayer and for the best wishes contained in
your letters and I ask for your continued good will.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
5174: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
17,
1876
September

Monsignor! Reverend Director!
According to what the sisters told me when I returned
from my last trip, you sent a telegram on the spiritual wedding feast of our 30 novices. Please accept the expression of
my deep gratitude together with my request for your prayer
that God will give these new brides the fulfillment of their
intent.
The five sisters from Gorizia who were among those professed have now returned to their former and yet new assignments.53 May they carry out their responsibilities to the
greater glory of God!
Today I would like to make up for what was overlooked
in my absence and earnestly recommend Sisters Giovanna
[Oblak] and Aurelia [Vogt] to your kind benevolence. It is
53. After making their novitiate and first profession in Munich, Sisters M. Berchmanna Müller, M. Emma Gschwendtner, and M. Francesca
Colautti returned to the academy and boarding school and Sisters M.
Giovanna Oblak and M. Aurelia Vogt returned to the Institute for Deaf
Children.
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true that M. Aurelia came too soon, but she had a traveling
companion and we did not want to pass up the opportunity.
For this reason, I repeat here the offer that Sister Margaret
[of Cortona Wiedemann] made earlier in a letter, that is,
that the order will take responsibility for M. Aurelia until
approval is granted for a fifth sister.54
Poor Sister Geltrude [Zhebron] is about to take her leave
from this world. Do have patience with her, and she will
continue to be grateful to you in heaven. It is such a joyful
thought that she will die in the place where she worked for
so many years.
On the feast of St. Michael, we will have the reception of
31 postulants, three of whom are from Vienna (actually one
each from Vienna, Bohemia, and Hungary), two from Tyrol,
and one from Westphalia. Please remember them at Holy
Mass on that day so that they will become worthy members
of the order.
Asking for your continued benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister of Notre Dame,
M. Theresa of Jesus
5190: To Count Giovanni B. Coronini Cronberg
Gorizia
October 30, 1876
J!M!
Noble Count! Highly Respected General!55
Our sisters in Gorizia told us that they received 10,000
florin ($4,000) from the treasury of His Apostolic Majesty,
54. The provincial junta employed the personnel at the Institute for
Deaf Children.
55. Count Giovanni B. Coronini Cronberg (1794-1880) was responsible for the early military training of Francis Joseph who became Emperor of Austria in 1848. After serving as military governor of the Serbian
Province and Temesvár Banat (1849-60), Count Coronini was appointed
general military commander in Hungary, a position he held from 1861
until 1865.
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the Emperor,56 and that they owe this great and very welcome donation to you more than to anyone else. You were
not only able to influence His Majesty’s friends to grant the
sisters this favor, but you also wrote to the emperor himself,
your former pupil. This good work is the result.
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude, together with the assurance that we pray daily for the wellbeing of our benefactors and recommend the intentions of
the gloriously reigning house to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
We pray that the members of the Imperial and Royal Family will be granted what they need from the fullness of this
treasury of grace.
Repeating the expression of my sincere gratitude, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
General Superior
5195: To Baron Francis von Rechbach
Gorizia
J!M!

Munich
November 8, 1876

Honorable Lord Baron!
Imperial and Royal Chamberlain!57
With hearts filled with joy and gratitude, our sisters in
Gorizia told us how much you did to influence His Royal and
Imperial Apostolic Majesty58 so that they received 10,000
florin ($4,000) to help pay their debt and cover the cost of
eventually expanding the building.
In the name of our sisters, I wish to extend to you the
expression of our deep gratitude. The sisters will do all in
their power to implant and foster the fear of God and the
56. On October 20, 1876, Count Coronini announced that a letter
from Emperor Francis Joseph indicated that the sisters in Gorizia would
receive 10,000 florin ($4,000) from his private treasury to help cancel the
debt on the building.
57. Baron Francis von Rechbach, District Officer of Parenzo, brought
to the sisters the donation of 10,000 florin from Emperor Francis Joseph.
58. Emperor Francis Joseph
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love of virtue, of their country, and of the ruling family into
the hearts of the children entrusted to them. They will also
give them thorough instruction in everything that their future life’s work will demand of them.
We will pray that God will reward you, something we
cannot do. Please do not withdraw your noble benevolence
from us.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
5196: To Baron Augustine Codelli
Gorizia

Munich
November 8, 1876

J!M!
Very Reverend Cathedral Provost!
Since our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] has not been
able to respond to your telegram yet, I venture to send a few
lines in his name.
Before all else, we want to express our sincere gratitude
for the deep interest you have shown the Poor School Sisters in Gorizia by sending us the large donation from His
Royal and Imperial Apostolic Majesty.59
Although we would not have asked for it or even expected it, the gift was most desirable and welcome. It puts
us in a position where we can expand the fragile foundation
and pay off some of the debt.
Once again, we wish to express our deep gratitude! By
their work with the girls and young women of Gorizia, may

59. Immediately upon receipt of the 10,000 florin, Baron Codelli
wired the money to the generalate in Munich to pay off part of the debt
which the sisters still owed on the property.
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the good sisters succeed in proving themselves at least partially worthy of this good deed!60
Humbly requesting your continued, kind benevolence, I
remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
5199 a:

To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

November 26, 1876

J!M!
Very Reverend Director! Monsignor!
November 30, the feast of St. Andrew, brings us to Gorizia in spirit to present our best wishes on your nameday and
to assure you of our remembrance in prayer to the Sacred
Heart in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament in our chapel.
I also owe you an expression of my gratitude for the two
bottles of rosolio,61 which the two new aspirants brought here.
How very kind of you to think of us in this way!
The seeds that you sent are thriving very well in our garden. The gigantic tomatoes missed the coastland’s hot sun,
but the bakery’s warmth was able to give them some color.
Finally, please have patience with our sick Sister M. Geltrude [Zhebron] because she feels very much at home in the
Institute for Deaf Children. We will be happy to cover the
cost of her room and board.62
The two aspirants are still very young. Since they have
been very good and diligent, however, we trust that God will
continue to help us.
Respectfully yours,
M. Th.
(Transcript, Munich) 17989

60. With both an increase of personnel and the acquisition of the new
building on Via S. Chiara, the academy and boarding school grew and developed. The sisters also opened a kindergarten, an elementary school, a
middle school, and a secondary school for girls there. In 1937, the convent
became the motherhouse of the Italian Province.
61. Italian wine made from orange blossoms and fruits
62. On February 28, 1877, Sister M. Geltrude Zhebron died at the
age of 30.
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5202: To Sisters M. Giovanna and M. Aurelia
Gorizia
Motherhouse
December 2, 1876
J!M!
Dear Sisters M. Giovanna and M. Aurelia,63
Since you had to leave the motherhouse before we had
an opportunity to speak with you, we have to make up for it
with a belated letter.
God has given you rich and abundant graces during the
last year. In the novitiate, you were introduced to the religious life and to your duties as religious. Then, as a sign of
your good will, you bound and united yourself to God
through the holy vows.
Now you are in the Lord’s vineyard to work in accordance with the heavenly Father’s will. Do everything there
as you were taught here. Accept the poor deaf children with
loving, motherly care and carry out whatever is entrusted
to you in holy obedience. Then God’s blessing will rest upon
your labors. Frequently visit the Lord of blessing in the
most holy sacrament. You will always go away from there
and to your work enriched with new graces.
Prepare well for the coming feast of Christmas.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus

63. Sisters M. Giovanna (Marie) Oblak and M. Aurelia (Elise) Vogt
returned to Gorizia after making their novitiate in Munich and professing temporary vows on September 8, 1876.
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5290: To Msgr. Andrew Pauletig
Gorizia

Munich
October 9, 1877

J!M!
Monsignor! Very Reverend Director!
Soon your unanswered letter will have been lying before
me for a month, but I must say that even today its contents
give me great sadness.
When Venerable Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] returned from her last visitation, she reported, to my
consolation, that all was well in the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia. Upon careful inquiry, she heard that everything was in order and that the junta had expressed its
satisfaction with the sisters.
Then you wrote and stated that, if there is no change in
the present personnel, you see only a sorrowful future. You
said earlier that, as director, you did not need anyone else to
act in your place at the institute. Therefore, if the institute
needs only a mother, we would have no better or more qualified sister than M. Augustina [Wiethaupt]. There has never
been better harmony between the children and the sisters
than there is now, as confirmed by testimony.
In an earlier letter, we presented our thoughts with regard to Sister Xaveria [Hauptmann] and we ask that you
would not take it amiss if we say that we are not in the habit
of returning to the same topic repeatedly.64
We heard that the reverend professor [Stephan] Kociančič
compiled the examination points regarding local history, geography, and natural history.65 It was probably out of consideration for him that Sister Giovanna [Oblak] did not hand
over the original.
64. See Document 5012, p. 152.
65. Dr. Stephan Kociančič (1818-83) was ordained in 1841 and later
appointed professor at the seminary in Gorizia. A learned scripture
scholar, historian, and author, he was fluent in more than a dozen languages. Dr. Kociančič served as confessor for the sisters and, after saying Mass for the sisters on Sundays and holydays, he often gave them
classes on the history and geography of the region.
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If you still insist on a change of personnel after all this
has been adjusted, we are willing to leave the institute to
other people and use our sisters elsewhere. Moreover, I can
assure you that the sisters are completely devoted to the
deaf children and are ready to serve them in every way possible.66
United in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus

66. In 1884, the sisters at the Institute for Deaf Children were required to teach the boys as well as the girls. Since the rule did not allow
this, the sisters were once again withdrawn. Two years later, Sisters M.
Giovanna Oblak and M. Petronia Gründler were sent to St. Michael in
Slovenia where, in addition to teaching elementary and needlework
classes and providing classes on Sundays and holidays for older girls and
young women, they began the first school for deaf children in Slovenia.
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Atzberger, Sr. M. Gerolda.
Giordani, Sr. M. Baptista (Louise),
127n
Giovanna Gori, Sr. M. See Gori, Sr.
M. Giovanna.
Giovanna Oblak, Sr. M. See Oblak,
Sr. M. Giovanna.
Girólama Sixt, Sr. M. See Sixt, Sr.
M. Girólama.
God’s call, 4, 6
God’s love, 106, 108
God’s will. See will of God.
God’s works, 18, 19, 20, 88, 90, 92,
93
Golgotha. See Calvary, Mount.
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Gollmayr, Andrew (Prince
Bishop of Gorizia and
Gradisca), 66n, 88, 98, 115,
123-124, 125-126, 145n. See
also List of Documents.
Good Shepherd, 10
Gori, Sr. M. Giovanna, 136, 144
Gorizia, 63n
gratitude, 46, 54, 71, 74, 83, 136,
156-157
Graudenz (now Grudziądz in
Poland), 123
Graz (Austria), 145n
Gründler, Sr. M. Petronia
(Emilie), 147-148, 151-152,
154, 161n
Gschwendtner, Sr. M. Emma
(Walburga), 154n
Gurtweil (now in BadenWürttemberg), 58
happiness, 74, 104, 105, 128
harmony, 104, 130, 147, 160
Hauptmann, Sr. M. Xaveria,
152, 160
healing, 24, 108, 128
health: effect of living quarters,
37
heart, 117
heaven, 14, 24, 36, 48, 75, 81, 89,
102-105, 106-107, 111, 114,
128, 155
Heller, Fr. George, 125-126
Henzler, Fr. 31
Hermagora Meier, Sr. M. See
Meier, Sr. M. Hermagora.
Hilaria Arndorfer, Sr. M. See
Arndorfer, Sr. M. Hilaria.
Hildegundis Löffler, Sr. M. See
Löffler, Sr. M. Hildegundis.
Holy Communion, 106
Holy Name of Jesus, 93, 108,
118, 120, 128, 129
Holy Rule: acquisition of property, 112-113; copy of, 25-28;
episcopal approval, 26-28; approval by Holy See, 15, 25-26,
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44-45, 84, 116; introduction
to, 27; missions, 84; star that
leads to Jesus, 107; testimonies, 44-46
Holy Spirit, 128
Hörstein (Bavaria), 125
Hortulana Forstner, Sr. M. See
Forstner, Sr. M. Hortulana.
hospitality, 31, 42, 90
Huber, Sr. M. Ethwina
(Barbara), 90
Hügle, Sr. M. Adelphine
(Josepha), 56-57
Hugstetten (now in Baden-Württemberg): opening, 3-4, 43-44,
46-48; development, 49-50;
closure, 50-51, 52-53, 54-55,
56-57
Hungary, 58-59
Ignatia Pieringer, Sr. M. See
Pieringer, Sr. M. Ignatia.
Illyria, 65n
Institute for Deaf Children (Gorizia), 63-73, 75-76, 78-79, 8182, 83-87, 94-95, 109-111,
113-114, 116-118, 120-121;
sisters left (1868), 122 -124;
sisters returned (1870-84),
125-127, 129-133, 135-137,
138-140, 142-144, 146-152,
153-155, 158, 160-161; sisters
left (1884), 161n
Italian War of Independence,
Second, 87n
Italian: acquiring fluency, 74,
76, 78, 112, 129n, 146-147
Jesuit Law: See Kulturkampf.
Jesus, 10, 23, 54, 68, 74, 89, 93,
96, 102-105, 107, 127-129,
143. See also Good Shepherd,
Holy Name of Jesus, Sacred
Heart of Jesus.
Job (Book of Job), 52
Job, Fr. Francis Sebastian, 7172, 105

Johanna Nonhoff, Sr.
M. See Nonhoff, Sr. M. Johanna.
joy, 14, 23, 31, 46, 49, 51, 57, 65, 69,
70, 74, 89, 96, 101, 103, 105, 107,
120, 128, 146, 150
Juliana Sixt, Sr. M. See Sixt, Sr.
M. Juliana.
Junta. See Provincial Junta (Gorizia).
Kageneck, Count Henry von, 39n,
41, 43, 49n
Kageneck, Countess Hermine von,
39n, 41, 43, 46-47, 51-52, 59
Karg, Matilda, 22
Karg, Msgr. August, 3, 5n, 9, 20,
22n, 33. See also List of Documents.
Kettler, William Emmanuel von
(Bishop of Mainz), 16
Kiefer, Sr. M. Adela, 48
Kiermeier, Sr. M. Euphrasia (Victoria), 68
kindergarten, concept of, 77
Kircher, Sr. M. Philothea
(Katherine), 32-33, 35-36, 38
Kociančič, Dr. Stephan, 160
Konrad, Sr. M. Avelline (Andrea),
19, 20, 21, 56
Kübel, Lothair von (Apostolic Administrator of Freiburg), 52-53
Kulturkampf, 134n, 144n, 152n; Jesuit Law, 56n; school laws, 51n
Laibach (now Ljubljana, Slovenia)
68, 137
Le Clerc, Blessed Alix, 105n
lebkuchen, 108
Lechner, Sr. M. Cecilia, 110
Liberalism, 72n, 119, 124n
light, 104, 111, 128
Lippa (now Lipova in Romania), 59
Litschgi, Dr. Joseph, 39-40, 58

Litschgi, Sr. M. Abundantia
(Anna), 13, 39n
Litschgi, Sr. M. Veneranda
(Clementine): in Baden, 13, 14,
34-38, 39, 41n, 51-52; in
Hungary, 58-59; in Westphalia,
38-39
Löffler, Sr. M. Hildegundis (Ida), 38
London (England): mission in, 42n
Louise Engstler, Sr. M. See
Engstler, Sr. M. Louise.
love, 96, 102-108, 111, 128, 139,
142
Magi, 107
Malnig, Marie, 97-100
Malnig, Oriele, 97-100
Mannes, Sr. M. Stephana (Anna),
76, 84
Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann,
Sr. M., See Wiedemann, Sr. M.
Margaret of Cortona.
Mary, 106, 128, 142. See also
Mother of Our Order, Queen of
Heaven.
Meier, Sr. M. Hermagora, 133n
mercy, 11, 36, 54, 57, 74, 80, 88,
110, 111, 136
Moses, 106
Mosetizh, Fr. John, 63
Mother of Our Order (Mary), 101,
105, 111
motherhouse: relation to branch
houses, 28; union with Munich
Motherhouse, 71, 104-105
Müller, Sr. M. Berchmanna
(Bertha), 154n
Munzingen (now in Baden-Württemberg): opening, 3-4, 39-41;
development, 43, 45, 49; novitiate, 49n; closure, 50-53, 58-59
mustard seed, 22, 28, 45
Nazareth, 48
needlework school, 47n
neglected children, homes for, 15,
31
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newly professed sisters: letters
to, 106-107, 110-111, 159
Nonhoff, Sr. M. Johanna, 39,
41n, 48
novices: letters to, 96, 101-105,
127-129
novitiate: Munzingen, 49, Gorizia, 94, 115, 127-129, 159
obedience, 102, 139, 143, 159
Oblak, Sr. M. Giovanna (Marie),
132, 135, 143, 146, 154-155,
159, 161
olive branch, 24
Orb (now Bad Orb in Hesse), 13
Oslender, Fr., 57-58
palm, 24
Pannajot, Sr. M. Wolfganga
(Emilie), 93n, 101, 133n
papal decree of recognition, 15n
particular friendship, 128
Paterna Prutscher, Sr. M. See
Prutscher, Sr. M. Paterna.
patience, 35, 50, 70, 114, 117,
118, 139, 152, 155, 158
Paul the Apostle, St., 141-142
Pauletig, Msgr. Andrew, 63-64,
65n, 86n, 88, 97, 99, 140, 142.
See also List of Documents.
peace, 24, 48, 53, 84, 104, 107,
118, 129, 130, 148
perfection: life of, 69, 91, 102-105
perseverance, 102, 105
Peter Fourier, St. See Fourier,
St. Peter.
Petronia Gründler, Sr. M. See
Gründler, Sr. M. Petronia.
Philothea Kircher, Sr. M. See
Kircher, Sr. M. Philothea.
Piazutta (Gorizia): kindergarten,
76-80, 83, 112
Pieringer, Sr. M. Ignatia
(Emilie), 127n, 145n
pillar of the Church, 8, 24
Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania): St.
Philomena, 63
poverty, 47, 83; vow of, 102-103
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prayer, 11, 14, 29, 53, 57, 72, 96,
106, 108, 120, 129, 142, 154
profession ceremony: Gorizia,
100, 101, 106
property: acquisition of, 112-113
Provincial Junta (Gorizia), 121n,
123-124, 125-126, 130-131,
132, 140, 148, 151, 160
Prutscher, Sr. M. Paterna
(Genevieve), 50, 56-57
Queen of Heaven (Mary), 105
reception ceremony: Baden, 49;
Gorizia, 93, 101
Rechbach, Baron Francis von,
156-157
recognition of the congregation:
See papal decree of recognition.
reconciliation, 117
reign of God, 11
retreat, 121
Riedl, Sr. M. Fintana (Maria), 90
Romana Sottovia, Sr. M. See
Sottovia, Sr. M. Romana.
Roth, Barbara, 117
Rückert, Sr. M. Evangelista,
110, 114, 126n, 132
rule of the congregation. See
Holy Rule.
Sacred Heart of Jesus, 53, 59,
111, 142, 148, 156, 158
Samuel (Prophet), 6
Schels, Dr. Bernard, 8-9
Scherr, Gregory von (Archbishop
of Munich and Freising), 18,
19, 21
Schlecht, Sr. M. Valentina
(Frances), 94-95, 97, 108, 118
Schleicher, Sr. M. Sidonia
(Elise), 90-91, 133n
Schönwald, Sr. M. Bertranda
(Henriette), 19, 20, 21, 24, 32,
35-36, 37
Schumacher, Sr. M. Cleta, 36
Schwarz, Mrs. Theresa, 71

Schwarz, Sr. M. Taciana (Anna),
93n, 100, 106, 146
seed, 40, 54, 141, 158. See also
mustard seed.
Seidl, Sr. M. Stephana, 110, 126n
Seither, Fr. Ferdinand, 29
Seither, Sr. M. Theadilde (Elise), 29
Senestréy, Ignatius von (Bishop of
Regensburg), 91
Settele, Sr. M. Augustina
(Katherine), 113-114, 126n,
131n, 132-133, 135n
shield, 23
Sidonia Schleicher, Sr. M. See
Schleicher, Sr. M. Sidonia.
Siegert, Fr. Matthias, 17, 18, 21,
27-28, 36, 42n, 58, 82, 84, 92,
112
sign language, 109, 146
silkworms, 139
singing and teaching, 117
Sisters of the Holy Redeemer
(Vienna), 125-126
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood
of O’Fallon (Missouri), 58n
Sittler, Sr. M. Josepha Hermanna
(Rosa), 10-11
Sixt, Sr. M. Girólama (Frances), 90,
116, 118
Sixt, Sr. M. Juliana (Katherine),
93n, 106,
Slovenian: acquiring fluency, 109n,
129n, 135, 146
soil, 40, 45, 82
Solferino, Battle of, 87n
sorrow, 33, 34, 37, 54, 65, 103, 108,
118, 128, 160
Sottovia, Sr. M. Romana (Margaret), 77-80, 114n, 116n, 145n
spiritual reading, 106, 142
Sproll, Sr. M. Aloysia (Victoria), 48,
58n
star, 75, 107
statutes of the congregation. See
Holy Rule.
Steiner, Luke, 81-82, 86
Steisslingen (now in Baden-Württemberg): call and opening, 5-14,
16-23, 24-25; development, 3238, 39-40, 42, 45, 49; closing, 5051, 52-54, 55-56

Stephana Mannes, Sr. M. See
Mannes, Sr. M. Stephana.
Stephana Seidl, Sr. M. See Seidl,
Sr. M. Stephana.
Stiessberger, Sr. M. Bernardine
(Caroline), 118, 121, 134-135,
137, 145n
storms, 8, 46, 54
Stotzingen, Baron Roderich von,
6n, 8, 9n, 11n, 12n, 16, 17, 23,
37, 39, 55. See also List of Documents.
Stotzingen, Baroness Gabriela von,
12n, 32-33, 34-35, 37
Strehle, Fr. Adolph, 13-15, 2728,41-42
Stütz, Sr. M. Bertha, 58n
Styria (Austria), 114n
suffering, 33, 35, 50, 84, 102-103,
106, 108, 116, 117, 119
Tabor, Mount, 44
Taciana Schwarz, Sr. M. See
Schwarz, Sr. M. Taciana.
Temesvár (now Timişoara, Romania), 70-72, 77, 155
Theadilde Seither, Sr. M. See Seither, Sr. M. Theadilde.
transition, 24
treasure, 96, 104, 107, 128
tree, 22, 28, 40, 86, 128
Trieste (now in Italy), 145
trumpet, 23
trust in God, 7, 66, 75, 78, 90, 95,
127, 134, 135
unity, 82, 84; of the congregation,
104-105
Urbana Wagner, Sr. M. See Wagner, Sr. M. Urbana.
Valentina Schlecht, Sr. M. See
Schlecht, Sr. M. Valentina.
Valeria Bosizio, Sr. M. See Bosizio,
Sr. M. Valeria.
Valeria Wallner, Sr. M. See Wallner, Sr. M. Valeria.
Valussi, Dr. Eugenio, 141-142, 144145, 153
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Veneranda Litschgi, Sr. M. See
Litschgi, Sr. M. Veneranda.
Vicari, Herman von (Archbishop
of Freiburg im Breisgau), 3,
8, 9, 13, 14, 19, 22, 23n, 41,
49, 52n; letter from, 9n, 27n.
See also List of Documents.
vines, 65
vineyard, 52, 56, 65, 159
vocations, religious, 74-75
Vogt, Josephine, 25
Vogt, Sr. M. Aurelia (Elise), 146,
154-155, 159
vows, 69, 129, 159; profession,
101, 102-105, 110-111; renewal, 111
Wagner, Sr. M. Urbana (Margaret), 79-80, 112, 126n, 139,
142
Wallner, Sr. M. Valeria, 135
water, 22, 128
waves, 46
wedding feast, 111, 129, 154
Wehrle, Sr. M. Elisabeth, 58n
Wessenberg, Baron Ignatius von,
15
Westermeier, Anna, 91n
widow’s mite, 8, 10, 45, 118, 150
Wiedemann, Sr. M. Margaret of
Cortona (Anna), 41n, 87, 89,
91, 94, 95, 100, 101, 114, 116,
126, 129, 135, 138, 143, 144,
146, 147, 155, 160
Wiethaupt, Sr. M. Augustina
(Amanda), 135, 142-144, 147148, 151-152, 160
will of God, 58, 103, 114
winds, 46
Wittmann, George Michael (Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg),
105n, 106
Wolfganga Brönninger, Sr. M.
See Brönninger, Sr. M.
Wolfganga.
Wolfganga Pannajot, Sr. M. See
Pannajot, Sr. M. Wolfganga.
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Wolfsteiner, Canon, 33
Wolfsteiner, Sr. M. Bilhildis
(Maria), 33, 34, 37
works of God. See God’s work.
world, separation from, 102-103,
106, 127-128
Xaveria Hauptmann, Sr. M. See
Hauptmann, Sr. M. Xaveria.

Zengerling, Sr. M. Cecilia (Theresa),
135
Zhebron, Sr. M. Geltrude, 132, 143,
152, 155, 157

